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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The complexity ot human interaction becomes forcefully
evident when one attempts to locate a single aspect of it, such
as the attitude. ot Jewish high school students toward religiou8
groups, in a specitic area ot sociology.

ane could justifiably

place a study ot these attitudes in minority relations, sociology ot religion, or social. psychology.

While the ditterences

between the areas are largely a matter of emphasis, they remind
one ot the difterent dimenslon8 trom whioh such a study can be
approached.

Minority group research has approaohed inter-group

relations largely trom the national and racial perspectives.
This is not surprising wben one considers how recent is the
popularity of religion as an area ot attention from sociology.
Since 1950 it has been the object of increasing concern not
only trom sociologists
gious group tensions. l

b~

clergymen who are aware of interreli-

Religion is viewed sociologically as

part ot man's culture and reterred to as a major institution.
It is an interacting segment of a larger sooio-oultural entity
influencing and being influenced b1 the other component parts.
lGlenn Vernon. SOCiolO'{ of RelisioD (New York: McGrawHill Book 00., Ino., 19~), 17-

a:1

2

In the process of socialization a series ot religious detinitions are provided which are important determinants ot human
behavior. 2
The most distinctive characteristic ot religion in the
United States is its pluralism.

The intricate complexity ot

human behavior 18 manitested again by the tact that this religious pluralism can be both a divisive and unifying torce.

The

emphasis on external conformity has been known to cause triction in the presence ot cultural and religious ditterences. 3 On
the other hand, during the 1950's and '60's, religion bas become
"publicly acceptable" to Americans. 4
The proportion ot church members bas increased considerably over tbe past century.

Some observers have noted a wide-

spread "revival" ot religion which, because it aftects all major
churches, must be regarded as a phenomenon retlecting basic conditions ot the general social system rather than conditions
strictly internal to one or a tew churche •• '

Will Herberg

speaks ot a "new attitude" toward religion which has emerged in
contemporary American society.
Americans believe in religion 11'1 a way that perhaps
no other people do. It may indeed be said that the
2 lbid ., 34-39.

'Robin lJilliams, A.meric~ Soclet.l (New York: Altred A.
Knopt, 1961), 450-454.
4

Vernon, .2B.. 5!.ll., 227.
'David O. Moberg, The Church as a Social Institution
(Englewood Clitfs, N. J.: Jrin£lce !&II, IDee, 19~', 38-39.

3
primary religious affirmation of the ;un.eric[:;ln peOyle t
in harmony wi ttl the J~,merican i,Ja;y :.~f Li fe, is thtlt rel it;~ion is a "good thing,lI a supremely "good tiling" for
the individual and the cOID.Illunity. ~nd "religion" here
means not sOi,uoh .'~ny particula.r relir2;ion, but religion
as such. 6
".,:~18t

emerges from. this tlcom!!lon fei th II is the conception thf)t the

three "communions "--,Protestantism, Gatholicism, and Judaism--are

diverse but equally legitimate,

e~,uully

'meT'icBn, standing for

essentially the same "moral ideals" and "spiritual v<:lluos. n?
The differences separatinc these groups are transcended in the
context of this common affi.rmation.
Given the complexity of human behavior, an attempt to
arrive at conclusions about the influence of religion on prejudice presents an enormous task.

Certainly religion never acts

alone but always in combination with the influence of other
(wci~l

institutions.

A full explanation would domand a :nulti-

di(lciplinary attack 30 that an i.ndi vidual study in the etiolort.y
of prejudice can only make modest claims.

Jhat follows in an

exposition of some of the roots of prejudice.

cern among these

is~th

the reaction to

Our primf:1ry con-

8nti-~emiti9m

DS a

source of prejudice.
durvey of the Literature

Melvin Tumin has published an inventory of some 183
6 . 1ill Herberg, PrOi;;e13tont-Gatholic-ill. (New York:
Doubleday and Co., 1955), ?J?

7~., 101.
,

-

4

studies on the various d1i"el'uJions and manitestations ot antiSemitism.

This review confirms the impression that there are

tewer studies ot the attitudes ot Jew. toward other groups than

ot the attitudes ot others toward Jews.

Other areas of concen-

tration are personality difterences, values, and educational
achievement.

Jewish-Gentile interaction has also been studied

in such areas as mixed group participation, intermarriage, and
dating (the latter on a small seale).

The work on attitudes ot

Jews is of a more selt-reileotive nature.

Tua1n maintains that

among the diverse patterns of Jewish selt-images resulting trom
reaotions to Gentile discrimination and prejudioe, the two most
frequent and problematic take the torm ot aggressive selt-asaertioD and aggressive selt-denial.

These theme. and aspects

related to them are ottered as hypotheses rather than demonstrated theories.!
Such a glanoe at related researoh helps to focus this
study.

The main concern 1s with Jewish reaction to Gentile dis-

crimination and prejudice as revealed

by

the attitudes ot Jewish

high school youth toward other religious groups.
The studies having most immediate relevance here are
those ot Allport and Kramer, A. I. Gordon, and J; Adelson.
Allport and Kramer tested various causal hypotheses of
prejudice among 437 uniTersity students, 63 of whom were Jewish.
Among the conclusions which this research yielded are the fol8Melvin Tumin, An ~ventory and Ap raisal ot Research on
American Anti-Semitism tie. fork: Fre-e!om looks t l~O). 100. --

5
lowing:
1.
bein~

Jews and Catholics with greater experience of
victimized (i.e., experiencing discrimination and

prejudice) tended to be more anti-Semitic.

A marked

tendency exists tor victims of prejudice to turn on
other groups (ocoasionally their own) with feelings of
hostility and hate just as the frustration-aggression
hypothesis predicts.

But at the same time the victims

could identity and sympathize with other unfortunates
and become le8. susoeptible to bias.
2.

Jewish subjects are least prejudiced ot all yet

at the same time most frequently victims ot prejudice.

3.

Women were tound to be less prejudiced than men.

4.

Tolerance may grow trom certain types ot reli-

gious training but not mere exposure to religion at ho.e
or at church.

Jews and persons lacking any religious

training are freer ot anti-Negro prejudice than Catholics
or Protestants.
;.

Intimate, equal status contact reduces suscepti-

bility to second-hand stereotypes ot minority groupa. 9
The study ot A. I. Gordon reveals that while on the
whole the 159 Jewish university students he stUdies were reaarkably tree from aggressive attitudes toward the Negro, "it is
9Gordon W. Allport and Bernard M. lCramer t "So•• Roots
ot Prejudice," !B! Journa! g! P!lcholoSl, XXII (l946)t 9-~9.

6

evident that aggressive attitudes as a whole are more pronounced
in those who have had bad frustrating anti-Jewish experience.
than in others. nlO There is no significant relationship between
the sex of the students and the degrees of frustration revealed
in their Personal Opinion Inventory Scores.
The Adelson study i8 concerned with the authoritarian
personality ot the Jew who is him.elt an objeot ot prejudioe.
His mode of dichotomization tor the "good" and

"bad~

Gentile &s

well as the "good" and "bad" Jew reveal. his personality structure to be virtually identioal with his non-Jewish counterpart
in the nature and quality of his authoritariani.m.

What dis-

tinguishes him from other Jews are ••embership in sororities and
traternities; Reform attiliation; attendance at religious .ervices only on high holidays (non-attenders were least authoritarian).

Sex. he round. does not distinguish high from low

authoritarianism. 11
The.e three studies as well as the investigation this
researcher i8 about to describe converge on a oommon reterence
point: the frustration-aggression syndrome.
Gordon rerer to it.

US8

explioitly.

Both Allport and

While Adelaon t • work is

done withln the authoritarian tramework, his ooncern tor Jewish
".elt-hatred" and the minority group individual's reaction to
lOA. I. Gordon. "Frustration and Aggression Among Jewish
University Students," Jewish Social Studies, V (1943), 41.
IlJoseph Adeleon, "A Study ot Minority Group Authoritarianisll," Journal ot Abnormal and Soclal PslchOlosy, XLVII, Xo. 4(1953). 4",,::g~.

-

-

?
majority group prejudice allows it to join this convergence.
Various modern psychologists and other social scientists have
made more or les8 systematic use of the frustration-aggression
hypothesis.

Freud's earlier writings indicate that he used it

rather extensively.

Dollard tormulated the general principles

~

frustration and aggression trom the earlier writings of Freud
and

applied them to a Southern community in the United States.

Its moet detailed theoretical treatment is found in Frustration
~ AssreS8ion. 12 An explicit statement of the proposition by
the authors is as follows: " ••• the occurrence ot aggressive behavior always presupposes the existence of frustration and,
contrariwise, that the existence of frustration always leads to
some form ot aggresSion. Nl3 While this frame ot reference does
not claim to be a complete systematization of human behavior, it
does attempt to place within a common discourse diverse phenomena which incluies prejudice, strikes, suicid.s, erim1nal1t7,
and war. 14
Jewish-Gentile relationships have been described by
Marden in his text on minorities in America as the most enigmatic ot all our dominant-minority situations. 1 ,

With the

12Dollard ~ al., frustration and Aggression (New Haven,
Conn. : Yale UniverSItY-Press, l~~b', 2~2.
l3 Ibid ., 1.
14IbJ;d., 26.
l5Charles F. Marden, Minorities in American Socletz (New
York: American Book 00., 19'2). 41b. J - -

composition of tl:c Jewisb population changinG
B

pre~onderantly

ste~dily

foreign-born to prc?onderantly

from

n~tlve-born,

their full acceptance as Amerlcsns hoa not followed this trend
in acculturation.
m.ii 1 minority.! ,16

In the United . . 'tates they rem!:::<in a "perenThe,}' maintain a distinoti veness in physiog-

nomy, culture, and "associational viSibility.,,17
of this study is not on minor! ties

~lS

'l'he emphasis

such but rather on one

aspect of the dynElmic interaction oatvlsen a minority group

and its reciprocal dominant group.

BDc,;iUse

of his religion,

the Jew remains somewhat alien in a dominantly Christian soci sty.

NUt'den

m~jintains

that the dOClinant-minori ty pattern

of social relationships tends to produce characteristic attitudes and behavior patterns in the personalities of the membet's of the two groups.

There are tio polrlr

irs of atti-

tudes and behavior which they evoke: the superiorlty com.plex of
the dominant linked \It th the inferiority complex of the minor-

ity; and the "bullying" complex of the'ormer coupled '\ith the
persecution complex

of the latter.

Among the dominants who fee

secure in their status the superiority trait is revealed in

i:~eath

16.)
,.
. h orn, Inh
n. A.
,,)ch ermar
.1. es~ r,
vur ."
.n)op 1 e (1:1,:\09 t on: D• C •

and Company, 1949), 3'77-413. This minority situation is
by the dominant gentileg'oup aa inherently different
and for this reason Jews are consciously or unconsciously excluded from full participation in the life of the culture.
i:nrden, 22- cit., 29.
I'er;~rded

17"Associational visiblity" in determined by finding
out whether or not an individual in <~uestion associates mostly
wi th JCtvs. Karden,.2.£. 01 t •• 416.

9
behavior which 1s at various times tolera.ting, condescending,
benevolent.

On the other hand those who teel less secure ex-

hibit a tendency toward aggressive behavior which 1s designated
as the ~ul171ng complex. M18 The interiority complex relers to
the tendency ot persons long inured to minority status to accept
the definition of themselves which the dominant group holda.
The persecution complex reveals itselt in the unusual sensitivity ot the minority person toward the behavior ot dominant per-

Ris trequent interpretation ot even innocent behavior as

sons.

threatening i8 a striking example of the tact that the minority
situation typioally evokes the interpretation ot discrimination. l9
The purpose ot the present study is to investigate the
attitudinal etfects of anti-Semitism experienced by the

sub~ecta.

In this. it should be noted, the data employed relate to such
experienoes as .;>srceiTed and reported by them, not as ocserved
in an experimental or otherwise artifioially struotured aitua-

tion.

The etfects

or

such anti-Seaitiem will be indicated by

responses to questions whose purpose was to elicit reports of
personal and Ticarious experiences ot discrimination and prejudice.

These descriptions defined by the respondent him••lf .s

examples of discrimination are used as illustrations of trustration.

ThG reaotions to these perce1ved experiences as evidenced
l8 Ibid •• 34.
I

19Ib1d ., 33.

10

in the negative verbal valuations of other groups by him are
seen as a.ggressive responses.
Those responsible tor anti-Semitio acts or expressions
are in most instances non-Jews; however, this is too broad a
category to be sufficiently meaningful.

It was decided, there-

fore, to introduce a further categorical division following more
specific religious designations.

To some extent, the current

interest in interreligious group dialogue suggested such use of
specific religious groups as a focal point, in that, it was felt,

the exploration of the implications of religious identification
both tor the Jew and the anti-Semite could yield valuable results.

Finally, sin.ce not all anti-Semitic manitestations could

be linked to individuals with formal or identifiable religious
af'filiation, "noA-church member" vas added.
Probably the most influential source tor this study was
a doctoral dissertation written by Sister M. Jeanine Gruesser in

1950.

Slster Jeanine's original plan ot investigation centered

on the relationship between frequency of contact and prejudice.
The subjects were originally intended to be Catholic and J'ewish

children attending elementary scbocle and living in the same
ne1ghborhoodswithln the larger urban areas of New York Cit,..
This plan was nltered because permisslon to carryon thle investigation iu public scbools vas withheld for the reason that the
character ot the study necessitated a declaration ot religious
affiliation on the pa.rt ot the pupils.

'!'he research on Jewish

-

11

students through private organizations d1d not 7ield a
number ot

sub~ects

compara~e

o.n the s.venth and eighth grade level so that

ultimately the results ot this phase ot the study were not published.

The study was eonsequently limited to Oatholic students

attending parochial sOhools.

Among the conclusions derived

were the tollowing:
1.

Ditterences in score. ot attitude. toward Jews

between ohildren having close personal relations with
Jews and those having either 11mlted personal or minimal relations with them proved to b. highl,. sipitioant.
aver halt the children in both categories indicating
personal association with Jews deolared that they liked
most Jews.

Among those who had no Jewlsh triends. al-

most halt 01' the group gave evidenoe ot not liking Jewa.
2.

Bo definite relation appeared to exist between

attitude toward Jews as revealed by attitude soore., and
the 8iz. 01' the Jewish group in the neighborhood.

3.

The ni.pression" that anti-Jewish feeling pre-

dominated over dislike for Negroes or Italians or any
other nationality or religious group living in the variou. neighborhoods was reported.

This impression was

based on reactions to statements in terms oiremarks and
exchanged glances observed by the investigator while
the tests were being given as vell as remarks on the

12

questionnaire. 20
This impression is cited as an incidental conclusion by
the author; it haa partioular bearing here. however.

The

pre-

sent writer experienced similar audible reactions with regard to
the items referring to Oatholics while testing some of the
groups involved in her research.
The public school system in the city in which this investigation was ma4e also considers research requesting information on religion trace t and incOlIe an invasion of the student' s
privacy.

Yor this reason it became necessary to turn to private

agencies tor the selection ot a s ..ple.

Personal consultatioDs

with Sister Jeanine Gru.sser contirmed the investigator's apression that it was more important to do the study ot Jewish
high school students given the inaccessibility ot Oatholics,

Protestants and Jews within the public school 8ystem.

!his 1m-

presaion was originally derived trom the survey ot literature
noted earlier, whIch made it clear that current research e.phasize. the self-reflective attItude or Jevs rather than their
attitudes tovard non-Jevs in reaction to Gentile discriminatioD
and prejudice.

It was also decided that testing high school

students vas .ore teasible than elementar.1 stUdents aince their
attitudes were apt to be .ore articulate and crystalli.eci'.
20S1ster M. Jeanine Gruesser. Cate60rical Valuations or
Jews Amon~ Oatholio Parochial School g§~Jgren (OasLlngtoD, ».~t
batHotic niver.ltT of IierIca ~.ss. 19 " 139-144.
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A tentatiYe statement ot the principal hypothesis of
this study is a8 tollows: the frequency
catesorical j!dpente .2! !!! 2ut-sroU{?

~

e!pressed unfavorable

inclu41lys

-out-6£oUP, is directly relat,d 12 !e! treguencz

~

_uressed

antlcip!tion g! "victimization" originatins fro! .e.bers !! tha,

an4 vicariouslz ex{?erienced dlscrimination

~t

pereonallz

!!! prejudice

~

!!!

!!!! :eeroeived !z them .y. petRI attributable 12 that
out-seouR !! 2!st associations. !his hypothesis oontains two
subjects

corollaries which vill be tested in separate breakdowns.

!he

first is that the frequency of expre.sed untavorable categor1oal
judgments of an out-group, including the expressed antioipation
of "Victimization" origtnat1ag trom members ot that out-grouP.
is direotly related to the frequency ot 41sor1mination and
prejudioe personally experienced by the subjeots and perceived
by them a8 being attributable to that out-group.

The seoond i.

that the frequency ot expreseed unfavorable categor1oal judcments of an out-group, 1noluding the expressed anticipation of
"viotimization" originating trom me.bers of that out-group, is
direc'ly related to the frequency of combined Rersonal and vioar-

+0U! experience ot discrimination and prejudioe on the part ot
the subjeots and perceived by them as being attri1utable to that
out-group.

Whereas the unfavorable categorioal judgments are

clearly aggressive responS8. in the theoretioal framework set
forth in this study, some objection sight be raised to including the expressed anticipation of "victimization" on the ground.
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that these could be nothing more than tactual prediotions or
generalizations.

Without den7ing this possibility, one may

nevertheless treat such expectations as reflecting (or

80

opera-

ting as to predispose the respondent to make) an unfavorable
oategorical judgment ot the out-group 1n question.

Obviously,

1n this context, to the extent tbat untavorable categorical
judgments are involved in such expectatioDs, they are at most
implied in contrast to the otb&r overt (actual) expression ot

such judgments.

In addition to this main hTPothesis, three

additional bypothe8es are tested which can be stated in the following manner: 1) there is no direct relationship between the
trequency ot expressed actual and implied intolerance of outgroups and sex; 2) there is no direct relationship between the

frequency ot expressed actual and implied intolerance of outgroups and the frequency of attendance at reli8ious services;
3) there i8 no direct relationship between tbe frequency

or

expressed actual and iaplied intolerance of out-group. and the
trequency ot contact with these out-groups.
Definition

or

Terms

Intolerance is defined here a8 readiness to pass unfavorable

~udgments

on persons or religious communitie..

and implied intolerance

are unfavorable categorical

Actual

~udgm.nts

made with reference to persons or religious communities.
are taken as manitestatioDs of attitudes. 2l

They
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Actual intolerance is indicated by .eans ot the negative
verbal opinions recorded b.1 the student in certain questions on
the ;:::ueatlolUlaire .2D. ;ptergroup Relat101U3 and by his agre.ment
with negative opinions on the Remmers- 89ale
Attitude Toward Anz Defined Grc!».
indicated

b~

!2£

Implied intolerance i8

the expression ot anticipated "victimization" ori-

ginating trom members ot an out-group in the
Int.rsrouE

Measuring

~.lation8.

~8tionna1r.

sa

Personally experienced discrimination and

prejudice, or "victimization," inolude any negative overt or
covert act which an individual reports was directed toward himselt, or to another. in whioh case 1t would be vicariously experienced, Decause he i8 Jewish.
The Design ot the Research

The chi-square technique i. used to test the relationship between variables.

In most instances a two-tailed test

table is used to determine p.

Levels ot signiticance were

judged on the basis ot .01 and .05.
While relationship ot cause and ettect can seldom be

tude" denotes "the sua total ot a man'. inclinations and teelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, teara,
threats, and convictions about any specitic topic." Op1D1on
.eans "a verbal expression ot attitude," it "symbolizes attitude." Opinion is used as an index of attitude. It must be
recognized that there is a "discrepancy," some error of meaaurement between the opinion tbat is used as an index and the
attitude that is interred trom such an index. L. L. Thurstone
and E. J. Chave, Th! Heaeurement ot Attitude (Chioa.so: The
University of Chicago Press, 1929); ~.
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completely established in sociological research, we can approxi_ate a causal explanation.

The conclusions which tollow in this

study are tentative approximations ot what dependent variable.
are related with independent variable ••
One ot the variable. which we had hoped to relate to
intolerance was that of parental occupation and education.

Un-

fortunately, the respoDse. to the questions elioiting this information di4 not permit the kind ot accuracy that would be demanded.

The desoriptions ot parental occupation when given were

not alway. explicit; while explioit oategories were listed tor
parental education aany student. reported that their parents
were eduoated in Europe and that they were unable to make a
comparable judgaent.

Others simply reported that they did not

know how far their parent. went to school.
The validity ot verbal expression. of attitude are not
aocepted a8 infallible indicators of actual and implied intolerance.

No doubt a number of attItude. did not receive expression

in this study.

The tinal result. must be interpreted with the.e

limitations in mind.
The instruments chosen tor this investigation are a
Seal! tor Heaaurins Attitude Toward ABl

~t1n.d

grouR, Porm At

Purdue Pleasur••ent Instrwaen.t, 1960, edited b,. H. H. Re_ers,
Hereatter :teterred to ..a Re_era' Sgale; and a Questionnatr!
Intersroup Relations, hereatter reterred to as the QIR.
are reproduced in Appendix I.

e

Both
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While it i8 maintained that the Remmers' Scale reliably
test. students from grade six to advanced graduate., it was
found, in the results ot the pilot study, that it included terms
beyond the comprehension ot the students to be tested.

Conse-

quently, expressions were added parenthetioally to the following
items I
6.

Are quick to apprehend. (catch on)

9.

Are hiShll emotional.

12.

Are aelf-indulgent.

(excitable)
(usually think only at themselve.)

17. Are mentally detective.

Cot interior intelligence)

These meanings were judged to be within the range ot the students' grasp bl tour judgea.

The purpose ot choosing this Scale

waa twotold: first, to obtain a standardized aeasure ot ascertaining the desree ot tavorablenesa and nnEavorablenes. ot re-

apondents toward other religious groups and non-church •••ber.,
and .econdll, to use it as a .eans ot validating the QIR.
The QIR c0D81sts ot 38 questions composed ot check lists
structured and open-end questions.

A tentative torm of the QIR

was pretested in a p1lot study with 47 youtb group students partio1pating.

Revisions and subst1tutions were made and the re-

vised form was

then used in this study.

The

~

was adminis-

tered to the respondents immed1ately following the administratio

ct Remmerst Soal,.
The.e instruments were administered to 785 students 1n
Bove.ber and Deoe.ber ot 1962.

!he students at the Aoademy and
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Hebrew bigh sobool extension branches were informed by their
instructor. that they would take an attitude t.st.

The adminis-

tration ot the test took plaoe during regular class ses.iona.
The situation diftered 80mewhat .a tar as the youth groups were
eonoemed.

A

letter was sent out inviting them to participate

in a sociological study on tbe att1tud.. ot Jewish high sobool
They were then asked to vote on whether or not to parti-

youth.

Every group contaeted voted to partiCipate.

cipate.

The t.sts

were given during regular •••ttas- atter aehool hours or 1& the
ev.ning.
It vas neoessar.1 to ask tor a •• istance in the adminis-

r.·

tration ot the R....

Scale aDd the £l! since all

or

the

Acad• . , students could not be reaoh.d in the course ot o.e
school 4ay by o.e inve.tigator.

S!a1larly maD7 ot the youth

groups .et on th. s.e . .ening in the s.e building at the sus
tlas.

Two colleagu.s were br1.te4 by .eans or .elf-adaiD1atra-

tion of te.ta and observation ot the writer's procedure in

0 ••

olasarooa se •• lon.
The participants were told that over ?oo Jewish high
sohool students were participating in this survey.

Every ettort

was made to oonceal tbe university and religious atfiliation of
the inv.stigators.

The students were also told that this waa an

independent soc10logical study endor••d b7 the local branches ot
tbe Anti-Detamation League and the American Jewish. Committ•••
No name. were required.

Each student was .a;::11sne4 a nuber to
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insure anonymity.
the

wa~

It was pointed out to the respondents that

they could help to make the study successtul and valid

was by answering the questions "according to the way you teel."

Ot the 785 questionnaires returned. 23 were
leaving a total ot 762.

Those

re~ect.d

re~ecte4.

inoluded tive Hebrew

high school extension students who were actually eighth grade

students in the

public scbool 87stem; two others were college

students; one refused to till out the Seal! and the iIR atter
examining thea brietly, and twelve questionnaires vere found to
be so incomplete as to be unusable.

.ot allot the question-

naire. were literally complete in their responses as will be
seen in the distributions reoorded in
low.

80me

However. those questionnaires were

ot the tables to tol-

re~ected

in which all

or moat of the questions requesting intormation on personally
and vicariously experienced 41scr1mination and pre3udlce were
omitted.

These questions were regarded as essential to the

study in that they constituted the base ot the main h7Pothe.ls.
Description ot the Sample Population
The sample consists ot 762 Jewish high school studenta
attending a private or public high school in a large city in the
United State..
ed

Within it there are thr •• basic groups designat-

according to institutional membership.

These three groups

are comprised ot students attending a Jewish parochial high
school lull-time; tho.e attending Hebrew high school extension
class •• part-time but public high schools tull-time; and tho.e
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attending public high schools full-tim., members of Jewish
youth groups not attending Hebrew high school extension claases
at the present time.

A Jewish bigh school youth is d.tined here

as an offspring ot one or both Jewish parents.

Be is a member

ot one ot the Jewish groups described below attending high
school in what is usually designated as freshman through Genior
grades in the American school syste••
The first group include. 209 stUdents attending a Jewish
parochial high school on a lull-time basis.

The term Academt is

used alternatel7 with Jewish parochial high school to differentiate these students trom students attending Hebrew high schools
on a part-time basis.

Their program ot study inolude.. in addi-

tion to the regular high school currioulum. a program ot religious and cultural subjects.
The second group numbers 120 atudenta attending parttime instruction at local Hebrew high school extension olasses.
They attend sessions ranging trom three to nine and a halt .
hours weekly sponsored by a central agenoy of Jewish eduoation.
The third component of the sample consists ot 433 public high sohool students belonging to youth groups sponsored by
national and local Jewish organizations.

The national organiza-

tion plan includes religious, cultural. and social services.
~ocial

and athletic activities.

The city organisation has a

primarily socia-cultural orientation.
is limited to Jewish youth.

Membership in both groupe

Groups were chosen on a proportion-
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ate basis in order to insure regional and sex representation.
The six groups from the south side of the city, a total of 169,
were members of the national organization as were the five
groups, including a total of 8S trom the west side.

Included

with the seven national organiaation groups on the north s1de
were an additional group ot 70 students trom a city youth organization.

these youths were invited to participate because it

was felt that the national youth organization did not adequately
represent Jewish youth on the north side.
was 116.

The north side total

During the codification of the data these regional

differenoes appeared to be reflected in the responses.

Rather

than combine these totals, we decided to retain the regional
designations (south side youth group, west side youth group,
and north side youth group) in order to keep the possibility ot
outstanding regional difterence. in view.
Of the 762 students partiCipating in this study 553
attend public schools full-time.

One hundred and twenty of

these attend atter-school instruction at Hebrew high school
branchea.

Two hundred and nine students attend a Jewish paro-

chial high school lull-time.

387 girls.

The sample includes

~70

boys and

Jive respondents did nat check aale or temale in

response to Question 1 on the QIR.
Table 1 lists the number and percentage representation

ot the social characteristics ot the total population participating in the study.

These figures are located in the column on
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the

le~t.

Pigures representing responses ot students trom the

Academy, Hebrew high school group, and the combined youth groups
within this total are tound in the columns on the right.

There

is a slightly higher percentage ot girls represented (50.8 per
cent) as opposed to boys (48.5 per cent).

The modal age was 15.

a total of 29.9 per cent of the population, tollowed by 14 and
16 years ot age, 24.5 and 22.9 per cent respectively.

7.reshmen

and sophomores make up more than halt of the sample, juniors
totaled 26.1 per cent while seniors constituted 14.2 per cent

ot the total.
Over 81 per cent ot the students have attended some
~orm

of Hebrew high school. grade school, or Sunday school.

Of

this population, 44.1 per cent have attended both high school
and grade school and 36.9 per cent have attended grade school
or Sunday school only.

Eighteen per cent

not having attended Hebrew

hi~h

o~

the sample report

achool or grade school.

group was concentrated in the combined youth group total.

This
Por-

ty-eight ot these students were in the south side group, 24 in
the west side and 65 in the north side youth groups.
Religious aftiliation is represented in the

~ollow1ng

manner: Orthodox-Traditional (combined), 41.8 per cent; Oonservative, 40.3 per cent, Retorm. 10.8 per cent; no attiliation,
don't know, 6.3 per cent.

The Academy students accounted tor

60.2 per cent ot the Orthodox-Traditional representation, followed by 27 per cent trom the youth groups and 12.8 per cent
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trom the Hebrew high school group.

Three-tourtha ot thoae with

Oonservative aftiliation were concentrated in the youth groups
while slightly le88 than one-quarter were in the Hebrew high
school group.

The remaining 3.9 per cent were trom the Academy.

The combined Touth group accounted for 91., per cent (a total

of 75) of the Reform representatioD, the remaining 8.5 per cent
(a total of 7) was recorded by Hebrew high school respondents.

eports of "no affiliation" and "dontt know" were recorded by
5 youth organization respondents and 1 respondent from the
high school group.
The statistics on parental education are limited b7 the
that a total ot 120 response. concerning the father-s eduation and 86 regarding the motherts education could not be
eluded in the tally.
or parental education

While explioit categories were listed
80me

students reported that their parents

ere educated in Europe and that they were unable to make a
omparable judgaent.

Others 81ap17 reported that they did not

ow how tar their parents went to school.

Parental eduoational

ttainment, when given. shows that 10.2 per oent ot the rathers
d

9.' per cent

ot the mothers did not complete high school.

per cent ot the mothers and 22 per cent of the fathers
erminated their education with graduation from high school.
er 21 per cent ot the mothers and 19.7 per cent ot the fathers
ent on to college but did not graduate.

Oompletion of college

tudi_a was reported tor 32.3 per cent ot the fathers and 16.4

2,
per cent ot the mothers.

The

oat.~or.1

"aiscellaneous" include.

those parents who were educated in EUrope and "don't know" reaponses; the percentage representations were 10.9 and 7.1 per
cent lor lathers and mothers respectively.

Ho response totals

were 4.9 and 4.2 per cent.
The combined youth group aocounted tor more tather. and
mothers who did not oomplete high school, 64.1 and 56.3 per cent
respectively; the totals .eported by Aoade., students were 2'.6
and 36.6 per cent; aebrew bigh school respondents reported 10.3
per oent of the tathers and 7 per oent ot tbe mothers did not
ao.plete higb school.
Studenta trom the youth groups reported that 69.6 per
cent ot the fathers and 69.4 per oent ot the mothers coapletea
high achool.
population.

Youth group totals refleot their incidence in the
Students trom the Aoademy reported 21.4 per cent

tethers and 16.6 per cent mothers in this oategory.

The Hebrew

bigb sohool group aocounted tor 8.9 per oent lathers and 14 per
cent mothers who completed higb school.
completed

hi~h

Reports

or

parents who

school and attended oollege for a limited time

were registered by respondents trom the 10uth group with totals

ot 66.7 per oent fathers and 51.8 per cent mothers in this category; they were tollowed by similar reports of 14.7 per cent
fathers and 20., per cent mothers from tbe Hebrew higb school
group.
Completion ot college studies was reported tor 46.3 per

~

cent ot the tathers and 44 per cent ot the mothers by the respondents in the youth group;

~2.1

per cent ot the tathers and

,5.2 per cent ot the mothers ot AcadeaJ students have aChieved
thiS level compared to 21.6 per cent and 20.8 per oent ot lathers and mothers ot respondents trom tbe Hebrew high school
group.
!he introduotion of the soc1al characteristics that we
have

~U8t

described might be considered premature at this point.

However. it was felt that a comprehensive view would be appropriate in order to tamiliarize the reader with the entire sample
population in view ot the detailed and specialized nature ot
the tollowing investigation.

CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDES fOVARD

MEMBERS

or

RELIGIOUS GROUPS

A Scale tor fte.auring Attitude toward AnI net1ne4 Group,
Jorm A, edited by H. B. R....rs waa used to .e.sur. favorable
and untavorab1e attitude. toward other religious groups.l

The

groups rated were non-ohurch •••bers (detined aa people who do
not belong to any religious group), Catholics, Jews, and Protestants.

fbis seneralized attitude scale oonslsta ot aev.nteen

items ranging tro. moat iavorable (10., 1s the acal. value tor
Item 1:

Oan be depended upon aa being hon.st) to le.at tavorable

(1.0 is the scale value tor Item 17:
The inditferenoe point i8 6.0.

Are mentally deteotive).2

Score. above 6.0 indioate a

favorable attitude, Boore. below 6.0, an untavorab1e attitude.
!he .edian scale value ot the atatementa endorsed is the attitude
acore.

If an odd number of stat•••nta is endorsed, the scale

value ot the .1dd1. Ite. ot tho.e endorsed give. the acore.

It

an even Dumber oi Ite.a Is endorsed the score will be halt-way
between the Beale values ot the •• 1te...

Our analysis of the

scores on this §Cale 18 not based on 6.0 as the neutral point
aSSigned b7 Remmers.

Scores

are

anal, zed in terms of more

and

lReproduoed in Appendix I.
2 Sca1e values and m.thod of scoring are found immediately
following the Scale in Appendix ,,,
II.
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less favorable ratings.

Later in the study we divide the popu-

lation in halt: those more and less taTorable on the baai8 ot
.edian

800%"8S

and thereby lnclude the ",ntlre population rather

than lim1ting the analysi8 to extre.e groups.
haS

!h1s procedure

been de tended by Gordon Allport in his oriticism ot oertain

aethods ot research on the

pre~udioed

personality.

Reterring

to studies whioh utilize extreme groups and contrasting groups

o! subjects--those

Te~

high and very low prejudice soorea--he

writes:
••• Median or 'taverage" 8ub~.ct. are discarded. !hi. procedure 1s detenaible, but it has the dlsadvantage ot overemphasizing types. Ve are likely to torget that there are
plent1 ot mixed or run-ot-the-mill personalities in whoa ~
prejudice does not tollow the ideal pattern here depicted.
~able

2 illuatrate. the &r11:o.etic means and standard

deviations indicating the variability ot the rat111gs within the

croup and the sample slze ot allot the groups.
1. divided into relional de.ignat1ona.

!he 70uth group

Tabl •• A through J pre-

sented in Appendix II demonstrate the d1tterenc.. between the
aean ratinss given to non-Ohurch ...bers, Oatholics, Jews, and
Protestants

b~

the various groups expressed in un1ts ot the

standard error ot the ditterence between •• ana (a).
All of the groups shown 1n Table 2 rated non-church •••bel'S less ts.Yorably than they did the other groups.

In Table A,

Append1x II, AcademT stUdents cave a slga1tioantl7 lower rat1ng4
'Gordon W. Allport n. Bature or Prejudice (AnQhor Books
edit1on: Garden Oit7 ••ew toRT &6114l'1 lid CO. t 1(58), 383.
4Sia1t1cant at the .05 l • .,.el.
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TABLE 2
MEANS .. a STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REMMERC' ATTITUDE
SCALE SOORES AND SAMPLE SIZES OF GROUP!

Respondent
Groups

r

Aead• .,.

;

:

Groupe Rated on the Remmers' Sc!le
Jews
Protestants
Non-church Oatholics
M••bers
8.16
5.80
7.92
7.85
2.4,
1.21
1.62
1.47
200
190
191
194

7.11

Hebrew HiS ~
School
J
Group

6.07
2.27

117

1.10
j11?

South Slde
Youth
Group

l

6.38

7.47

West Side
Youth
Group
North. Side
Youth
Group

2.29

.41

8.05
1.0'
117

8.12
.71
167

7.86
1.43

119

16;

1.08
167

!

6.52

8.01

84

7.9'
1.18

8.18

~

2.35

86

85

I

6.18
2.4,
147

7.77

1.56
151

7.92
1.02
155

1.56
148

6.14

7.74
1.31
715

8.11
1.73
727

7.91
1.38
705

c"

1

ct-

1

'!otal
!
ctResearch
Population I

2.38
701

a Means •

to

8.18

non-chu~ch

86

.89

164-

1.12

7.78

group .eans based on indiY1dual mean scores.

.e.bers than did the south and vest slde youth

groups although they did not extend these signitiuant1y lower
ratings tor Catholics and Protestants.
While the d1tference in means may not be great (on the
basis ot Remaers' designation) tor Catholics as compared to noncburoh members, fable B illustrate. the significant d1fterences

in means between the south slde youth group and others with re-

gard to Oathollcs.

The mean of this group d1ffered (negatively)

trom the west side 3.1;;' the north aide group 2.08,6 the Acade-r 3.24;7 and the Hebrew bigh sohool group 2.36. 8 !here were no
slgnifioant dlfterences in the ratings ot Protestants between
the south side group and any other group .s i . demonstrated in
Table 0 (see Appendix II).

As might be expeoted, the attitude. of the respondents
toward Jews is relativelT favorable a8 is shown in Table 2.

On

the other hand, Table D, Appendix II ahows the north 81de youth
group rating Jew8 signitioantly less taTorably than all othera. 9
None of the other comparisons i. signiflcantly dllferent.

While

this significantly lower rating of Jews on the part of the north
8ide group cannot be pro3eoted to allot the groups, lt antioi-

pates the results of the testa relating "viotimization" and in-

tolerance toward Jews in Chapter III.

!his evidence allows it-

selt to be interpreted in the light of 'he Jew's acceptance of
the

8Ul8

attl tucle toward. his sroup which he th1nks the antl-

Semlte has, reflecting what haa b.en deSignated by Lewin and

5S1gn1.tlcant at tbe .01 level.
6S1gn1f1oant at the .05 level.
'Significant at the .01 level.
8 Sign1 fie ant at the .0; level.

9S1gn1fieant at the .0; level.

others .s "selt-hatred."lO
The north side respondents ditterentiated (in terms ot
rating) non-church .e.bers trom eY8ry other group but d1d not
signiticantly ditferentiate among Catholics, Jews, and Protestants. (Table E, Appendix II)
In Table F, Appendix II, the south 81de group ditteren-

t1ated non-church me.bers tram all other groups, Catholics from
Protestants, and Oatholics trom Jews.

They did not ditterentiate

between Jews and Protestants in the1r rating.

(The distinction

between Jews and Protestants is a borderline dec1s1on which m&7
or may aot be signiticant).
!he west si4e group is shown as ditterentiating nonchurch .e.bers trom other groups in Table G, Appendix II, but
does not distinguish Catholics, Jew8 and Protestants from ODe
another.
!able H, Appendix II shows that Hebrew high school students ditterentiate non-church .e.bers trom all other groups.
!he;r also ditterentiate catholics trom Protestants, Catholics
trom Jews, but not Jews trom Protestants.

Academy students are

shown to ditterentiate non-churCh .embers trom other groups in
Table I, Appendix II, Oatholics trom Jews, Jews from Protestants,
but not Oatholics trom Protestants.
Table J illustrates that all tour respondent groups combined have signiticantly differentiated all tour groups rated

-

10Twain, 2i.

9.!1.,

100.

OD

;'2

the Remmers' Scale. ll

However, the only two individual groups

which make this distinction between religious groups are the
south aide youth group and students attending Hebrew high
schools.
Sumaarl and yonclusions
An analysis ot the Remmers·

-

TOward

An:

~al!

tor Me.surias Attitude

Detined Group ba ••d on the arithll.tie means ot r.-

. pondent groups and standard deviations showing the variability

ot ratings of the ditterent groups (non-church members, Catholics, Jews. and Protestants) indicate. that all respondent
groups rated non-church members les. tavorably than they did
those with religious attiliat1on.

Students at the AoadeDl7 rated

non-church members sign1f1cantly lower than others dld.

Jews

were rated most tavorably ot all the groups on the Scale with
students from the north side rating them l.s. tavorably than did
other groups.

While Catholics were not rated as unfavorably as

non-church.embers the,. were rated less ta.vorably than Protes-

tants and Jews.

Students in the south s1de youth group were more

negative 1n their ratings ot Catholics than &By other respondent
group.
Figure 1 Sllmmarizes the data found in 'able. A through J 1
Appendix II.

It illustrate. more succinctly the signit1cant dit-

terentiations between the groups rated on the Seal,.

All respon..
dent groups combined showed that all tour evaluated groups were
11S18'1'l1,1'icant at the .01 leY8l.

Total
Sample

lon-church
Members

I

!cathOliCS

Academy
Group

~

on-church
Members

I

EetholiCS

Hebrew High
School Group

]

on-church
Members

I

~atholicS

t

EatholicS

I

EathOl1CS

North Side
Youth Group

on-church
Members

South Side
Youth Group

lon-church
Members

West Side
Youth Group

1fon-church

Members

f

I

I

Jews

I I

Jews

totestants

~testants

1

I +:otestants !
~otestantsl
I
I

I

lotestante;

Fatholics rrotestants,
i
I

'I

Jews

Jews

I

I

Jews

Jews

\

-I
1

Fig. l.--Illustration of significant differentiation amo~g nonchurch members and religious groups by the total sample and individual
groups.
Individual bars represent significant differentiation; continuous
bars represent absence of significant differentiation.
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significantly difterentiated.

Bon-church members were s1gniti-

cantly difterentiated trom the religious groups by the tive individual groups.

The south side youth group and the Hebrew high

school group ditterentiated Oatholics trom Protestants and Jews
but not Protestants trom Jews.

AcadeS7 students differentiate'

Oatholics and Protestants from Jews but not from each other.
The north and west side youth groups did not significantly differentiate any of the three relilious groups trom each other.
fhe lack ot ditterentiation can be explained in part by
an appraisal ot individual reaotions encountered in written and

oral comments trom the studenta.

A number of respondents main-

tained that they could not distinguish between Catholics and
Protestants.

others felt that the generalizations on the Scale

were too broad and that religion had nothing to do with the way
a person acted.

Sixty-on. students 4id not rate the non-church

••mber group on the Spall.

47 did not rate Oatholics; in the ca.e

ot Jevs and Protestants, the comparable figures were 35 and 59
respectively_
Thirty-tive respondents ottered written commenta to ex~la1n

why they did not rate thes. groupe.

When the

i1B

w••

checked tor conSistency witb the Sca!! it was tound tbat thirteen
of the 35 rated Catholics or Protestants negatively_

Seven ot

these who telt that the generalizationa were untair or could not
distinguish between Oatholics and Protestants checked the atatement l2 that they did not particularly 11ke boys and girls attenl(!(~.

"""i ~1'\

"/'h \

..

ding Oatholio paroohial

soho~l..

In general there is an apparen

inconsisteno7 between the relatively favorable rating of Oatholies on the Remmers' 80ale and the frequency of negative verbal
evaluations of Oatholics within the iIi. a8 will be noted.
'!wenty-two ot the :55 respondents were apparently consistent in their tavorable opinions.

the co. .ents listed below are

written by those who refused to rate sroup. on the baais of the
Remmers' Scale and who were oons1stent (with favorable ratings)
in the iIR.
In my opinion all people of all faiths are equal. It
depends on man,. difterent tactors to sbape the individual. The.e generalizations are much too broad.
I think that the que.tions below all have exoeptions
and I cannot answer them •

••• none ot these questions are fair when asked about

a religious group as a whole. I personally do aot
pick m.7 friends by their religion but rather by their

actions.

~ift.en

students stated that they did not know the dit-

terence between Catholics and Protestants.

One student refused

to fill out the Scale. two others wrote "no comment."
Another possible explanation tor the lack of differentiation between religious groups (wben such occurred) might be
found in Will Berberg's description ot Protestantism, Oatholicis
and Judaism as three "equal· branches ot "Aaerican religion";

the consistent ditterentiation of non-church .embers trom the
three religious groups b7 all of the groups participating in
the study can be seen as a logical dichotomy in view ot the

emphas1s on religion in Amerioan society; and the negat1ve ratings of non-church members a retleotion of the value placed on
~belonglng"

to one ot the three branches.

In the following dis-

cussion Will Herberg's description ot the contemporary "religiouS situation" i8 taken as a point ot departure.
!he contemporary "religious situation" is reflected in a
paradox ot pervasive secularism and mounting religiosity.

This

situation is manifested in the intlux ot members into churohe.
and the 1ncreased read1ness ot All.ricus to identity them.elves
in religious terms in contrast to the way they seem to think and
teel about matters central to the faiths they protess. l3 It is
not so much the secularist aspect which draws our attention as
that ot religious identification.

fbis torm ot selt-identifica-

tion is represented a8 the tirst fruits ot AmericanizatioD which
has emerged in the process ot immigrant asaimilation in the New
world. l • !he problem ot selt-looation and self-identifioation
tor the immigrant and his offspring is rocused by the question
"What am I1"

This question is perhaps the most immediate that a man
can ask himselt in the course of his social lite. EVeryone finds himself in a social context which he shares
with many others, but within this social context, how
ahall he locate himself? Unless he can so locate himself, he cannot tell himself. and others will not be
able to know. who and what he 1s; he will remain "anonymous," a Dobody--which 18 intolerable. ~o live, he
must "belong", to "beloDS,· he must be able to locate
13Herberg. ~. ~ •• 14.
l4 Ibid ., 26.
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himself in the larger whole, to identity himself to himselt and to others. There is nothing necessarily deliberate or conscious about all this. The process ot .eltlocation and identification i8 normally a "bidden" social
process of which the individual is little aware; only at
moments of disintegration and crisis does it emerge to
the level ot consciousness and require some measure ot
deliberate decl.ion. Nor 1s actual social location ever
one-dimenslonal; which aspect Qf a man's "belongIng" becomes operative often depends on the concrete situation •
••• The way in which one identities and locates oneselt
to oneself ("Who, what, am I?") i. closely related to
how one is identified and located in the larger community ("Who, what, i8 he?"). Normally they retlect, sustain and illumine each other; it 1s only in abnormal
situations that they diverge and oontliot. 15
Aocording to Herbers, in the process of assimilation the
newcomer i. expeoted to change many things as he becomes American, including nationality, language. and culture.

be is not expected to change 1s his religion.

ane thing

The third genera-

tion American in his searoh for ldentit7 and location finda it
in the religion of his forbears. l6 lational distinctions have
merged but within the three religious denominations ot Catholio,
Protestant, and Jew.

Herberg .ees the structure of America as

one great community divided into three big sub-communities religiously defined, all equal and equally Amerioan. so that these
three denominations oan be 8een from another point of vie. as
three great branches or divisions of "American religion."

In

these three communitie. one oan discover an underlying unity ot
1;Ib1d., 24-25.

l6Ibid •• 35.
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"spiritual values" ot American demoCraoy.l?
YOI' each individual a primary context or self-locat10D
identity is made within one ot the three major religious
oups.

It is by identifica.tion with one as opposed to another
possibility of tension over dilferences can oceur be-

.en Catholics and Jevs as will be de.onstrated in the pages to
Location can also be made within the larger context of
ligion

~.r

!! versus non-religion or antl-r.liglon.

It 1.

other aspect ot "belonging" made operative which enable. the
ndividual to transcend interreligious group ditterences.

It is

rom within this larger context ot membership in a religious
oup that the logical dichotomy ot non-membership results.

It

placed on religious membership i8 emphasized in a solety the d1tterence 18 inteneified.

The consistent ditferentia-

ion of non-ehurch .e.bers trom the religious groups sbown in
untavorable ratings attributed to the.
hen placed in relation to church members supports this conclu-

What was previously aoted as an apparent inconsistency in

be ratings ot Catholics on the Reamer.' Scale and the
1so be interpreted in this light.

~IR

can

!he relatively tavorable rat-

ng ot Oath.olics on the Seal, can be accounted tor in terms ot

he context in whieh they were reted; church members as opposed
o non-Church members; the more nege.tiv. rating ot Catholics

hleh tollows in the 9IR 1s to be understood in terms ot the
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context of difterent religious groups: comparison ot Catholics
and Protestants.

This conclusion is further supported by the

tact that Catholics were rated relatively le.s favorably than
Jews and Protestants but not a. untavorably .s non-church aembers on the Soale.

The concrete situation which caus.s this

identification to e.erge to the level of oonsoiousness 1s not
limited to disintegrat10n or criaia .a Herberg sugge.ts.
8ituation experienoed

by

!he

the students in taking the test evoked

consciousness of the d1tterent oontexts.
!he toll owing desoription pOints out the ramifioations of
this religious identifioation tor society

a8

a whole.

All this has tar reaching oon.equences for the place
ot religion in tbe totality ot American lite. Vith the
religious community a8 the primary context of selt-identification and .elf-location, and with Prot •• tantism,
Catholicis.~and Judaism aa three culturally diverse representations ot the same ftspiritual value.," it becomes
Virtually mandatory tor the American to place him.elt 1n
one or another of the.e groups. It is not external pressure but an 1nner necessity that compels him. 70r be1ng
a Protestant tji Catholic or a. Jew i& understood as the
speoitie way, and increasingly perhaps the only way, ot
being an American and locating one.elt in American sooiety. It i8 something that does not in itselt neoessarily
imply actual atfiliation with a particular church, partioipation in religious activities, or even the affirmatioD
ot any detinite oreed or beliet; it implie. merely identitication and 8001al 10cation.18
It 1t 1s true that ftbeing an Aaerican" virtually deaands
placing one.elf in one ot the thr.. religious groups (and we se.
~o

reaSOD to deny this), the questions whioh tollow aa a oonse-

quence are: What ot the individual who doe. not locate hiaselt

or cannot be located by others in one of these groups?

Is his

status as an American compromised in his own eyes and in the

.Y8. of others? 'or one thing. it appears that patriotism and
church membership are associated in

80me

minds_

OD.e ot the teat

items on the Scale which the students were asked to check as a
possible description of the groups rated was: "Would likely prove
d1s10yal to our government."

ODe hundred and forty-four respon-

dents checked it with reterence to non-churoh members as opposed
to thirteen who checked it tor CatholiCS; Jews and Protestaats

were checked twelve and thirteen times respectively_
While Herberg holds that such taotors as actual affi11ation and partiCipation and anti-religious identification of
others are not Significant in determining the American's understanding of himselr1 9 the negative ratings ot non-Church .embers
ae well as their consistent ditferentiation from religious groupa
show that these factors influence the identifioation and evaluation of others.

It is difficult to imagine that this would not

at 80me point operate significantly to influence the process of
aelt-identitication.
tion.

The process i8 one ot affirmation and nega-

Identifioation i8 confirmed in relation to thoBe who are

similar as well as in opposition to (or separation trom) those

who are d1tterent.
Ve do not know with oertaint7 what these students had in
mind when they rated non-churcb members on the Seal,.

19Ibid •• 53.

This cate-
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gory vas included as a rounding out measure and the results were
entirely unexpected.

The investigator told the students in the

beginning instruction tbat "non-church membera" meana "people whe
40 not belong to any religious group."

asked, "Doe. this mean athe1sts?"

Usually the question was

The response was: "It 1nclude.

atheista as well as people who might not belong to a tormal religious group."

Thua, this category could imply two possibilitie.:

non-believers (atheists, humanists, etc.) and persona who believe
iD God but do not belong to • partioular re11sioua group.

Quest10n 16(0) 1n the

gIl

.sked the students to e.ttaate

the frequenoy with which they oo.e 1n oontact with non-churoA
members.

,68

Ot the 627 response. whiob could be used for analysi.,

(59 per cent) stated that they had some degree ot contact;

259 (4l per oent) reported never coa1ng in oontact with them.
Slx per cent estimated that they o. .e in oontact with non-ohurch
••mbers most of the tlme, 11 per cent checked "otten"l and 8,
per cent checked "once in a while."

ORAPTER III
TESTS

or

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN "VIOTIMIZATION"
A.liD IHTOLERAlfOE

One of the most crucial elements tested in the

with

i~

r$lation to the prinoipal h7Pothesis vas that of frequenoy ot
personally experienced ·Yictimization" and intolerance.
visional hypothesis developed vas that

!!!

treguencl g!

The pro~~rea.~

unfavorable categorical juds-ents of !a out-srouR, includ!ns the
.!pressed anticipation g!

"~ietimization" ~rls1nat!ns

bers S!! !!!!! out-EoUlh is dlreotll related
~ersonalll ~

~

Sl

12 !!!!

the

Yicarlousl,z 8!perienoe4

~Uba80t. ~

out-srou2

R8roelve4

II

from _!a-

12 lh!. fresuencl .2.t

disor1minat10~ ~

Ereju-

the. ! ! being attributable

!! past association,. In ita theoretioal

reterents, this hypothesis can be placed in the context of Dollard and DeOD'S frustration-agreseion syndrome which would suggest that deprivation, thwarting or frustration produced by such
experience. of intolerance would give rise to hostile and aggres.
sive 1lIpulsea leading to such verbalized "pa1Dlent in kind. ttl In
addltion to thla, Allport and Kramer aasumed in their investigation that "viotims" of prejudice would be more ino11ne4 than the
1

Dollard !!

!l. t .!i.. c1,., 1-11.
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average person to sbow hosti11ty toward other g,roups.2 A. I.
Gordon's study otters further empirical verification ot the
frustration-aggression h1Pothesis. 3 In the present study the
population was divided into those who experienced overt or
covert "vietimization tt4 "many times"; a "11mited number or
t1mes· (a tew times or onceh or "never ... 5
Ninety-one students answered "many times" in one ot the
three designated questions and were placed in the first category.

Forty-two (46.2 per cent) ot the.e checked "many t1.e."

1n respoDse to QuestioD 21, 30 (33.0 per cent) Checked Question
29 and 19 (20.8 per

eent)~'Ue.tion

30.

Students in this oate-

gory oonstitute 12 per cent ot the research population.
2Al1port and Kramer, .!m. cit. t 27.

3A. I. Gordon, ill. clt., 21-42.
4 lJh1le the terms "victl.isation" and "victim." lack the
emot1onal deta.chment desired in an emp1rical study they are used
1n the absenoe ot more approprlate terms to indicate actual or
vioarious experience ot overt or covert anti-Semitic actions.
These terms are used by Allport and Kramer in the work cited
above.

5These divisions were made on the basis ot the tollowing
quest1ons:
27. Have you ever been openly discriminated against because you
are Jewish? (Check one.)
a) Many times
b)A rew times
c)Once
d)Bever
29. BaYe 70U ever-yert that other tn!rvidualB dIsliked -y~ou~b.
cause you were Jewish although nothing was openly said or
done? (Check one.)
a)Many time.
b)A rew tim.s
c)Once
d)Never
30. Have you ever-sien called name. $ecause-Y;U are JeWIih?
(Check one.)
.)Many times
b)A rew time.
o)ODce
.)Never

-

-
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!he second category totaled 487 students.

Three hundred

and forty-one (70.0 per cent) cheoked "a tew t1mes" and "onoe"
in the1r response. to Quest10n

27; 102 (21.0 per cent) checked

these answers tor Question 29, and 44 (9.0 per cent) did so tor
QUest10n 30.

!his category repre.ents 64 per cent ot the popu-

lation.
linally. twenty-tour per cent reported "never" haY1ng
experienced &D7 torm of "victimization.- Ot these 180 cheoked
(d) in

~estion

27. and 2 reapondenta ohecked (d) in Question 29.

ABalysis ot the sex ditterential by levels of "viotimization" i. ahOWD in Table 3.

A total or 574 (76.0 per oent) re-

spondenta reported 80me torm of "v1ctiaizatlon."
314 were bOys and 260 were girls.
ted "vict1mization"

".~

Of this number

lfinet7-one respondents repor-

t1m.s", ot this total 67 (7,.6 per

cent) were boys. 24 (26.4 per cent) girls.
ed number ot timea" totaled 483 respondents.

!he Oategor,y "limitIt consisted ot

247 (51.2 per oent) bo,.. and 236 (48.8 per cent) girls.

One

hundred and eighty-one (24 per oent) ot this sample population
reported "never" to all que.tioDs bearing on "viotimization";

55

('0.'

per cent) of these were bo"s. 126 (69.? per oent) girls.

The reader is direoted to Table , tor a detailed distribution ot
thi8 population by group .embership.
The principal h7Pothe.is was restated in terms of a Dull
hypothesia to determine by .eans ot the chi-square technique the
presence or absence or association between frequency of peraon-

'fABLE 3

fREQUENCY OP PERSONALLY EXPERIENCED DISCRIMINATION JlND PREJUDICE
BY 369 BOYS A.JD 386 GIRLS BY GROUPS (Jr-155)a
Group

··-----iOyS------~-l~~---~GziLS--·--·····-·

BUIber

Percent
l'fany 'faes

.lcadelll7
Hebrew High Schools
Youth Groups (Oombined)

24
11

12.1

32

35.1

TOTAL

61

Acadell7
Hebrew High Schools
youth Groups (Combined)
TOTAL

26.4

...bar

Percent

(1{-91)
12
••
12

247'.6
Limited lUBber ot 'fiBe. (N-483)

13.2
• •

13.2
26.4-

36
151

12.41.5
'1.3

70
341'2

14.,
1.0
27.3

241

51.2

236

48.S

60

Kever (B-1Sl)

Acadell7
Hebrew High Schools
Youth Groups (Combined)

10
15
30

5.5

32

8.3
16.5

22
12

17.7
12.2
39.8

TOTAL

55

30.3

126

69.1

aSeven questionnaires not tabulated; question lett unanswered b7
respoDdent.

.

\It

ally experienced discrimination and prejudice and a series ot
nriables reported in the stIR.

nel' wer., .ex; actual and im-

plied intolerance (the tormer as evidenced in the frequency with
which respondents reported they did not particularly 11ke other
groupS including Catholics, Protestants and Jew8),6 and the positive and nesative results of the ratings ot the.e 8ame religious
groups with non-church members added, as obtained on the Remmers'
Scale.
by

Implied intolerance ot a religioas out-group was tested
of rating Catholics and Prot.stants as to their toler-

mean~

ance ot Jews,' and the frequency with whioh religious or national
groups were cheoked as :most preju4iced toward Jew8. 8 The relationship between frequencl' of personally experienced "victimization" and frequency of contact with Catholics and Protestants
was teated9 and its relationship with sohool. attended and organizational •••b.rship waa noted.
A restatement

ot the first eoroll&r7 ot the principal

bJ"poth.sis reads: ihere !! !2 g1r!ct rll.ti0.ship between the
treauenc~

s!

,xpressed unfavorable oatesorioal

~udS!eDt.

if an

2! "victimiza[tion" originatins !£2! •••bers .2! thai 9ut -EouP. and l!!! freQuency 2! dA8orim1natio~ ~ pre~udic. Rersonallz experienoed
~ut-grOUPt

includins !hi expressed antiCipation

'Questions 37(a) through (e).

'i~.stiona ~(a) and (b).
8QuestiODS 32 and 32(c).
9QuestioDs 16(a) aDd (b).

lhe subjects
hat 9ut-group

~

!a

perceived

Bl

~

past associations.

! ! being attributable
~he

12

test ot the second

orollary which includes personally and vicariously experienced
ttrlctimization" tollows this exposition.
One key to the verification ot this aspect or the bypocan be seen initially in the sex differential reported
Table 3.

More b01S than girls experienced overt and covert

iscrimination "many times" than would be expected by chance.
ore girls than boys reported never baving had this experience.
oth boys and girls had approximately the same representation
n the Oategor,J "limited number of tim••• M The chance hypothesia

as rejected, p being signiticant at the .01 level.

Pursuing

his breakdown as we do later in the study. it 1s found that
negative verbal expressions are recorded by boys than girla.
Th. chance explanation was also rejected ia the results
test seeking to disoover the relationship between person11y experienced "victimization" and the number of times a re-

pondent reported that he did not partioularly like one or more
groups listed i~ Question 37(a)-(8).10
Table 4 summarizes the frequenoy ot personally experldisorimination and the frequenoy with wbioh the respondents

1°37. Place a cbeck (X) atter eaoh ot the tollowing

roups that
80ys and
Boys aDd
Boys and

you do not partioularly like.
girls trom publio sohools
girls trom Catholic sobools_ _
girls trom the Jewish Aoademy
Boy. and girls attending Hebrew High S'-cS-o-o-!s,_ _
Protestant boys and girls

!

1

TABLE 4
JREQUENCY OF PERSONALLY EXPERIENCED DISORIMINATION AND PREJUDICE
BY ftEQUENCY or RESPONSE 'l'0 QUESTIONS 37(a) THROUGH (e) (N-760)a
h'equellcy of
Checked
Do not partlcularly llke
Personally
one or more groups
Experienced
Discrimination
and Prejudice
BUJlber
Percent

Total

Percent

I Bo.

Pet.

100.0

100.0

4,.1

180

301

63.0

I 91
1481

53

29.1

129

70.9

1182

......r

dent.

"ber
41

50

of TiJaea

ODe or more groups

54.9
31.0

Pfan7 Tiae.
Lilli ted lfuIIb.r

Did not check
Do 110t partlcular1y 11ke I

100.0

~o questionnaires not tabulated, question lett unanswered by reapoa-

x

2

- 17.31

4t • 2

p -<: .01

g

,
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hecked one or more of the groups listed in Question 37(a)-(e)
d those who did not check anT.

Thirty-eeven per cent ot the

checked one or more groups, over 62 per cent 4i4 not check

or

the 91 who experienced "victimization" "many time.,·

per cent checked one or more groups .a opposed to 45.1 per
eDt who did not oheck &D71 the number who checked one or more

ups was greater than that expected by ohance.

Thirty-.eve.

r cent of the 487 stUdents tound in the OateC0rT "limited num.r of ttae." checked one or more groups, 63 per cent 4i4 not.
oa. who report "never" experiencing the.e form. of "vict1a1aa-

ion" totale4 182, ot this number 29.1 per cent checked one or
ore groups, 70.9 per cent did not.

'.wer respondents checked

ne or more group. than would be expected by chance.

The differ-

nee in .uch reported tendencie. toward "dislike" ot the

ob~ect

oups specified 1s more pronounced in the group which exper1need discrimination and prejudice "many times" tban in tho.e who
xperienced dlscrimination and prejudice a "limited number ot
imes" or "never."

Subjecting the •• tinding. to a chi-square

p was found to be leaa than

.01.

The reaponse pattern sugg••ta a genera1lzed hosti1lt7
hich is not differentiated toward anT specific group as compared
ith another.

'or example, there waa no significant relatlonship

etw.en checking Oatholics as opposed to Protestants and "vio!miaation."

However. checking b078 and girl. from Oatholic

chools as opposed to not checking the. was related to the

~

frequency of ".ictimization" (p waa tound to be significant at
the .05 level).

More students who experienoed discrimination

and prejudice many times checked Catholic. more frequently than
would be expected trom their repre.entatlon in the population.
Those who responded "ne.er" checked aatholics less

trequentl~

than would be expected.
Ot all the groups listed

in Que.tion

'7

ae not part iou-

lar17 llked, b07. and girl. trom Cathollc aohools were checked
most trequentl7. a total ot 167 tlm.s.
checked Prote.tant boy. and sirl..

On17 29 student.

let even here. more studenta

(10) who experienced overt and covert discrimination checked
Prote.tants more trequentI7 than those who experienced it a
"limited number ot time." or "never" in proportion to their
repre.entation in the populatlon.

29

~aponses

Howeyer, 8ince there were onl

it would be 80mewhat presumptuous to speak of tac-

tors lntlueacing their choice ••
!he relationship between personally experienced "vict1mi
sation" with positive and nesat!ve rat!nsa 01 non-church

.e.-

bers, Jews. and Protestants is not .a clear as it ia with ratings ot Catholics on the Remmers' Scale.

Median acor•• were

determined tor all tour groups test.d on the Remmers' Soale.
the score. of student. were then divide' in halt in terms 01
more and le.. tolerant--an4 tested against the lndependent variable.

!he result. based on the 6.57 .edian ot more and le ••

tolerant ratings ot non-church

.emb~r8

were found to be greater

51
than .05 in a two-tailed test, the standard we have been emplo7inS up to this time.
of less than .05.

However, a one-tailed test preduoed a p

This latter result abows that thoee who bave

experienced discrimination and pre3udice m8D7 time. have a
higher trequency ot negative scores in terms of their

treque~c7

in the research population.

More and less tolerant ratings of Oatholics based
the 8.11 median scere

~

OD

found to be related to "Yict1alzation.

!he chance bJpothesls was rejected,

p

being le.8 than .05.

legative ratings occurred with creater frequenc7 than expected
in the "m&n7

time.~

Oatecorr.

BaTing personal IT experienced

discrimination and preJudice many times tends to lower ratings

of Catholics on the Remmers· §g"e.
!he results of positive and negative ratings ot Jew8 by
the respondents baaed on a 8.30 .edian score were similar to
those relating to non-Church membera.

P was tound to be greater

than .05 in a two-tailed test but le88 than .05 in a one-tailed

test.

The difference was olearly with those who bad experienced

"Tictim1zation" "many tiaes."
acores tor Jews than

wo~ld

This group checked more negative

be expected by chance distribution.

Sinoe the significance of tbe one-tailed teat is .05, it doe.
not allow us to generalize with the aame degree of confidence
as we might on the basis of a two-tailed test.

However. these

results recall the references in Ohapters I and II to the

sug-

gestion that "aelt-hatred" was one of the possible reactions of

-
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the Jew to Gentile discrimination and prejudioe.

Kurt Lewin

points out that the aggression ot the Jew against his oppressor
As a result, the aggression is
turned back on the Jewish group itsell. 11

!r~~uently

cannot be asserted.

The chance

h~poth.sis

was retained in the test ot posi-

tive and negative ratings ot Protestants (8.27 median) on tbe
Remmers' 898.1 ••
In summary, then, trequent experience ot discrimination

("man7 t1mes") 18 related to the number or negative ratings ot
Oatholic. on the Remmers' Scale.

It aetes a bord,rline dilter-

ence in terma ot rating non-church .embers and Jews negatively
but no ditterence in the ratings ot Prot •• tants.
Expeoted tolerance and intolerance ot Catholics and
Protestants toward Jews was tested by means of

~ue8tion ~(a)

and (b).l2
Tables , and 6 illustrate the relationship between the
trequency ot personally experienced discrimination and prejudioe
and the way in whioh the respondents answered questions 34(a)
and (b).

Thoee who reported haTing

.~rl.ne.cl

eliscrimination

llXurt Lewin, "Selt-Hatred ABong Jews," Oontem»or&£Z
J!wlsh Record, IV (June, 1941), 219-232.

l2~. P1ace a check in the oolumn whioh
would rate the lollowing groups.
More Tolerant Less Tolerant
Than Others
!han others
Toward Jews
Toward Jews
a ) fto.t Catholics
1'
21.>
b ) Moat Protestants 2 )
)--------how

70U

-----

best describes

About the
Saae aa
Others

~~---

-

TABLE 5

RATIBG OF CATHOLICS IN QUESTION 34{a) BY JREQUENOY OF PERSONALLY
EXPERIDCED DISCRIMInTIOli A.D PREJUDICE ( ••673)a
Rat1D£
frequeDC7
Oatholic.
Catholic.
Oathollc8
le.. tolerant
about the
aore tolerut
~AL
than othera
thaa others
&all- ••
toward Jewa
others
toward Je..
. .bar Percent Buabar Percent ..ber Percen't "her Percent
42.0
81
100.0
1'18D.7 tiae.
18.5
15
32
34
39.5
Li.Jaited _ber 78
226
18.1
100.0
52.4 431
127
ot t1me.
Ifever
12.420
11.8 122
100.0
19
75.8 161

29.'

aEiCbt7-nine questionnaires not tabulated; question lett unanswerect b7
reapodent.
x2. 40.88
At • 4
P < .01
\J1

TABLE 6

\)It

IU.'fIlfG OF PR01'ES'fAN'l'S IN QUESfIOI 34(1)) BY ftEQUENCY OF PERSONALLY
EXPERIDCED DISCBIlfilfATIOJl ABD PREJUDIOE (.-659).
hequeac7
Rat1M
Protestants
Prote.taDt.
Prot.staats
aore tolerant
le.s tolerant
abou.t the
TOTAL
_..e as
tban others
than other.
toward Je••
others
toward Je..
lfwIber Percent . .bar Percent
lluaber Percent Baber Percent
20
16.0
48
81
100.0
Maa7 t1ll••
24.7
13
4,
Limited _ber 99
421
100.0
10.7
23.5
65.8
m
ot t!ae.
IfeTer
10
6.4122
100.0
25
15.9
157
77.7
~

59.'

aane bundred and three questionnaires not tabulated; que.tion lett
vered by respondent.
x 2 • 12.81
elf • 4po( .05

,

".an7 times" rated Catholics "leas tolerant" 42.0 per cent ot
tbe ti•• s as opposed to 29.' per cent ot the respondents who
experienced it a "limited number ot tim••• "

Only 11.8 per cent

ot those who "never" experienced "victimization" checked them aa
"less tolerant."

The proportions tor rating Catholics "aore

tolerant than others" are approximately the same tor those who
experienced "victimization"

ttaany

times" and a "limited nuber

ot time.," 18., and 18.1 per cent respectively_

Over 12 per

cent ot those who never experienced discrimination and prejudice checked Catbolics "aore tolerant."

Ditterences are more

pronounced in tbe rating ot Catbolics "about the same as otbera;"

39.5 per cent ot tbose

in tbe Oategor,r "many t1m•• " checked it

as opposed to 52.4 per cent in the "limited nwaber ot times" and

7,.8 per cent in the "never" Oategori•••
~abl.

6 illustrate. that tbe negative ratings ot Protes-

tants are not as trequen* a. those tor catholics.

Of the 81 re-

spondent. included in the OategorT "manT ti.e.," 16.0 per cent
rate Protestants "1••• tolerant than others"; 10.7 per cent of
the 421 respondents in the "llmited number ot time." Categor"
~d

6.4 per cent ot the 157 in the "never" OatelOry rate thea

~elativel;Y.

~ote.tanta
~3.5

OVer 24 per cent in the "manT time. 1t Oategory rated
"aore tolerant than others toward Jewa" folloved by

per cent ot the respondents in the "11mited number ot

~ime8" Oategory and
~ote8tants

15.9 per oent in the Oategory "never."
were rated "about the same as others" by 59.3 per
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cent of the respondents who experienced "victimization" "many
times" followed by 65.8 per cent and 77.7 per cent ot the "li8ited number ot times" and "never" respondenta re.peotivel7.
!hose who experienced discrimination "many times" tend
to rate both Catholics and Protestants as "les8 tolerant toward
Jews" more trequently than would be expected 1n terms ot the
incidence ot "less tolerant" 1n the total sample population.
!bose who "never" experienced discr1mination and prejudice personally report Catholics snd Protestants "about the same as
others" more troquently than expected in terms of incidence ot
"same as others" in the total research sample.

In the ch1-square

test for the aboTe rating of CatholiCS, the chance hypothesis
was rejected when p was tound to be l •• s than .01.

In the case

ot rating Prote.tants, the chance explanation was a180

r.~ect.d

when p was found to be le.8 than .05.
It was round in

~he

test or associat1on between person-

al17 experienced "victimizat10n" and contact that thos8 who have

never experienced overt and oovert discrimination bave l •• s contact with Catholics and Protestants than those who have experienced it "many times."

~requency

ot contact based on a single

question asking how otten the respondent came into contact with
either ot th.s. groups i8 le.8 than expected by chance tor those
in the "never" Oatesorr.

P was tound to b. significant at the

.05 level tor contact with both Protestants and Catholics. In
View of the results we can conclUde that the experience ot

"victimization" is related to the frequency with which one come.

into contact with non-Jewish sroups.
A more generalized question tor eliciting a salient
expression

or

implied intolerance was determined in Questions

~2 and 32(c).13

The teat was made to determine whether the

frequency with which one listed a religious or national group
was related to the frequency
and covert discrimination.

or

personally experienced overt

In both cases of the religious and

national groups checked va. not ohecked, the chance explanation
was rejected (p being significant at the .01 level).

The reli-

gious group mQst trequently cited was Oatholics, a total of 175

tis.s .s opposed to 39 tiaes tor Protestants and 10 times tor
Christians.

Non-church members were cited ten time..

The

national group cited most frequently was Germans or Nazis, a
total
21.

or

53 times.

The Arab-Moslem-E;yptian category totaled

Negroes were cited 12 times.

Question"

asked the re-

spondents it they thought members of their family telt the same
way as they did about the group cited.
8ix replied "yes," 86 "no";
not respond to the question.

~O

Two hundred and sixty-

8aid they did not know; 38041d

or

the 175 respondents who checked

Catholics as a Single or multiple group, 112 said that their
family tel t the same way.
13,2. Is there any particular religious or nationality
group which seema most orten to be prejudiced against Jewa?
a) Y..
b) no
32c. It ye., li."'~""'!II""n-e name ot that group. _ _ _ __
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The testa ot significance by means of the chi-square
technique support the conclusion that frequency ot personally
experienced discrimination and prejudice. particularly if it
has been experienced "many times" is associated with actual and
implied intolerance as expressed b.1 the respondents in the

~.

fhis association was not present in all tests ot significance
on the Remmers' Scale.

The chance bypotheais was rejected in

the tolloving tests of relationship of "victimization" and intolerance.

Actual intolerance wae indicated by: the respondents

checking one or more groups that they did not particularly like
(p<.Olh the frequency of checking boys and girls attending

Catholic parochial schools as a group the respondent did not
particularly 11ke (p<.O;), and the negative ratings ot Catholics
on the Remmers' Sgale (p<.05).

(Rating ot Jews and non-church

members made & borderline difterenoe.
retained in the rating of Protestants.)

The chance hypothesis was
Implied intolerance

was indicated by: the rating of Oatholics as "less tolerant than
others toward Jews" (p<.Ol); the rating of !Totestants as "less
tolerant than others toward Jews (p(.05), the listing of a religious or national group as !lllost prejudiced toward Jews" (p<.Ol).
The.e results are consonant with the independent investigation undertaken by Allport and Kramer who stated in their oonclusions that:
Those who f •• l that they are victims to a more than
average degree tend to develop more than average prejudice against other minority groups (and, as in the case

ot Jewish victim•• even against their own group). thIs
tact 1s conai.tent with the hypothesis that frustration
and insecurity lead to displaced aggression.14
The authors caution the reader with regard to this interpretatIon of results.

A more refined breakdown of the data

indicates that the frustration-aggression hypothesis is by no
means

8

tully adequate explanation.

with the Jewish

sub~eQts,

In some cas •• , particularly

"victimization" may engender sympath7

and compassion rather than displaced resentment and aggression. 15

The findings of the present study support the following
conclusions reaohed by A. I. Gordon:
!he Dollard bypothesis 1s sUPl:orted by the evidence
with respect to the Negro, tor in thoae caaes where the
personal experiences ot a frustrating nature has been
moat numerous. the attitude. of the Jewish students
toward the Begro 16 least 1iberal.16

Gordon reported that amo.ng his 159 subjects, not one had been
tree ot anti-Jewish experience.

Of the 762 responden.ts in this

study, 182 reported never baving an7 personal experience ot

this nature.

One bundred and two of these reported "never" in

respons. to both personal and vicariOUS
Semitism.

~xper1ence8

ot anti-

The responses of thes8 stUdents emphasize the associ-

ation ot intolerance and "victimization" by contrast in their

performance on the test.

In the case ot actual intolerance

(Question 37(a)-(.)) they checked one or more groups les8 otten
14Ulport and Kramer, .2,2.

15Ibid •• 38.
16Gordon •

.sm.

oit •• 41.

!!!.. t 38.

-
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than would be expected b7 chance.

They a180 checked, less otte.,

Oatholics as a group they disliked.

Substantially the same re-

sults obtained with implied intolerance.

They did not list a

national or religious group as prejudiced toward Jews nor 4id
they rate Oatholics or Protestants "less tolerant than others
toward Jews" as otten as was expected of their proportion in
the population.

these respondent. reported having le.. contact

with Catholics and Protestants than was the case tor tho •• vho
experienced discrimination and prejudice "many times."

!hi.

may be a part ot the explanation as to why they were not "vic-

timized. ft
!he social characteristics ot those respondents who personally experienced discrimination and prejudice "many tim•• ,·
a "limited number of time." and "never" are summarized in Table

7. !hose who experienced discrimination "maD1 times" are predominant17 male

(7~.6

per cent

a8

opposed to 26.4 per cent te-

lIIal •• ).

The age m.ost frequently recorded i. 15 (30.7 per cent),

~ollowed

by 14 7ear-olda (24.2 per cent) and 16 7ear-old8 (17.6

per cent).

Respondents in the category 17-18 years ot age to-

taled 8.8 per cent, those in the cat_gorT 12-13 7ears ot ase,
11 per cent.

OVer halt (54.9 per cent) have attended aome fora

ot H_brew high achool and grade school; 33 per cent have atten-

ded so.e Hebrew grade school whereas 12.1 per cent reported no
Hebrew higb school or grade school attendance.

.elisious affili-

ation ot the respondents in this category breaks down to

48.,

.,
TABLE 7
SOCIAL

OHAllA.~ERI8TICS

01 RESPOeDTS REPOlM.'ING "VIOTIMIZATIONIUlfI TIKES, LIl1ITED BUJIIBER OP TVfrm, ABJ) lIEVER

---~-~-~-~-,--,-.-~.~~~~-~

~-----~----~----

Soclal Characteristlcs

-

..-.-- .. ------

-.- .. ---.--- ..

....

rr-.a"

-~-----

.. -...

-

.. ~---.-.-.----------

T1aea

NualMr FerceD'
100.0
91

--~-.----

.----~.------

-

--.-.-.--------.-.-.-----.---.----~

""1'
lfuaber Percen'

L1a1te4

•...

---.--.--

---

----

.e.er
. .ber Pereeat
182
100.0

481

100.0

50.1

48.,

55

·~.2

126
1

_ 69.2
.6

12

6.6

62
56

34.1

Sex
ftale

67

7,.6

'eaale

24-

26.4-

241
236

• •

• •

4-

.8

12-13a

10

11.0

46

9.4-

14-

22

24.2

102

28

30.1

16
8

17.6
8.8

143
125

7

7.7

3'

20.9
29 .....
25.1
7.47.2

50

54.9

208

ae.poaa.

J'o

.HI

15
16
17-18D
Ie. lleaponae
IIDDw School Attendance
Boa. Hebrew B1Ch & Grade Sc~
.110 aebrew Sigh, SOlIe Grad..

.0

Hebrew High, No Grade B:iM:Jol
110 B••pon.8

1l!1&l1ous At~ll1atloD
Orthodo% and tradItional
Collservative
Retom

".0

30

11
• •

15

• •

1

37.4
S.8

34-

, ,.,

8

203

12.1

48.,

44

36

I
I

II

I

J

"

I

I

18.1

11

6.0

8

4.4

81

44.,

!

42.7
41.1
15.4
.2

30.8

50

26.9
27.5

2

1.1

49

36.'

209
191

42.9

66

40.5

15

41.2

53

10.9

11.,

5.3

21
16

.4-

4

• •

• •

26
2

42

46.1

152

31.2

53

32
11

35.2

216

.re.4.4

80

29.1
1&4.0

18.1

111

24.0

4-7

25.8

• •

• •

2

.4-

2

1.1

1)14 ••, eoapl.t. Rilh School
Cosp1.ted B1sh Sohool
Coap1.ted. SolIe CoIl. . .
Coapl_ted Coll_•• , Gra4. Prot.

11

54

13
J8
41

7.1

.....,...

11.1
22.418.7

31.4

63

11180811...80Wl

10

12.1
22.0
19.8
31.8
11.0

21
6

11.6

3

J.'

10.7

DO'

8

8.8

46

11

9.3

82

Bo UlUlation and Don't bow

1"0 R••poJl••

8.8
2.2

• tt..4aa08 at ••,illou. SerYta••
Daily and Veekb
Sabbath, 80114&78 Ocoaslonal1,.
BSh Bo11d..,.8 and Spec1al

1..

Oce..

..

OIll7

Jl8~~•••

Pa!h,r', I!!!atl!!

letb-,'.
»14

lI!!atloa
a_plat. High School

20
18
29

109

91
l'J
52

'.7
,.4

28

20.9
22.5

"".6
3.3

Coap1.t... nch School
Coap1.t84 Soae Col1e.e

J8

41.7

192

39.4

20

22.0

22.6

13

14.,

:56

Coapl.ete4 Oollege. Grad t hot.

110
84

17.'

28

4S.1
19.8
15.4-

8

8.8
4.4

31

6.4

15

8.2

24

4..9

....

2.2

,.., 11.'
9'

134

7'.6
12.1

B1...11aneoua

.. ".ptas.

....

OJpg1ytlODAl rIpberai1R
~~--~" ...

-'

Mxe4
w. ""rahlp _4 lIo B••pOll. .

---.,

..

lS
13

"';9
19.8

14.3

,

....

19.1

a ca• tvelve-,-ear-014 18 1D.Cluc1e4 in this catesor.r.
b oae 81chte.n-,.ear-01d 1. iDclu4e4 in thi. catea0l.7.

9.2

23
25
~-

13.1
.-~,.-~--

0'1

o
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er cent Orthodox-Traditional; 37.4 per cent Conservative; and
.8 per cent (8) Retorm atfiliation.

e11giou8 .ervices daily and weekly;
810n8117.

Over 46 per cent attend
~5.2

per oent attend ocoa-

Those who attend on high holidays and special occa-

sions only comprise 18.7 per cent of tb1. group.
An analysis

ot parental education ot the respondents in

Catesor:r "many times" shows that 12.1 per cent ot the tath.era
nd 8.8 per cent of tbe mothers did not complete high scbool.
enty-two per cent of the fathers and 41.7 per cent of the
terminated their education with completion of h1Sh
Pather. and mothers wbo went on to college but did not
totaled 19.8 per oent and 22 per cent respectively.
ore fathers (31.9 per cent) than .others (14., per cent) ooaMembership 1n all-Jewish organizatlons totaled 65.9 per
(les8 than that of either the "llmited number of time." or
"never" e.spoadent.). as opposed to 19.8 per cent membershlp ln
lxed organizations.
8

While this indication of out-group contact

baaed on organizatlonal membershlp the prevlous reterence to

ontaat was based on estlmate. ot trequency ot out-group a •• oiations by the respondents.

In elther case the conolusion

hioh can be drawn i8 that "Tictimization" i8 to some degree a
otion ot greater contact.
The social characteristics at those who experienced 418r1mination and prejudice a "limited number at time." ahow
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proportionately fewer males (50.? per cent)

~han

those in the

"many times" OategorT. but ma18. still outnumber te.ales who
constitute

48., per cent

of this group.

The age appearing most

frequently is comparable to the "many times" Oatecor.1. a total

ot 29.4 per oent ot 15

7ea~old ••

tollowed b7 25.7 per cent 16

year olds. and 20.9 per oent 14 year-olds and 9.4 per oent and

,.4 per cent for the
tively.

l2-1~

and 17-18 year old age groups respec-

Hebrew sohool attendance proportions ditter so.ewhat

trom the "many times" Categorr.

OYer 42 per cent attended He-

brew high school and Irade school tor 80me length of time, 41.?
per cent attended Hebrew srad. school only; 15.4 per cent reported no Hebrew school training. a slight17 higher proportion than
the "many times" respondents.

Orthodox-Traditional and Oonserva-

tive proportions are about equally represented here. 42.9 and
40.5 per cent respectiYely.
Retorm aff11iat10n.

Over 10 per oent (53) reported

Attendance at religious service. on a daily

and weekly baais was proportionately lower than that ot respondents in the former category (31.2 per cent); occasional attendance was reported b7 44.4 per eentf and 24 per cent reported
attend1ns on speCial holidays onl7.

loth of the latter propor-

t10ns were higher here than 1n the "many t1.es" Oategor,r.
Pa~ental

educational achieve.ent in this category 1a

similar to that ot the tormer (ft. .n~ tisea").

Over 11 per cent

of the fathers and 9.4 per cent of the mothers did not eomple'e
high school.

OVer 22 per cent of the fathers and 39.4 per cent

-

6,

of the mothers terminated their schooling upon completing high
school.

Some 18.7 per cent tathers and 22.6 per cent mothers

went on to college but never completed their studies.

Gollege

graduation and protessional training were reported tor ,1.4 per
cent ot the tathers and 17.3 per oent ot the mothers.

Educa-

tional achieve.ent proportions are substantially the same in
both the ".any ti••• " and "limited number ot times" Oatesorie••
Membership in all-Jewish organizations was 71.7 per cent (higher
than that ot the respondents in the "m&n7 tta.s" Oategor,r).
Membership in mixed organizations 18 substantially tnesame,

19.1 per cent.
Respondenta who report "never" haTing personally experienced "viotimization" tind temale. predominating over males,
69.2 and 30.2 per cent reapectiYely.

More 14 Jear-olds

(~.l

per cdt) and 15 year .. olda (30.S per oent) are also represented
in this catesor.1.

Proportions which tollow these are lS.1 per

cent 16 Tear olds, 6.6 per cent in the 12-13 Tear-old age group,
and 6.0 per cent in the 17...18 7ear-old ase group.
Hebrew hi8h school attendance was
these respondents.

~eport.d

Some torm of

b7 44.5 per cent ot

Hebre.., srade school attendance (but no high

IIchool) was reported b7 26.9 per oent ot the.e respondents.

1"0

Hebrew high school or grade school was reported b7 27.5 per oent.
the largest proportion registered in anT of the three categorie ••
Conservative religious attiliation had the largeat representation in

th~.

categor" (41.2 per cent) tollowed by ,6.3 per cent
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Orthodox-Traditional and 11.5 per cent (21) Reform affiliation.
A slightly higher

percentage~(e.8

per oent) than was obtained

tor the other principal categories indicated no affiliation or
answered 8dontt know."

Attendance at religious services was

described as ocoasional by 44 per cent of the.e respondents in
the "never" Oategory, a somewhat higher figure than that indi-

cated b:r the earlier group.

OYer 29 per oent attend services

daily and weekI.; 25.8 per cent reported attendance on special
holidays only--again. a higher percentage than those in the

"many times" Oate8017.
Parental eduoational achievement reports showed 7.1 per
cent fathers and 9.3 per cent mothers did not complete high
school.

Termination ot tormal eduoation at the high school

level was reported by 20.9 per cent ot the fathers and 4;.1 per
cent ot the mothers.

OVer 22 per cent of the tathers and 19.8

per cent of the mothers went on to college but did not graduate.
Completion ot college and professional training was reported tor

34.6 per cent ot the fathers and 15.4 per oent of the mother••
Membership in all-Jewish organizatl.ons totaled 73.6 per oent. a
higher proportion than that in the "ma.n.y times" Category.

OTe~

12 per cent belonged to mixed organizations, a lower proportion
than that appearing in either of the other two principal categories.
A comparative analysis ot the sooial oharacteristios ot
all three principal categories reveals that over balt ot the

-
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respondents who experienced discrimination and prejudice "many
times" are males;

or

those who reported this experience a

"limited number ot timea" halt are males.

Oyer halt of the re-

spondents who "never" experienoed "viotimization 1f are rEtlual •• ,
pourteen and 15 year-age groups predominate in all three categories,

OVer halt ot those who report "victimization" "many

times" have attended Hebrew high school and grammar school tor
80me lensth of time.

Less than half but over 40 per cent re-

port the same attendanoe in the
"never tf Oategories.

ttl1m.ited number of times n ud

Orthodox-traditional affiliation vas re-

ported by lese than halt ot the "muy times' respondents,

0r-

thodox-Traditional and Conservative affiliation were about
equally represented in the "limited number ot times" OategQr,r.
Conservative atfiliation was the predominant representation in
the "never" Oategory.
Respondents who had anti-Jewish experiences "many times"
attended religious service. more frequently than those in the
"limited" and "never" OateGories.

There were no notable dif-

terence. in parental educational achievement among the three
categories.

Membership in all-Jewiab organizations was lea.

frequently reported

b~

those 10 the "many timea" Categ0r.1 than

either ot the other two prin(.;.ipal categor1es.

A test ot signi-

ficance waa made to determine the association between these two
variables,

Do sigai.t'ioant association was found to exist be-

tween personally experienced overt and covert discrimination and

...bership in all-Jewish organizations.

In another chi-square

test 1t was found that students attend1ng the Academy (tulltime) reported "vict1mization" "many ti••s" more otten than
would be expected tor their proportion in the sample studled.
The Hebrew high school group

(th~a.

attending part-time Hebre.

instruction) and the youth lroupo attending publio high schools
report "Ilany times tf le.. otten than would be expected of their
proportion in the populat1on; p was found to be less than .01.
The overall conclusion which can be derived trom the toresoins
analysis is that "victimization" tends to be a function of
1) 8ex; 2) the amount of contact with non-Jews (i •••• the aore
contact the greater the likelihood of unfortunate experiences);
and 3) the level of identifiability as Jews (identifiability by
means of religious observance.)
fhe three principal catesorie., "many tim•• ," "limited

number ot ti.e.," and

~n.ver."

were expanded to include subcate-

gorie. of vicariousl,. experienced "victimisation" ba••d
lar decreaSing frequencies 7ie1ding a total of 9.

OD

simi-

This de.ign

provided the basia tor testing the influence ot personal and
vica.rious experienca of discrimination and prejudice on intoler-

anoe.

The questions used to extend the established categories

were 28 and '1. 17 The subcategories derived may be described as

..

1728• HaTe you eTer heard of an,. specific instance ln
whicb any members of your t~i17 or close triends were OP&nll
discriminated against because the,. were Jewish? (Check one.)
a) Many times
b) A tew times
c) Onoe
d)BeTer

--

-
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follows:
1.

and prejudice experienced iersonalll
times" and discrimination and preju Ice experienced vicariousl: "many times."

2.

Discrimination and prejudice experienced lex-sonall:
"man;r time. It and diseri.minatlon and preju lee experienced Yicariousll a "limited number of timea."

Discrlmln~tion

"maD~

Discrimination and prejudice experienced iersonalll
"many times" and discrimination and preju lee wnever"
experienced vicariousl:.
4.

Discrimination and prejudice experienced personally
a "limited number 01.' time." and diseriminafilon and
prejudice experienced vicariouslz "many times."
Discrimination and prejudice experienced ftrsonallY
a "limited number 01.' times" and discrimina Ion ana
prejudice experienced vicariouslz a "limited number
of'till.s."

6.

Discrimination and prejudioe experienced personally
a "limited number ot tilles" and di&crimlnat;!on ana
pr.judice "never" .xperienced vicarlousll.

Discrimination and pr.judice "never" experienced
2!raonall: and discrimination and prejudice experienced vIcariousll -.an7 ~i.es."
8.

Discrimination and prejudice "nev.r" experience4
personalll and discrimination and prejudice experiencea vIcariousl: a "limited number of times."
Discrimination and prejudice "n.ver" experienced
Earaonallz and disorimination and prejudice "never"
experIenced vicarioual:.
In the first

aubcate80~t

3'

respondents reported

~

tonal and v!carious anti-Jewish experiences "many ti•••• "

Of

this numb.r. 21 (64 per cent) checked (.) in Que.tion 28 and

31. Rave TOU ever heard trom .&n7 .e.bers of TOur faml1~ or
cloae friends that they have been called name. because they
.ere Jewish? (Check one.)
a)M&n7 times
b)A tew tim..
c)Oftce
4)Bever

68

12

(~6

per cent) checked it in Question 31.

~h.

second subcate-

gOry, discrimination and. prejudice experienced. Rersona1ll "maIl7

times" and :ra.car1ol.lsll a "limited number ot times" totaled 50.
Thirty-tour (68 per cent) of this total and 16 (32 per cent) ot
th~

respondents checked (b) and (0) in Questions 28 and 31 re-

spectively.

There was a total ot b respondents 1n the third

subcategory who had experienced discrimination and prejudioe
umaD.1' t1m.ea".personalll 'Gut thever" Y1cariousll.

Subcategory 4 revealed a total of 42 stud.nta who had
experienced disorimination and prejudice R!i.onall: a "limited

number of times" and reported this experience vioariousl: ••aD7
t1ie.~~.7~ch.ck1ng

(a) in both Question 28. 35 (83 per cent)

taes, and Que.tion 31, 7 (17 per cent)
and seventy-two respondents cheCked
~l(b)

ta...

~uestions

!vo hundred
28(b) and (c) and

and (0) 7ie141ng totals of 200 (14 per cent) and 12

(26 per cent) respectively in Subcategory 5.

In Bubcategor,y 6,

tho•• who experienced disorimination and prejudice a "limited
number of tim •• " R!rsonallz but reported "nevert! having this
experience vicar10uslz in Question 28(d) totaled 170.
Respondents whO' Itnever" experienced IIvieti.mization"
R.rsonallz but reported this vioarious experience "many timea"
cheCked

~~estion

28(4) 8 times in Subcategory?

Of the 72 re-

spondents included 1n Subcategory 8, 54 (75 per cent) and 18
(25 per cent) report "never- having anti-Jewish experienoes

isrsonall: but a "limited number ot times'· v1cariousl,z in
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Questions 28 and 31 respectiye17_

(The.e two subcategories

were combined tor testing signifioance.
who report "neTer" to both R!raonal and
discrimination and

See

~able

v~car1ous

8.)

Those

experience. ot

are found in Subcategory 9 whioh

pre~udiee

is made up ot 102 respondents.

One hundred (98 per cent) stu-

dents cheeked (d) in que.tion 28: 2 cheeked (d) in 31.

!be null

tested at this juncture i8 the tol-

~othe8i8

lowing: there!! B2 direql relat10nahiR between jhe ,requenel

!L

.2! !!! out-Iro\lp,
includinl the expressed anticipation o~ ·victim1.atiou" irisin••
ins from .embers it. that pj1t-mulh !!.!1 th! treQuencz i£. cl1aexpressed Wl!avorable oatesori0al.

c~~inatiop

!BS

~udpent8

preJUdice experienced Rereonal!:

!l ~ subjects ~ peroeiv~~ ~ jh.. !! beiDS
~ out-grouR !! ~ast assoc~ation~.
The questioDs on the
are limited to

~~e.tion8

thi~

vicariousll

attrl~utabl.

1!

used to test this relatioDshlp

37(.) through (e) tor actual intoler-

ance and 34(a) and (b) and

sons tor

i~

~

~

tor implied intolerance.

The rea-

limitation are found in the numerical distribution

of the subcategories.

It was felt that the representation.

a.

that tound in Subce.tego17 3 (disoriJrlination and preJudice experienced l?,Z'sonallz "many tim.es" and y1cariousll "never tf ) . was
an inadequate basis tor generalization 1n

fluencing choice.

t4U"IU

of factors in-

The problem of inadequate representation vas

also present in Question 34{b) where the nuaber who checked
Protestants as ffles ti tolerant" was not lu.rge

EU10y,gh

in the oell

TABLE 8
lItmBm AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO Q,UES'1'ION 37(a) ftBOUGH (e)
'WI'fHIN !HE 9 CATEGORIES or PERSONAL AND VICARIOUS EXPERIENCE
OF DISCRIMINATION AND PREJUDICE (If-755)a

Did Dot check
Cheeked
Do not particularly like Do not partieular17 11ke
one or more groups
one or more groUPS
_ber
NUlBDAr
Percent
Percent
MaD7 Time.--Personal X-89
14
1. !fan,- times
21.4
19
15.7
2. Limited nuaber of tta••
25.8
30.3
23
21
4
3. B.....r
2
2.3
rofAL
43.8
56.2
39
50
2
x -O.75 dt-2 p).05
Lillitad ...ber of Times-Personal 11'-484
4. JIIarq t1mes
17
5.2
3.5
25
5. Lilli ted number ot time.
21.7
105
167
6. .e.er
11.1
116
24.0
54
TOTAL
176
63.7
~
x2-2.6l
U-2
p>.05
.e.er--Peraona1 ••182
7-8. I'fa.lq tim•• , L1JB1 ted Bua28
15.4
28.6
52
b.r ot times (co.bine4)
9 .......r
25
42.3
13.7
77
TO'fAL
29.1
129
70.9
53
2
x .2.69 41-1 p>.05
&g..en questionnaires not tabulated; respondent did not answer question.
Jrequency ot Yiearioua17
Experienced Discr1atDatioD
and Prejudice

4.,

34.'

36.'

.....:J

0

I"""
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.aking the chi-square test irrelevant.
between the Remmers t

~cal.

Because the relationship

Scores was not clearly significant

(except tor Oatholics) in the test with personally experienoed
discrimination and prejudice it 1s doubtful that the further
breakdown with the addition ot vicariOUS experience would have
yielded difterent results.
The chi-square test was also used to determine the relation of trequenc1 ot personallz and vicariously experienoed discrimination and prejudice with the trequency the respondent reported that he di4 not 11ke one or more of the groups liste4 in
Question 37. 18
table 8 reveals the number and percentage of response. tc
Question 37(a) through (e) within the extended categori.s wh1ch
inolude personal and vicarious experiences of d1scr1a1natioa.
Ot the 89 respondents in the first breakdown, 19 (21.4 per oent)
checked one or more groups, 14 (1;.7 per cent) did not check any
group in Subcategory 1.

Students in Subcategory 2 who experi-

eced "victimization" "aaD7 time." R.rsonalfl' and a "111l1ted nUll"
ber ot ti.e." !1cariou.l: checked one or aore groups 27 (30.3
per cent) times, 23 (25.8 per cent) checked none.

Within Sub-

categor,y 3 (respondents ptrsoaallz experienced "victimization"
1837 • Place a check atter eaoh ot the tollowing groups
that 70U do not partioularly like.
a) Boys and girls trom public schools
b) Bo78 and girls trom Oatholic schoo·!s~
c~ Boys and girls trom the Jewish AcademJ
d Boys and girls attending Hebrew high scLoors______
e Protestant boys and girls
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"many times" but "never" vioar1ouell) 4 checked one or more
groups; 2 did not.

In the test of significanoe for this break-

dOwn the chance hypothesis was retained. p being greater than

.05, indicating the absence of definite aasociation between frequency of personally and vicariously experienced discrimination
and actual intolerance .xpr••••d.

The ••oond breakdown (consisting ot 484 respondents)
includes Suboategorie. 4, 5, and 6.

Forty-two respondents ex-

perienced discrimination and prejudice a "limited number of timeS
ieraonalll and "many times" vicariously in Subcategory 4.

Beven-

teen (3.5 per cent) in this subcategory checked one or more
groups; 2, (5.2 per oent) did not check any.

Of the respondents

in Subcategory 5 (Rersonal experi.nce ot "viotimization" a

"limited number of times" and vicarious a "limited number ot
times") 105 (21.7 per cent) checked on. or more groups; 167

(34.5)per cent) d14 not cbeck any.

Fitty-'our (11.1 per cent)

of the re.pondents check.d one or more groups; 116 (24.0 per
cent) did not check any in Subcategor.y 6 (discrimination and
prejudioe personallz experi.enoed a "l1mi ted Jtuber of ti••• 11 but
-never'· vicariou.ll.)

the chance }qpothesis was r.tained in

this instance, p again being greater than .0"

indicating the

absence of definite relationship between the variables "victimization" and actual intolerance.
~e

results were Bubat811tlally the same with regard to

the third breakdown which includes 182 respondents.

E1lhtJ"

-
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respondents "never" experienced "victimization" 28r801'1all: but
had some vicarious knowledge ot it; 28 (15.4 per cent) ot these
cheeked one or more groups; 52 (28.6 per cent) did not.
102 respondents who have not had this experience

-

Of the

~ersonallz

or

vicariouslz (Suboategor7 9) 25 (13.7 per o\:nt) checked one or

aore groups; 77(42.3 per cent) did not check any croup.

No

significant relationship was evident betw.en the independent and
dependent variables, p being u,reater than .05.
The results were somewhat d1tferent in the teat for implied intolerance.

The rating ot Oatholics was derived troll

~uestion }4(a).19
The chance b7,pothe.is was retained in the first bre&ldown which include. the Subcategories 1, 2, and 3 (the same
breakdown as used in Table 8).

It was

re~ect.4

in the second

breakdown where respondent a in Subcategories 4, 5, and 6 rated
Oatholics.

More respondents in Subcategory 4 (per,onal experi-

ence of "victimization t • a "limited number ot time." and vicarious
"man,. times") checked Catholics as "less tolerant than others"
than would be expeoted by chance.
g017 6

Pewer respondents in Subcata-

(Earsonall: experienced "victimization" .. "lim.ited nUllber

ot times" and "never" vicariously) checked Oatholics as "le.8
19 34 • Place a check in the column which best describe.
you would rate the follow1ng group.:
More !olerant Less Tolerant
A.bout the
Same as
Than others
!han others
Toward Jews
Toward Jews
Others
.)Most Oatholics
1)
2)_ _ _ __
b)Moet Protestants I)
2)
~~--•

~ow

14
tolerant" than expected; p was significant at .01.

In the

breakdown which included Subcategories 1-8 and 9. the chance
hypothesis was retained.
It discrimination and prejudice are personally experienced a "limited number or time." the additional vicarious experience influences the frequency with which the student oheoks
Oatholie. as "less tolerant than others toward Jev8."

If there

i& no indication of personally experienced discrimination, Vicarious experience does not influence the number or timea Oatholies are rated aa "lesa tolerant than others toward Jews."

The

absence of numberical representation within Subcategory 3 prevents seneralizations from being made on this score, however.
The .econd test of iaplied intolerance was baaed

OD

re-

sponses ot "788" or "no" to the question "Is there &A1 particular religiOUS or nationality group whiob seems aost otten to be
prejudiced against Jev&1"20
50 detinite relationsbip va& tound to exist betw.en the
re.ponses to tbis question and the jersonal and vicarious exp.riences ot "viotimization" lound in Subcategories 1, 2, and 3; the
cbance bypothe.ia was retained.

In Subcategories 4, "

and 6

tbe results were similar to those found in the analySis ot
and R,r80nal and vicarious "Victimization."
Subcatelory 5 (disorimination and

pr.~udio.

~(a)

More respondents in
experienoed ptr8on-

allZ a "limited number ot timea" and vicariousl: "many ti••• ")
2°Que.tioD 32.
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checked "7es" than would be expected trom their representation
in the population.

'.wer respondents in Subcategory 6 (p,raonal

"victimization" a "limited number ot time.,"

Y1oarioua~.ver")

checked "78a" than would be expeoted trom. their p.roportional
representation.

1'0 detinite relation was evident 1n the break-

down ot Subcategories 7-8 and 9.

~he

chance hypothesis was

retained.
We can conclude, then, that it one has personall: experienced "Yict1mization" "m&07 ti.e.," v&carlous experience doe.
not reinforce negative opinion.

It one has

Rersoa~lll

experi-

enced "victimization" a "limited number of times," !!gariou,
experience does reintorce negative opinion.

If one haa never

personall: experienced "victimization," vicarious experienee
does not reinforce negative opinion.

These eoncluaiou ..pu-

size the prime importance of personal experience combined with
trequeno;r.
SUlUlm

In the preceding pages an anal,.si. ot tbe relationship

between experienced discrimination and prejudice and intolerance
waa presented.

'or purpose. of te.ting and preoision it was

neoe.sar,r to use retined breakdowns whicb at ti.e. dissipated
numberica! distribution demanding a note ot caution in interpreting tinal results.

In the tests ot relationship between the

independent variable (personall,. experienced discrimination and
prejudioe), and the dependent variable. (actual and implied
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intolerance) it was found that it one has personally experienced
discrimination and prejudice many times, it 1s to some degree
associated with expressions ot actual and implied intolerance by
the respondents in the

iIR.

(!he result. did not duplicate in

the tests ot significance on the Remmers· Scale.)

Intolerance

toward Jews was most trequently expected trom Oatholics by the
Jewish high school students in both the structured and partially
structured questions.

Respondents who reported never having ex-

perienoed disorimination and prejudice expressed negative v.:.....l
opinions less trequently than would be
portion in the research population.

expeoted ot their pro-

The7 a180 checked Catholics

less otten than would be expected by chance.

ftese results are

consol'Ulnt with independent research cited earlier in this chapter.
An

investigation of 'he social characteristios ot the

respondents indioates that over one-halt ot the respondents who
experienced "victimization" "many times" are .ales.

Over halt

of tho.e who never had this experienoe personally are temales.
Respondents who had anti-Jewish experienoes many times attended
religiOUS services more trequently than those in the other categories, had more out-group contacts and were most frequently
students attending the parochial high sohool.
In order to discern the influenoe ot vicarious experi-

enoe on attitudes the three major Oategorie., "many times."
"limited number ot times," and "never" were expanded to include

77
vicariously experienced "victim1zation. rI

In the chi-square

test it was found that by holding personally experienced nviotimization constant. vicarious experience 1s not associated
with expressions ot actual intolerance.
In the case ot implied intolerance it was found that it

one has personallz experienced "victimization"

m~

times,

vicarious experience does not reinforce negative opinion.

It

one has personalll experienced "victimization" a "limited number

ot times," vicarious experience does reinforce negative opin":'on.
If. one has "never" personally experienced "victimization" vicar-

ious experience does not reinforce nesative opinion. These
-conclusions
show that factors ot immediate concern to the indi-

vidual such as personal experience of "victimization" and the
frequency ot its occurrence intluence the trequenc;' with which
negative opinion 1$ expressed.
directed against non-Jews.

Negative opinions are not 201e17

The possibility ot viewing one'.

own group untavorablyis a180 shown by the data.

CRAPI'D IV

TESTS OF RELATIONSHIP BET'JEEN INTOLERANCE AND
BU, RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE, AND CONTAOT

There is a oonyersenoe ot el ••ent. resulting tram the
preceding analysl. which emphasizes the relationshlp ot experienced discrimination and prejudice wlth actual and implied intolerance.

Earlier we tound that those who experienced "victimi-

sation" "a&n1 times" expre••ed negative verbal opinions more
otten than would be expected, and that thoae who "aever" bad
this experience expressed nesative verbal opinions less trequently than would be expected b7 chance.

We a180 noted in Table 2

that substantially more bOTS than girls experienced "victimlzation."

!his ditterential, when te.ted in relation to actual and

implied intolerance, reinforce. the basiC .a.uaptlon.

Table 9

shows that more bOTS (20.7 per cent) than sirls (16.? per cent)
check

O8e

or aore groups as those theT do not particularly 11ke

..ong aatholias, Jews aad Protestants than would be expected b7
chance.

This t7pe of response 18 taken as an indication of the

8ub~eQt.·

intolerance.

More girls ()4.5 per cent) than b078

(28.1 per cent) dld not check one or th•• e group..

Ohi-square

was equal to 8.16; p was roun4 to be less than .01.
When percental.. in

~able

9 are calculated tor each s.x

as a unit they 71e14 a more striking emphasis.

We tind that
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42.4 per cent of the boys checked one or more groups; 57.6 per
cent did not.

Of the girls 32.6 per cent checked one or more

groups while 67.4 per cent did not.

TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF 370 BOYS AND 387 GIRLS IN RELATION
TO FREQUENCY OF RESPONSE TO QUESTION 37{a)

TBROUGH <e)

Boys
Girls

Checked
Do notCparticularly
11ke one or more
groups
Number
Percent
157
20.7
126
16.7

(N-757)a

Did not cheek
Do not particularly
TOTAL
11ke one or more
groups
Number
Percent Number Percent
213
28.1
370
48.8
261
34.5
387
51.2

a,ive questionnaires not tabulated; respondent did not
answer the question.
x 2-S.l6 dI-l p<.Ol
One of the groups listed in Question 37 was "boys and
girls attending Oatholic parochial schools. 11

In a test to deter-

mine the relation of frequency ot checking this particular group
with the sex variable it was found that more boys than girls
euecked it than would be expected by chance; p was found to be
les8 than .01.
In the case ot implied intolerance the chance explanation was rejected when more boys than girls checked a national
or religious group as most prejudiced toward Jews.
to be significant at .01.

P was fGund

Table 10 illustrates the comparative

ratings: 29.9 per cent boys checked "yes" while 19.1 per cent
checked "nolt; 25.6 per cent girls checked "yes" wbile 25.4 per

80

oent oheoked "no."
TABLE 10

COMPARISON OF ~ BOIS AND 358 GIRLS IN RELATION
'1'0 FBEQUEBCY OF RESPONSE TO QUESTION 32 (If-702)a
Is there aD7 particular religious or
nationality group which .ee.s most
otten to be pre~udioed against Jews?
Checked "YEtll"
Percent
lfuaber
210
29.9
180
25.6

Bo7S

Girls

Cheeked "no"
Nuaber Percent
19.1
134
2,.4
178

TOTAL
Ruaber
Peroent

aSixty questionnaires not tabulated, respondent di4 not
anawer the question.
x2-a.32 dt-l p<.Ol
More boys than girls rated Catholics as "le.s tolerant
than others toward Jews" in Question 34(&).

tion was

re~eoted

The chance explana-

in a ohi-square test with p le.s than .01.

The chance bypothesis was retained in the ca.e ot rating Protestants as "lesf! tolerant than others toward Jews tf in
~(b).

P was round to be greater than .05.

~"'U8st1on

The negative ratings

on the part ot the boys tend. to support the impression gained
trom current research that male
dice4.

8ub~.cts

are more otten

pre~u

Melvin Twain notes.th1s ocourrence in his disoussioD. ot

the anti-Semitic personality.l

The explanation tor its oocur-

renee in this study would seem to be the result of personally
experienced "victimization."
1

Tum,in t

.2i. ill.. t 13.
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A obi-square test was made ot organizational .embership
data by sex.

The results demonstrated that there was no associa-

tion between the variable. ot .ex and membership in Jewish .e
OVer'7 per cent ot the boys

opposed to mixed organizations.

belonged to all-Jewish organizations as opposed to 42.1 per oent
of the girls.

Ten per oent ot the boys belonged to mixed organi-

zations as opposed to 9.9 per oent ot tbe girls.
In bis research on the etiology ot prejudice, Gordon W.
Allport

.a~tains

to prejudice.

that religion bears no uniyooal relationshlp

Instead it works in contradiotory directions •.

Mere exposure ot an individual to religious upbrincing does not
inoline him toward toleranoe.

UDder some circumstances it could

dtspose h1a toward prejUd1ce. 2

In Yie" ot this ill4etin1toaess an

effort was aade to relate ono specitic aspect ot religion with
prejudice b7 analyzlag attendance at religious .ervices.· No
ettort was made to investigate the degree of ob.ervance of
sacred ritual within the home, students were .erel,. aeked to estimate the frequency with which they attended religious service..

It is on the basis of the.e respease. to Question 7 that

the breakdown for rel1gious obs.rY8noe was determined.'

Seventy-

two ot the respondent. report attendance at .ervice. da11y; 176
2Allport, U. 2,U. t 424.

'7.

How otten do you attend religious services?
a) Dail1:
b) Sabbath every .eek and High 801id87.
c) Babbaili occasionally and Blgb Holidays
d) Sabb-ai~h---occasionally
e) High Holidays only
t) Ipeoial ocoasions
onl1:
8) th;her
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attend weekly.

Three hundred twenty-eight attend Sabbath and

holiday service. occasionally.

ane hundred thirty-tive partici-

pate during high HolldaTs only. 39 on special ocoasions onlYI

1 reported qualified attendance.

The three

ma~or

oategorie.

derived from theae characteristics can be listed a8 tollows.
Daily and w••kly attendance

248

(32.1 per cent)

Attendance at Sabba~h .erY1oe.
and holidays occasionally

328

(4'.3 per cent)

Attendance during Higb Holid&78
or special occaslons onll

181

(24.0 per cent)

The relationshlp betw.en frequency of rellgious attend-

ance and the following variables were determined b7 means of the
chi-square technique, trequency ot personally experienced 4i8c::~ia1Dat.1on

and prejudice, aotual intolerance (base4 on Ques-

tions 31(a) throuSh (e»; iapl1ed intolerance of Oatholios and
Protestants (based on 32{c) and 34(s.) and (b»), .e.bership 1n
all-Jewish organizations as opposed to mixed organizational .e.'bftrahip; and sex.
~able

11 illustrates the number and percentage of per-

sonally experienced discrimination and prejudice by tHQueno7 of
attendance at religious services ot 756 respondents.

A total of

194 (78.51per cent) of the students who attend .ervice. dally aDd
weekl,. have experienced 80•• torm ot "Tict1mization."

Iort7-two

(17.0 per cent) report it "many times", 152 (61.5 per cent) a
"limited DUMber of times"; "
ing had thi8 experience.

(21., per cent) report "neTer" haT-

Ot the ,28 respondents who desoribed

their attendance as occasional, 248 (75.6 per cent) have experi-

enced "victimization."
bel" checked "many

!hirty-two (9.7 per cent) ot this

times~1

1l'WB-

216 (65.9 per cent) a "limited number

of times", and 80 (24.4 per cent) "never."

Attendance at reli-

giOUS servic'(:'s on special occasions e17 was declared b7 181 par..

ticipants.

or

this number 1",· (74.0 per cent) had soa. experi-

ence of "victimization,"

Sevent••n (9.' per cent) checked

"a&D7 times", ll? (64.7 per cent) a "limited Dumber ot time II , "

and 47 (26.0 per cent) "never."
TABLE 11

PREQUENCY 0' PERSONALLY EXPERIENCED DISORIMINATION
Alt.n PRUUDIC.E BI J'REQUElfOY OF A1'TElfDAlfOE
AT RELIGIOUS SERVIOES (1-756)&

rrequenc7 ot
Attendance
at religious
.ervice.

lrequenc1 ot personal17
experienced discrimination
TOTAL
and prtju4ioe
L1aite4
Mall7
till••
Ifaber
Never
01 tille.
No. Pet.
110.
Pet.
No.
Pc't.
42
1?0 152 61.5
'3 21.5 247 100.0
80 24.4- 328 100.0
9.7 216 65.9

Pc". "0.

Dal17 and weekly
Sabbath, Holidays
occasional17
High Holiday-s.
1?
special occa8ions
onl3"

,2

9.'

117

64.7

47 26.0 181 100.0

·Six questionnaires not tabulated; respondents did Dot
answer the question.
In lihe first test ot religious a. ttendance b,. treQUel1C7
of personally experienced discrimination, p was found to be

84-

greater than .05 in a two-tailed te.t ot significance.

Bowever,

it was found to be significant in a one-tailed t.st where p was
le.8 than .05, the significance being demonstrated by the tact
that students who attend services with regularity (daily and
we.k17) have personally experieneed overt and covert discrimination more times than might be expected trom their incidence in
the general population.

This result becomes more explicit 1n

Table 11 where 1t can be .een that the proportion ot respondents
who have experienced discr1m1ne.tion "many t1l1e8 n 1s almost twice
as great tor those who attend .ervices regularly .a it i8 for
those who attend occaaioaa.117 or on spec1a.1 oceasions only.
The chance explanation was retained in a test ot the
relationship between religious attendance and aotual intolerance,
as measured b7 the frequency with whicb respondents checked or

did not check one or more ,roups a.s those they did not partioularly 11ke.

The distributions presented in !able 12 demonstrate

that in all three categories the

respon~ent.

did not check oae

or more groups as frequently as they d1d in the other tests ot
relationship.

A total ot 62.6 per cent did not check &n7 group as compared with 37.4 per cent who d1d.

Those who attended re11s1oua

.ervlces regularly checked one or more groups 94 tl.e. (12.4 per
cent); 154 (20.3 per oent) ot the.e did not check &n7 group.

ae-

spondents who attended servic.. occasionally totaled 120 checks

(15.9 per cent) as opposed to 208 (27.5 per cent) lett blank.

H
ratings ot Oatholics and Protestants as "le.. tolerant toward
Jews" was tested.

Frequency ot attendanoe at religious services

18 not significantly related to frequency ot expressed actual or

implied intolerance ot the respondents, p being greater than .05
in all case ••
More students attending .ervices regularly

a~

.e.bers 01

all-Jewish organizations than would be expeoted b7 their proportionate representation in the sample.

rewer than the expeoted

number ot student. who attend .ervice. on High Holidays and
speoial ocoasions only belong to all-Jewish organizations.

The

cbance h7Pothe.i8 was rejeoted here, p being greater thaD .01.
More boys than girls attend .ervices dally and weeklT.
More girls attend Sabbatb and High Holiday services occaslonal17
than would be expected on the basis of their representation;
(p was signifioant at the .01 level.)

However, this result is

wholly consistent with the dirterent obligations tor men and
women in Judaism.

fhis difterence in obligation demands a more

active role on the part of the maD which increaae. hi. identitiabilit7 and thereby makes him a more obvious tarse' tor "victimization."
The indefinitene •• ofre.earch on the relationship between religious practice and prejudice i. complicated by the tact
that the indice. of "religiosity" used in such studi8. have been
80

varied aa to make it extremely difficult to relate results

with independent reaearch eftorts.

Robin Williams maintains
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that "onlT certain types

or

religious traiulng are .ttective in

lessening 1ntergroup hostilit7."

Individual. who have had stroDS

relilious training or who participate in organized religious
activities do not necessarllT manitest less hostilit,. or peateI'
tolerance than those who do not. 4

Gordon Allport distinguishes

between "1nstitutionalized" and "interiorized" religious outlook having opposite eftect. on the peraonalit7 (qualitie.
which were not measured in the pre.ent investigation).

the

"institutional" type ot attacbaent, external and polltical, i.
found to be associated with

pr.~ud1ce.

The "interiorized" out-

look, associated with toleranoe, i. expressed in the belief ot
tbe basic creed ot brotherhood.' the evidenee cited in this
investigation merel,. shows that in this particular instance trequency ot attendance at rellllous services 1s not related with
actual or implied intolerance.
Two studi.. which test tbe aSSOCiation between intoleranoe and attendance at re11gious services are cited below.

Both

autbors adait the inadequacy of the criteria used.

Abraham L.

Rosenblus'. studT showed that more ethnic

was foUDd

pre~ud1oe

in the attitude. ot respondents who attend church less than

once a month, seldom. or never, than 1D tho.e who attend r8SUlarly--every week, twice a month, or once every month.

The

4Robin Williams, Reduotion ot ~rs;oup Tension. (New
Yorks So01al Soienoe ResearcS OouncII,
.~1t 1941', 68.
SAllport, .2l?,. oi). t 421-422.
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a group present in their neighborhood.
The third category, "minimal contact," containa 56 (7
per oent) ot the respondents.
triends.

Twenty-tour bad no

Catholic

Twenty-six reported associat1ng with Oatholics once

in a while or never.

One bad no triends attending a Oatholic

church and 5 reported no Oatholics living in their neighborhood.
The chance explanation was tenable in both test. ot
actual intolerance by degree of contact.

The frequency with

which students stated that they did not partioularly like bOT_
and girls trom Catholic achools was not related to frequency ot
contact.

The same was true ot the positive and negative ratings

of Catholics on the Remmera' Scale.
The reapondents were alao asked to rate Oatholics aDd
Protestants on a comparative basia.
are 8U1UU.r1zed in Table 13.

The ratings ot Catholics

Oyer 26 per· cent rated Catholics

"less tolerant than others toward Jews"1 of this number

e

per

cent had close contact, 16 per cent had lia1ted contact, and
2.6 per cent bad minimal contact w1th Catholic..

Oatholics were

rated waore tolerant than others toward Jews" in 16.8 per cent
of the responses, of this number, 6.5 per oent had

C10.8

contact;

9.2 per oent bad limited contact, tollowed b7 1.1 per cent who
had minimal contact.

Tbe laraeat percentage of respondenta

(56.5 per oent) rated Catholics "about the same as otheralt! 14.7
per oent ot the.e respondents reported cloae contact, 38.2 per
cent and 3.6 per cent had limited and minimal oontact, r ••peo-

TABLE 1;
RATING OF CATHOLICS IN QUESTION :54(a) BY FR~UDCY 01 C01lTAOT (5-673)&

.frequency or
conts.ct with
Oatholics

Cloa.
Lbdted
l1iJdaal

Rat ins
Oatholics
Catholics
~oathOliC8
re tolerant l •• s tolerant
about the
'N1.rAL
I
tban others
than othera
a&.llle as
others
I toward Jews toward Jews
~ber Percent Nmaber Percent Nuaber Percent lfwIber Percent
44
8.0
14.1
29.2
197
99
54
62
9.2
108
16.1
38.2
63.5
42.7
18
24
1.1
2.6
49
7

6.'

2"

,.6

7.'

a Eighty-a even questionnaires not tabulated; respondent 4id not aDsver
the question. x 2.10.'5 4ta4 p<.05

....

\D

TABLE 14

lU!!I1'lG OF PROTES'l'ANTf3 III QUES!'IOll 34(b) BY ftlEQUENOY OF CONTAC~ (N-659)tl

hequenc7 of

contact with
Protestants
Clo••

Rat1ag
Protestant.
1... tolerant
tban others
toward Jews

Protestants
Protestants
aore tolerant
aboat the
'f01'AL
than others
.... as
toward Jews
others
Ifwaber Percent IlfwaberPercent lXuaber Percentj JiuIlber Percent
57
8.7
16
2.4
111
16.8
184
27.'

L1aited

?l

10.B

Kinaa1

16

2.4

"

8

6.7

284

43.1

399

60.6

1.2

52

7.9

76

II.,

-ODe hundred and three questionnaires not tabulated; respondent did not
answer the question.
x 2 .13.19 dt-4 p<.05
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The chance explanatlon was rejected in this case ot
implied intolerance.
contact.

Student rating of Oatholies was related

.0

More students rated Oatholics as "more tolerant than

other groups toward Jews" in the ·close contact" Oat.,ory.

P

was significant at the .05 level indicating that close contact
influence. ratings positively.
Oontact with Protestants was also categor1se4 on the
sa.e basis ot d1tterentiated association.
"clos8 contact," inoluded
as best friends.

The first categor.1t

,1 stUdents who indioated Protestants

Those who reported all or most ot their best

friends attended Protestant churches totaled 25.

ODe hundred

twent7-one reported contact w1tb Protestants "most ot the tta."
br1Dging the total in this catelory to 197 (26 per oent) ot the
total group.
L1a1ted contact with Protestants was reported b7 465
(61 per cent) ot the population.

Two hundred and ten assoolate

with the. "otten", 71 report halt or te. ot their friends attend
Protestant ohurch•• , and 184 1i8t Protestanta as a neighborhood
croup.
Thirty-nine ot the students in the "minimal oontact"
Oategory report having no Prote.tant triends.

Forty-aix co••

in contact with them once in a while or never.

ane respondent

had no fr1end. atten41D1 Prote.tant church•• , 12 e.tlaated that
no Protestants live4 in their neighborhood.

This category

9~

include. 98 (l3 per cent) ot the total population.

Application

or the chi-square test to the relationship between trequency of
eontact with Protestants and actual and implied intolerance produced substantially the same results aa those derived tor Catholics.

The frequency ot checking Protestant. as opposed to not

checkins them

8.S

a grov.p Mone doe. not particularly lUte" is

not aasociated with the frequency ot aasociation.

The chance

explanation vas also retained 18 the t.st ot pos1tive and nesative ratings ot Prot.stants on the

ae..ers' §galt

and trequency

of contact with Protestants.
Table 14 pre.ent. the re.pondents' ratings ot Protestants by trequen01 ot oontact.

Over 10 per oent rated Prote.-

tants "le.8 tolerant than others toward Jews" (a8 opposed to
26.7 per cent who rated Catholic. 1n this tashion.)
ber 2.4 per cent had

010 ••

Of this num

a .• aoclation with thelll 6.7 and 1.2

per oent had limited and m1nlmal contact respectively.

Protes-

tants were rated "more tolerant than others toward Jews" by
21.9 per cent of the respondents <as opposed to 16.8 per cent

tor Oatholics.)

Of th1s total, frequency of oontact was diYided:

8.7 per cent, 10.8 per cent, and 2.4 per cent tor "cl0•• ,"
"limited," and "m.in1mal" association respeotively_

cent rated Prote.tants ".bout the same

8&

OYer 6? per

others" in th.ir rela-

tions with Jews (compared with 56.5 per cent tor Oatholics).
Frequenc7 ot .ssooiation representationa here were 16.8, 4'.1,
and 7.9 per cent, respectivel,..

Rating Prot.stants as "more

tolerant than others toward Jews" is positively influenoed b,r
close asaociatioD with them,

p

beins significant at the .05

level.
A stuc13 published by Jerrr Xeprash tends to support this

f1nding.

Nepra8h worked with boys between tbe age. ot 9 and 15

who were me.bers ot 1110.1 groups.

He found a. olo.e relationship

existing between frequenoy ot personal contact and the development ot triendly

attl~ude8

toward minority groups.

Mere proxia-

ity, however. appeared to bave little etteot unless it is tollowed by closer relationships.12
Similarly, Sister Jeanine Gruesser'. study showed that
extent ot aSSOCiation ot Catholic children with Jews varied
inversely with the IrequeDC7 ot their unlavorable valuation. ot

them.

Those who had no Jewish friends exh1bited pronounced "in-

group" attitudes.

Children having most contact with Jews mani-

teated a liking tor all groups.l,
EmphaSis is placed on the qualitative aspect ot contact
in the stuq by Allport and Kramer.

They find that casual

COJl-

taot does not diminish prejudioe as markedly .s intimate, equal
status contact.

"Only a fairly close knowledge ot a .1nor1t7

group reduces onels auaceptlbl1lty to second-hand stereotypes,"
they declare. 14
12Jerry .aprash, "Minorit7 Group Oontacts and Soclal
Distance," EQllon, XIV, 2 (June, 195'). 207-212.
13(lrue•• er, U. s!i., 144.
14Allport and Kramer, "Some Roots ot Pre~udic.t"

37.
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We pointed out earlier that frequency ot contact with
out-groups was related to frequency ot personally experienced
disorimination aDd consequently this type ot discrimination va.

related to intolerance.

But now we have .een that close oon-

tact tends to influence the ratings ot Oatholios and Protestants
positively.

This apparent contradiotion di.appears wILen we re-

call that the .tlve questiona about frequency of Quntact 41,,oussed 1n this chapter bore upon lntimate or best-triend relationships whioh were not included in the tests ot contact discussed in Chapter III.

fbis aspect ot more intimate 1ntersroup

association provides the logical baaia of agreement tound in
this study with the three studies cited above.

It supports

Williams' contention that "oontact must be intenaiTe enough to
result in personal like.

!!!!! dislikes which help to break up

stereotypes."l5

S..-arz
In addition to the tests relating discrimination and
pre~udice

to actual and implied intolerance, the relationships

between intolerance and sex, religious observance and contact
were observed.

The chi-square anal7s.. relating sex and actual

and implied intolerance re1ntorce the basic h1pothesia.

It was

tound initially that respondents who have experienced ao.e torm

or

"Victimization" "many ti•• a" tended to express negative

l'

Wi11iuu"

12- .2!i. t 71.
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In tbe te.t relating the variables of religious attendance at serYtces and frequenoy ot personally experienced "ylcti_isation," p vas found to be significant in the one-tailed test
bUt not in the preferred two-tailed test.

The signiticance

occurred in the cell where respondents reported daily and week17
attendance.

fhis experience ot "victimization" was not reflecte

in the nesative opinions expressed. by this group in the teata

relating attendance at religious services and actual intolerance.
The chance explanation was retained in the thr.e caaes of implied intolerance centering upon the identification of a specific religious or national croup

and.

in the respondents' ratiDg

of Oatholics and Protestants as "les. tolerant than others
toward Jewa."
!he influence of contact on prejudice was also
to analysis.

.ub~ected

The cbance explanation was held tenable in two

tests ot actual intoleranoe ot Oatholics and Protestants.

The

frequency with which students checked boys and girls from
Catholic schools and Prote.tant boys and. girla as groups the7
"did not particularly like" was not related to frequency ot
with the.e groups.

The same beld true for nesativ.

tinge ot Oatholios and Protestants on the Remmers' Scale.
In contrast. the chance explanation was

re~ected

in

tbe

anal7sis ot expeoted tolerance and intolerance of Oatbolics and
otestants and degree of contact.
basis.

Both groups were rated on a

Rating Oatholics and Protestante as "more

~

tolerant than others toward Jews" prove. to be positively related
to clo.e association.

In splte of the taot that both ot the ••

groups were rated "more tolerant" more frequently by respondents
having close contact there was a marked ditterenoe between the
ratings.

Oatholics were rated "les. tolerant than others toward

Jews" aore trequently than Prote.tants, by oontrast. Protestanta
were rated "more tolerant" than Oathollos more trequent17.

ANALYSIS OF PE.RSONAL AND VICARIOUS EXPERIENCES
OJ' DISORIMINATION AND PREJU1)IOE

In the introduction, we spoke of the complexity ot

human behavior, the influence of religious beliet on this behavior, and the l1mitations apos.' b7 this complexity in relating religion to

pr.~udice

and contact.

Now we shall atteapt to

place the data of this investlgation in a more sharpl7 detined
and theretore more meaningful context by using the trustrationaggression h1Potheaia aa a trame ot reterence.
1rustratl~n

!he authors ot

and Aggression do not cla1m to have aohieved a oom-

plete systematization ot human behanor.

Rather it ie vie".'

a8 an extenaion ot Dollard's elaboration of Freud'. $7ste.atiC
~e

ot the .frustration-aggreeelon hypothesla.

This hypothesis

attempt. to place such diver.e phenomena as pre3u41oe, strike.,
auicides, criminality. "lte-beating, and war within a sy&tematic
tru.e of reterence. l !.lb. tqpoth•• is ls stated b7 its authors in
~he

ro1lowing manner:

••• oocurrence ot aggr~ssiv. behaTier always presuppose.
the existence of trustration and, contrarIwise, the
existence ot frustration always leads to 80m. torm ot
aggresslon.2
1Do11ard

!i !l.., .!m. ill.,

2 pid ., 1.

21-26.
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In this oonceptualization frustration and aggresslon are

joined as "response 8equenoe•• H3

!he term "instlgator" 18 tirst

introduoed && an anteoedent oondltioD, either observed or interred, trom. which a respon.e oan be predioted.

P'h1'sical stimu-

li, verball1' reported aase., 1deas or motlves oan serve .s
iD8tlgators. 4 An aot whioh 'erminates a predioted .equenoe i .
called a "Ioal-response," and 8&1' be defined a8 that reaction
whioh reduoes the strenph ot the instigation to a desre. at
whieb it no longer haa muoh of a 'endency to produc. the pre4icted response.'

Th. termination of a behavior .equenoe i.

frequently only temporar,r.

Interference with tbe ooourrenoe of

an "instigated goal-response" 1a oal1ed a frustration.

Inter-

terenoe with goal-.e.king aot1viti •• or inacoe.slbility ot the
goal itself __y be s11ght or great.

It 18 neverthel.ss 80.e

torm ot interferenoe whioh induc.. frustration.
as Uto disappoint

III

Such expressions

persoD." "to cau.e pain to sOlleon.," "to

block somebody trom carr1'iDg out an act" indlcate tb.a.t one person 1. imposing a trustration on another.

It i8 not important at

this point to ask why such acts occur or whether they are
'ie4.

~uati

The instigators remain and the adequate "goal-respons•• "

1-0-----------------------,
.
.
.
.
J~id

«iii

PI

•• 2.

4

Ibid., 4.

'Ibid., 6. An example cited in the text is that ot a
ticket-buyer who reaches the box-office. purchase. hi. ticket
and no lonser stands in line; tne puroha.e ot the ticket i.
said to be the goal response.
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are interdicted.~

Aggression, accQrding to the hypothesi., 1s

the prima.ry and character1sti.o reaction to tI"U$tr,,-tion and will

occur when something happens to interfere with a "goal response. ,~?

t~l. it is evil.J.ent that frustration is not always ob-

servably tollowed by aggression it may be temporarily compre.sed,
delaY'ed.. deflected o~:' displaoed, but it 1. never destro7ed. 8 It
1s not limited to overt manit.stations.

Such nouns as anger, re-

sentment. hatred, hostilit7, irritation, and annoyance as well as
T$rbs such

&8

torment, insult, hurt ,humiliate, and threaten

carry Bometh1Dg ot the meaning ot the concept.

It m&7 be direct-

ed at. the object which is perceived as causing the frustration ox
it may be displaced to some altogether innocent ob~ect.9

There are other consequences ot frustration such aa substitute responses and rational problem solving whicb involve
extensive theoretical formulation ill their own right.

!hey are

deliberately "ignor.4 ft by the authors who opt to concentrate en
the consequences of frustration and aggression. lO 'hey admit
that the data offered in support of their hypothesis lacks the
refinement necessary to "prove" it.

fhe limitations to which

they allude will undoubtedly be retlected in our analysis.
6 Ibid ••

7.

7!!!!. , 10.

-

S Ibid.. , 2.

9 Ibid. , 10.

-

10Ibia ., 19.

On
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the other hand once these limitations vere acknowledged the
hYpothesis yielded valu&ble results in situationa quite similar
to our

ow~

which encourages ua in ita use.

~.

personal and

vicarious experiences of discrimination and prejudice are oftered as examples of frustration; the expre •• ions ot intolerance
by our respondents as examples of aggression.

It may be argue4

that the terms frustration and aggression are perhaps too
strong in view ot the evidence contained in the gueat1onna1re 2Q
IntersrouR Relations and the Re,,$rs· Scale.

We use them with

the qualification that varying degrees ot frustration and aggress10n occur in social interaction.
fo utilize the toregoing analysis more 1mmedlately we

must inter that the "instigator ft (the antecedent oondition) tor
our purpose., 1s the expectation on the part of the respondent
that in a democracy, such as the United States, there are rights
and privileges which he will be able to pursue and

en~oy.

He

can expeot that he will be treated and evaluated by others as a
person not as a group, that he can expre •• hi. religious tradition aymbol1cal11 by such means as wearing a skull cap. a aezI

zuzah, or absent himself freel1 trom school or work tor religious holidays; that public accommodations will be open to h1m.
!be tact that a breach in the pertormance of the.. expectations
are cited b1 the respondenta .s a aescription ot d1scrimination
thet ho, his family, or cloae friend. have experienced because
they are Jewisb indioates that they do not believe that they are

I

10'

the full fruits of their expectations--that being Jew-

e~07ing

ish .omehow compromises their aChieve.ent.
~sult

of the reports of these experiences to conclude that frus-

tration exists.
~ust

It i8 possible as a

In order to say that frustration exists one

specit7 two things: that an organism could have been expec-

to pertorm certain acts; that these acts have been prevented
from occurring. ll We would supplement the first condition in

~ed

the following mannere not on17 is the qorganism" (in this ca.e
a person) expected to pertorm aots but "he" will expect others
to reclprocate--a nece.aar,y dimenaion in social Interaction-~
~

that interference of either or both expectations constitute.

frustration.
The logical sequence is that aggression will be the

characteristic reaction to the occasiol1s ot frustration or "victimization" reported in the j1!.

Th1. aspect will be treated

in greater detail in the next chapter in the analTsis

8ions of intolerance.

ot expres-

The testing of the hypothe.is in Chapter

III demonstrated that tho •• who experienced "Victimization"

"many times" were more frequently negative in their evaluations

ot Catholic. than those who experienced it a "limited number of
t1me." or "never."
"ob~ect8"

The evidence tbat Catholics are actual17 the

causing the frustration i. inconolu8ive in the account.

of experienced "victimization."
elicit this information.
11

50 "Obvious" ettort was made to

Spontaneous descriptions were thougbt

Ibid •• 7.
Iii
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to be preferable.

In the descriptions

ot "victimization" (11.i-

ted to Questions 27(e) tor personal experience and 28(e) tor
vicarious) which follow, Oatholics were cited 37 time. as "8.ggressors. lt12 Question 32, where response. were not quoted from
actual experiences, 7ielded d1tterent results.

!he question

asked: Is there any particular relisioWi or national croup which
seems most otten to be prejudiced against Jewat
!he religious &roup cited most frequently, a total of

115 times, waa Catholics. l ,

The national group mentioned m08t

frequently was German-Nazls--53 tiae •• 14 Here 1t would seem that

Catholics are "percei...ed" as the "ob..,ects" (persons) wbo cause
thetrustrat1ons.
Personal Experience. of Discrimination
and Pre..,u4ice
the analysis ot all of tbe questions which elicited in,ormation concerning personal experience of discrimination and
prejudice reTealed that 76 per cent have had soae experience ot
it, whtle 24 per cent report never having had this experience
~ersonall,..

~zat1on"

01 tbe 16 per cent. 16 per cent experienced "v1otlm-

"many time."; 84 per oant reported lts occurrence "a

l2Protestants were .entioned 4 tlaes; Negroes, 12 time.;
"tim.s. This count include. personal and Ticarioua
~xp.ri.no.s.
Oathollos were oited 30 time. in the personallT
~xperi.nc.d. inoidents.
Experienoe. ot WorldIJar II were clte4
~9 ttaes, the maJority obviousl,. being vicarious experience ••
~'istians,

l"P.rotestants were cited
....
-;

'9

tlme., Ohristiana 10 t188S •

-
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few times" or "once."

Table 15 illustrate. the categories and

!requenc7 of experienced discrimination d.scribed by respondents
to Question 27(e).

Here the student was requested to describe

one situation in which he had been discriminated against because
he was

J~wl.h.

fhe students most frequentl,. .l"eporting incidents

were tbose attending the Acadell7 (30.2 per oent) and 80uth 8ide
10uth group (25.7 per cent).

Borth side youths reported 17.9 per

cent of the oases followed by 70uths tro. the west side group
and aebrew high school. with 13.4 and 12.8 per cent,

r.spectiv~

The descriptions of "victimization" or trustration
which tollow are at the same t1me exaaples of aggression probably resulting from some frustration ot the anti-Semit., tbus
presenting us the classic ca•• ot the vicious circle: one person's aggression is another personts frustration, etc.
a striking eXUlple of th$ counter-ettects of prejudice.

fbi. is
Because

.any ot the statements were similar, not all are recorded below.

Where similar statements are Quoted it i8 because they are ot a
type which occurred trequently.

We bave deleted the parts 01

response. whioh would identity the location ot this 8tud7;
other blank spaces in atate.ents should be attributed to tbe respondent.
Cat.co£l

l'

Bamecalling

B. .8calling

(~otal

111)

was the experience ot discrimination c1ted

most trequently b7 the respondents.

Students trom the south

aide youth group experienced it more otten than any other group,
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!ABLE 15
CATEGORIES AND FREQUENOY OF PERSONALLY
EXPERIENOED DISORIMINATION BY GROUPS
DESCRIBED IN QUESTION 27(.)
Ca.tegories of
personally experienced
4iscr1a1natioll
-1. Namecalliq
2. Anti-Semitic remarks
and actions
PbTsical encounters
4. Reports ot aultlp1e
experience.a
Religious anta.gontsm
6. Taunting-Threats
7. Exclusion troll
public place.
8. Miscellaneous
9. Refusals-Oantt
re.ember

,.
,.

NWlber
Percentage

Youth Groups
Aca4e1l7 Hebra... Soutb West Bortb Total
Hip S14. Sld. Stde
24
14
111
16 21
14
10 18
16
8
66
18
16

25
S
2

6

1

11

8

46

5

2

"

5
1
1

0

2

1

11

6

7

",0

4-

1

4

12

,

12
18

8

10

47

6

,
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57

16

424-

10
12

7

128

54

30.2

"
,
,

12.8 25.7

~3.4 ~1.9

46

100.0

a,.",eae experiences include the frequencies 11sted below.
The change. whioh these trequencie. would bring about in the
original totals in the lett column are reported in parentb•••••
lamecallins. 18 (129)
Anti-Semi tic remarks t , l7l ~
Ph7sical encounters. 16 62
TauntinS-Threats 12 (42)
Exclusion, 4 (16 s

I

I,, I

1.1

r

l~

a total of 36 times.

AcadeM7 students reported this type ot in-

cident 24 times, the north side youth group 21 times, tollowed
by

the west side and Hebrew high school group with totals ot 16

and 14

time. respectively.

Implicit in these incidents of

nameealling are standards of judgment expressed in negative
valuations.

In this experience, the respondent sees him.elf

judged on the basis ot an extrinsic quality (a social norm
judging tro. its trequency) ae opposed to a judgment based on an
intrinsic quality, i.e., with respect tor him as an individual. l ,
Examples ot so.e ot the most t,rpical comments in this

catelo~

an:
Been called names against my religion.
I have been called "dirty Jew."

I was called a "bad Jew."

The remarks which tollow are interesting in that they reflect
the difterent kinds of reactions to namecalling.

The first are

reactions to what may be construed as a frustrating experience.
!he immediate response 1s to minimize or rationalize.
Just called a name or something.
Sometimes when walking along the street people say
"Jew n or nKike." !bese are the only times.
Just once or twice when 80me friends and myselt were
walking--we were called names.
HaD7 people used to call .e a "d1rty Jew." but I
found this when I was younger. The boys and girls I
know now don't say anything against any religion.
l5P1tirim Sorokin, S091eti4 Culture and Personalitl
( New York: Harper and Brothers. 1 7). ~-4. ---
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Someone called me a "Jew" meaning especially that the
Jevs are tat and rich. I ne~r took it .er1ous17--it
doesn't bother me except that it's toolish.
It vas more17 oalling names by a bunch ot kids.
Called unmentionable naaQs.
SO.. guys in school came up to me and calle4 me
several names vhich I must censor.

It wasn't very bad, they just called me "Jew" imd
turned away •••
A boy in gra~ar school called to me "you're a God
damn Jev" hoping to start a tight. I didn't oblige hia.
Re didn't 11ke the 1dea Q.t me 'being a Jew••
fbe following statements1ndioate a more intense type ot
reaction, 1llustrating the trustrat1on-asgX'$8S1on sequence.

The

aggression is manitested verbally and ph781cal17_
I was walking slowly in the halls in school nnd a
couple girls (bums) said get out ot the way, "dirty Ilke."

He called se a "dirt)" Jew" and I beat him up ••••
People have called me a "dirty Jew n and a "rich Jew"-out of jealousy!
A. lew kids smaller than me oalled Ii),e a name
cha.ed tbem until they went in a hou.e.

him.

ane time, a boy oalled .e a "dirty Jew."

$0

I

I tought

While walkin, down the street I have been called
"41rt7 Jew." 'But that person will never forget •••
A bunch of Oatholics, Protestants, and Mexicans
called me a rew names an4 ! kioked the shit out of them.
The folleving remarks indlent.ill. variety
which nam.calling was experienced.
vera adults as well as ohildren.

or

situations in

The individuals encountered
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I was on a golt course and a man was telling me "come
on Jew boy h1~ that ball. come on Jew boy come on."

M7 next door neighbors hate Jews so they called me
"a dirty Jew" once when I was walking by their house.
I used to live in a mostly Gentile neighborhood and
I was onoe oalled a "dir~7 Jew" and asked to leave the
game.
When I wear ~ • • • Jacket
ments. (Look at the "Jewsy.")

80me

non-Jews make com-

While golng to Hebrew sohool a boy called _,.. friends
and me a "dirty Jew" and a "Kike."
'While getting on the bus. the bus driver called us
"d.......n Jews."
In grammar school I was oalle4 bad names atter discuasins the Eichmann trial.

I was standing in tront of a bowling alley with some
01 ~ Jewish friends when a boy walked b,y and called us
dirty name. tor Jews.
I was insulted by a boy in my classrooa because I
wouldn't let him cheat ott., paper. He called .e a
"dirt,.. Jew."
Belng oalle4 names such as "dirty Jew" 1n a Gentile
neighborhood where I used to live.
ane time we were waiting at the bus stop 80me boys
came over and spit at us saylns "we hat. dirty Jewa. u

So.. person started calling .e some rather obscene

names.

Once when I was walking home trom services, a kld
threw aome dirt at me and a trlend and called us "dirty
Jews."
It was at a test, and I didn't help someone because
I 4idntt f1nish yet, 80 h. got up and called me a "Jew"
"10 back where ,"OU came trom" and more.
lUds saying. tlRel' Jew boy."
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I was canning tor Polio and I entered a Catholic
building. I knooked on the door, the person said "no"
and called me a "Jew" when I turned 8y baok.
When passing a Oatholio sohool Children yell "dirty
Jews."

ane day during a High Holiday, a couple ot Catholic
sirls, called one ot 81 girlfriends and myself a name
(which was quite nasty) about our religion. I aa proud
of my religion.
A. sroup ot Catholic children would come aroUlld a
Jewish group and call U8 "dirty Jews."

When I was younger I was playing with a kid who waa
a catholio and I was called a "dirty Jew."

Once some Oatholic kid. took my basketball and when
we fought them they called us "dirty Jews."
Th1s Oatholic called •• a "dirty Jew."

I waB in the 11brary dOing aebrew hom. work and so••
g1rls trom a Catho11c aohool began to call me name ••
Wh.n I went to a day oaap .oatly Prot.etant and Oatholic they kept on telling ay oousin and me we were "dirty
Jewa."
Statements making direct reterence to relig10us ditterence. were
made by tour respondents:
A girl I know called .e a "dirty Jew" because I don't
believe in the laws of her religion.
When I have been on bU8•• with a yamelka I hay. b.en
a "Jesus killer."

call~d

Walking with friends and called names 11ke "Jesua
m.urderer" and 80 forth.
80•• boys and girls (ot another faith) w.re extre.ely
boorish have slandered aT faith and have called me n.....
Th. stereotype, "dirty Jew." haa appeared most frequentl,
in the descriptions ot Daa.calling incidents.

Si.ter Jeanine

:Ii
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Gruesser noted its occurrence in her study ot Oatholic students'
valuatioDs of Jews. l ? A surY.~ sade in Bew York b7 the Ma70r'S
oommittee on Unity noted frequent reterences to "dirty Jews. nlS
!his same characterization was made in a study ot more than 1200
8chool children trom elementary to first year oolle,e leve18 in
1945. 19 Allot the.e studies were done in the 1940'.. It is
interesting to note the persistence of the stereotype- and it.
confirmation trom experience b7 Jewish higb school studenta.
The occurrence ot this stereotype which does not siagle out religion was more trequent than "Christ killer."

Oat.sou 2 s ,An:'-i-S..i tic Jlpark! and
lctlons ('oti! H'
the reports 1n this cate,0r.1 include, tor the most part,
negative remarks made about Jewa not directly addressed to the
respondent who experiences the contradiction ot his aoceptance
as an individual (intrinsic valuation) but the
group_

re~.ction

ot his

In the absence ot identifiable characteristics the in4i-

viduals are aocepted on their own merits.
When I was in a restaurant with a friend who vas a
Oatholic and she started talking about the 80-calle4
"Hebes"--ve~ distasteful.
17S1ster Jeanine Oft••••r • .2,2.

s!!.,
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lSI.idor Chain and Leo taka, "Att1tude. and the Educational Process," Journal it Educational Sooiololl, XIX "ebruary, 1946 ), :565-,'5.
19·Ve , the Ohildren ••• Bo7S and Girls Discuss Interoultural Understan41ng," Educational Leadership. II (March. 1945),
241-271.
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While walking through a oorridor at grammar school,
some ot my "triends" started saying how cheap and sly
all Jewa were--vben they
found out that I was Jewish they
"sincerelyapologized. Q
Among so•• girls I was with a few didn't know that
I was Jewish and started talking about Jews in an uncomplimentary way.
Once while I was playing with a Oatholic a boy was
fighting with her sister over a swing. M7 triend vas
ver,J ang~ and said "you must be a Jew." She never
realized that I was one and she was playing with me just
as she would with a Oatholic.
On a train bound tor Oalitornia one woman said she
had moved out of Miami Beach because the Jews moved in •••
When I was pledging tor a Jewish sorority 80me nonJewish sirls made so.e remarks about Jews.
ODe girl 8ald to me that she thought that all Jews
were rich and snobbish.
On a bus there were a group of boys who made some
crude cutting remarks about the Jewish religion.
When a freshman I told a boy that I went to a cer-

tain grammar school before graduating and he said in

different words that a bunch of Jews go tbere, not knowing I was Jewish.
I was wbiting to make a phone call at a publio telephone and a non-Jewish girl who was a180 waiting made a
loud remark about "dirty Jews."
I was at work onoe and people didn't know that I was
Jewish. They made a comment about Jewa being loud and
stlngr.

Standing in a I1S claa. and the girls not knowing that
I was Jewish. because of my name and what I looked like,
a toplc ot religion was brought up and remarks were aade
about Jewish people.
On the bus coming home trom school a bOT that goes
to a Oatholio sohool aade some remarks about Jewa.

I vas counselor Oll a trip, a boy said 'tall the
.elors are dirty Jews."

COUll-

illl
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They told me Jews killed Christ and should all die.

In a class at • • • while a boy sat next to a girl
she asked him sarcastically it he was a Jew. He said
"no" and she smiled happily.
ExPerience ot dislike tor Jews in general was cited in a number
of easesl
At the school I used to go to-some of thG.;u d1d.n t t

like Jews.

When tagging tor a Jewish organisation a person found
out the mon.~ would help u Jews. He told me he'd "never
give a cent to the Jewa.
A person I met in a small town disliked •• rather
suddenly and to my dismay she later told me 1t was because she found out I was a Jew.
It was a group of SQ18 who didn't 11ke my friends
and me beoause we were Jews. There isn't much ot that
in m7 school. but som. people are Just ignorant.

!he boys of a non-Jewisb group do not wish to aasociate with you after th.e,. find. out you are Jewish.
We lived in the midst of many
oonstantly critioized.

ant1-~em1t.s.

!hey

!be;r don't 11ke Jews.
1t~a just that the,. dontt l1ke Jews. they don't give
a reason, just tell me ltD a b'UIl or start a tight.

I lived on the west a1de of • • • and oame in contaat man,. times with people who did nc)'t very much 11ke

my religion.

A.t one time I lived in a neighborhood. dominated by
Catholic Pole. and Oatholio Germans who. as they outaum'bered Jews. were always looking tor excuse. to bother
them.
In the locker room at school. (I play football) more
than one of tbe members of the team were anti-Jewish.
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Once when I was selling candy bars for our school
I asked a lady to bU7 one but when she heard it was a
Jewish school she gave me a look and walked away.
The following remarks indicate a more personal encounter on the
part of the respondents.
A tormer geograpb7 teacher openly showed dislike tor
me because I came trom Israel and made it hard for me to
pass that particular course.

I have a Catholic girlfriend who has maU1 Jewiah and
Catholic triends. Some ot the Oatholics dontt 11ke me
because I am Jewish.
ODce I was contronted by an Irish lad who honestly
believed that he would catch the plague if I got near
him.
Our ball rolled out on a lawn across the street. I
went out to retrieve it and an old anti-Semite came out
yelling all sorts ot insulta. She called the police and
solely because I was Jewish she made him arrest me_

A boy upon finding out that I was Jewish broke a
date I had with him.
A boy was asaiust aT religion and did not allow me
the privilege ot ray beliet, but just bickering with me
over the subject but no fighting occurred.

CatelOry

l'

Rblsical IBcouater (Total !§)

Forty-six respondents report anti-Semitic actions in
which they personall;, experienced tightin.g_

Students from the

Academy and south aide report this experience moat frequently_
I was walking home and had my skull cap on and lSome
boys insulted, abused, and beat me up because I was Jewish.

I have bad tights because ot being a Jew.
While riding m7 bike, two boys came over and one 8aid,
"Ob, therets a dirty Jewl" And the other pushed me ott
my bilte.
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I have been beaten up b7 one ant1-Semite on a tew ocoain grammar school.

S10DS

ane time I was 1n a rumble w1th some Oatholics. We
were walkinS down an alley (4 Jews) and these other ~.
with brass knuokle. and spiked boards started to grab
our skull oaps. A tight tollowed. I was slugged about
12 tim.s wlth bras. knuokle ••
We were walking along an alley and got beat up beoause we wore our .kull oap. and were Jewish. W. got
all slugged with bra•• knuokle. and beaten up. (Author's not.: Apparentll both respondents were involved
ln the .ame enoounter.)
I was walking to the school store and an older boy
asked .e if I was a Jew when I sald "yes" he started
hitting me.
Wh1le eomlng hoae trom Hebrew sobool I was beaten
up by an older boy and called d1rty names.
ODoe a boy h1t my ai.ter in my pre.enee and called
her a Rdlrty Jew."
Some kids

~umped

me.

I was going bome trom Hebrew school and was beaten
up by 80me boys. (HaTbe it wasn't because I was Jewish
but I can think of DO other reason.)
S',me Oatholic girls came up to me one night when I
was walking home from Hebrew school and started calling
me names and h1tt1ng me.
While playing basketball at the YMOA so.e friends
and I were attaoked by a group of drunk Christians who
had decided that Jews shoul4ntt be allowed in "their" Y.
I was walking down the street coming home from Hebrew .chool w1th a friend a couple of guys who openly
hated Jews jumped us and we toUSbt thea.
Wh11e playing football tor my school. During the
latter part ot the game which we were winning I and so••
ot my teammates were excessively rutted up and called
"4irty Jews."
SOlie big dumb GoY. that wanted to act tough!w1th

their chains.
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I was backed up to a wall by 80me Oatholics, one decided he d1dn t t like the 1de., so while they were discussing it, I took ott (ran).
I walked into the corner store and was called a
"dirty Jew." I gave a d1rty look to the girl who called
me this. She walked up to me and slapped ~ cheek, I
was furious especially since I am from Israel a.nd was
never treated like this betore.
In Michigan I was told, "Get ott the road dumb Jew."

They (2 ot the.)
and rode on in their car.

I answered back and sa1d I wouldn't.

hit me in the

~aw

Working tor the park district as a guard my brother
was a mate. Se was roush on one of the poorer guards.
This guard called me a •• to "nke." 'l'his ended up in
a tight.

I was riding down the .treet and two boys on bikes
stopped me and punched me a tew tis.e.

While attending scbool on the west side hoodlums
called a group of us names and tried to begin a tight by
hitting a tew ot us.
In one of the statements cited above a respondent a4de4

the tollowinS remark to his description ot "victimization":
"Maybe it wasn't because I was Jewisb but I can think of no
other reason."

It is possible that tbe aggressive act directed

toward the respondent was not directed toward him because of
~1s

Jewish identity.

We are more concerned with the etfeota of

the definition ot the situation than with the validity of that
definition.

The overt aggressive actions are definitely linked

~7 the respondents to the fact that the individual i . a member

of a partIcular group.

There is some indication ot what the

immediate response was to this "instigation" of trustration.

In the study alluded to earlier

by Sister Jeanine Gruesser, it
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was found that Oathol1c studeats tended to th1nk of Jews as
pugnacious.

She suggests that due to the frequent incidence

o! fighting between Oatholics and Jews tbe occasions and circumstances surrounding them demand oloser inv••tigation. 20 The

evidence bere suggests initiation ot conflict on the part of
the non-Jew.
CategoEl

!:

Reports

it

~lt1R1e

!!perienc•• (Total,,)

Rere the respondents were asked to cit. one example ot
d1scr1ainat1on.

Thirty-three listed more than one.

Such repe-

tition ot cases seems to convey a sense of urgency that would be

lost it the examples were broken up and cited in separate categories.

As a re.ult, aome of the examples overlap.

A more

important reason tor citing these respoDses in th1. manner 1a
the conclusion derived tro. te.ting the hypothes1s in Ohapter

III, 1.e., that tbose who have experienced discrimination and
prejudice "many times" tend to respond negative17 more otten
than others.
-Jew" was written on my door with the name of my rabbi
underneath it. A group ganged up on me when they found
out I was Jewish.

I bave been beat up once, spat at .everal tim•• , and
hit or pushed. Alao I haye been called "dirty Jew" or
"Kike. I!f
Because ot ~ religious beliet I have been beaten in
the park, and on streets, embarrassed, called names ot
ill repute and generally 4iaor1Jalnated a8ainst.
20S1ater Jeanine Grue ••er, gR.

!!t., 98.
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Oalled nUles troll passing oars, intimidated into
tight; and turned down trom a job.
Oalled "dirty Jew," nasty remarks made about Seoond
World War conditione.
Once I was beat UP. other times made tun ot.
Once in public school a teacher lightly mentioned
her teelings about Hebrew school as almost tooliah--this
I took as a personal insult. Usually on public buse. the
driver will not stop tor us after school because they
know what scbool we attend.
Ganasters in front ot a public sohool saw me settlng
out ot mT sobool late one day and started cursing and
.pitting at me. A girl in my building cursed .e because
she aimply doesn't l1ke Jewa.
A man called me a "Jew bastard." When I was younger
an older boy beat me up frequently. A man made jest ot
Iq skull oap.

In the school looker room Jewish student. are sometime. threatened or asked tor money_ Attempts to join
Organizations.
A few years ago a rew peraons oalled me Q "dirty Jew."
A c~rtain high 80bool teaoher marked me lower when he
found out about m7 relis1on.
Oomments in gJm cla.8, lunobroom and on buses. In
summer school 80me Spani8h girls and boys began a tight.

At a !MCA meeting.
Oatholics.

Worked over in a lockerroom by

Being stopped on the street by hoodlums, being yelled
at from open car windows, fights, etc.

In public school when my friends first round out I
was Jewish in the fourth grade. At my Job also.
Oalllng name., discriminated against by a teacher.
Being called names and belas clobbered a few tim•••
Once a boy spat at .e and called me a "dirty Jew."
Anoth6r time a boy tried to knite me.
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On one occasion in my old neighborhood I was called
a "dirty Jew," and have frequently been discriminated
against because of my yamelka.
Having an argument; bullied.

At publiQ school in a difterent city I had a hard
time getting along with soae people. I bave been called
profane names and my religion mocked. I have a180 been
pushed around.

Catesoll

2'

Re111 ious Antasonia. (fotal

11)

These respondents have experienced negative reaotions

because certain articles symbolising religious observance are
worn by the. or because they absent themselv•• trom school tor
religious holidays.

Twenty-rive 01 the 33 reports were cited

by students from the

Acade~.

!ecause I wear oertain Jewish clothes people laugh.
When I walked to the 8JD&gosue once people laughed at
me and called me names.
When attending a public school tor a summer course I
had to remove 'fI.1' skull cap. I r •• l this is a breach ot
~ religious Ireedoa.
Some people make tun ot b078 that wear skull caps.
They say "You dirty Jew get the 'Jew Oap' oft."
(Author's note: skull cap inci4ents were mentioned most
frequently aa occasions for antagonistic actions.)
BecaUfJe I wear a religious max'ker around tfi3' neok.

In school when wearing a Jew1sh star--looks and

t'tllmY' remarks.

Many girls wear crosse. to school and S1S class. I
was told by my gym teacher not to wear my Jewish star to
gym any more.
Two girls (not Jewish) were following . , girlfriend
and me. For no reason other than we were wearing "I"
stars they spit at U8 and called \w names.
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A tew t1mes at sohool when asked it I would be ab••nt
during Jewish holidays I heard mutterings ot "Jew Jew."
When I was in the third grade, I had to stay home tor
two days tor Passover. When I returned ID7 teacher did
not allow me to have a new book and soreamed at me to go
back to Israel because that's the only plaoe Jews belong.
Oracks about taking off for Jewish holidays.
Teachers gave tests on Jewish holidays when they knew
that most of the cla88 was Jewish and wouldn't be in
school.
~ategorl

§a

~auntinlt

Threat. (Total lQ)

'easlnl. taunting and threatening actions reported by
,0 students can b. viewed as actually or potentially frustrat-

ing.

The acts themselves vary in intensity, but the respondents

tend to se. even the mild one. as discriminatory.
Jokingly varlous members of the tootball team have
reterred to me as "Kike."
Some ot my friends called me 80me names jokingly.
They don't mean any harm but it still bothers me.

Cracking joke. purposefully.
I was ln a room where a lot ot anti-Semitic jokes
were being told.
When I went to a private Jewish school children
trom the public school would come and laugb at us.
There have been a .tew times. ane was when I was the
only Jewish person in a gym 01a88 and they tried to get
my goat by saying that Jews were "nlggerlovers."
I was made tun ot on a bus twice.

Some boys in my gym class when I was a Freshie would
cO.1Ie up to me and say -Too bad Eichmann missed you. tt
Vlsiting a triend in a Catholic neighborhood, I was
taunted.
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I was walking home from the bowling alley and some
Catholics threatened my b07friend and me with a knit.
because we were Jewish.
B7 Catholic cousins who tried to scare me as a child
saying that I should attend their kind ot church.
Throwing stones at our house windows. Ruining our
Buccoth (hut) on the Hol1dQ7 of Tab~rnacle ••
A group of Catholios called me a "dirty Jew," tossed
a few other taunts, etc.
When a temple of m1 religion is damased or paid a
great disrespect, I teel that I, being of that faith,
have been discriminated against.
Some swaztikas were written allover our hallw8.3'.
Some Oatholics drew a swaztika on our aidewalk and
the front ot our house with charcoal and ohalk.
I was little, one ot m7 triends told me it I didn't
believe in Jesus, then I didn't believe in 0-4.
A picture of Jesus Christ was glued on our door.

Iff·
Z: Exclusion and p&!or1m1natigD
. c Place. tTo'aI""T2 ,

oat~.

In

....

r

.....

There were 12 respondents who reported that they had
been excluded trom or discriminated against in public place ••
!hese examples illustrate more concrete experiencea ot deprivation.
I was once intormed that since I was Jewish I had
killed Ohrist and due to this I was not welco.e to join
e. olub sponsored b:r an ioe skating rink.
Trying to get a job.

They did not want Jews.

We went to a private beach outside ot • • • and were
not allowed in. Sign read "Restricted."
aetused admittance to a hotel.
While applying tor a job.
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I couldn't play golt at a golf club.
A job interview tor a Oatholic hospital.
Onee I was not allowed on a beach in f"11chigan because
the neichborhood was anti-Semitic.
We went to a place r don't remember where it was-they did.ntt want us to stay at a certain resort.
When we were trying to apply at a hotel but we were
told not to because ot our religion.
While looking for an apartment several places were
not tor rent to Jews.
Waiting to be served in a restaurant.
Cateso£! §: Miscellaneous (Total

!Z)

This category inolude. a variety ot response. whioh
were difficult to categorize because of number and lack of clarity.

Ot the 41 responses 5 reported that they bad been excluded

trom parties or groups.

Twenty-tive simply mentioned place. or

situations where they experienced discrimination or pre3ud1ce.
Ten of these reported they occurred at scbool; 8 occurred in
the n.1Shborhood in which they lived; , were on buses; 4 reported
occurrences in sports.

Three respondents oalled attention to

the tact that other Jews discriminate,
I don't remember exactly but I know I have been hurt.
It was usually in the torm ot remarks by other Jews who
were not as obserYant a8 I.
I've been called all types ot names because I am
Traditional and they are Retorm and were jealous ot the
knowledge I had.
Jewish people are 'very prejudicedt they have names
tor colored people and non-Jewe--I think this is wrons.
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~teEorl

i:

Retusals, Can't Reaember (Total !§)

Nine ot the 46 respon ••• included in this categor,J
stated explioitly that they did not remember the circumstanoes.
Twenty-three were lett blank.

!he 8 refusals took the follow-

ing forms of expression.

MY business.
Bo thanks.

Don't ask personal questions.

good taste.

Not a very pleasant situation.

Language was not in
Theretore no thank ••

Do not wish to tell.

I'd rather not talk about it.
Do not wish to tell about it.

I do not oare to d1scusa this tact?
punctuation.)

(Respondent'.

In the preceding analysis of the reports of personal
experiences of discrimination we have not only a descrIption ot
concrete experiences; we have some insight into the variety ot
ways individuals respond to the.: some tend to minimize or
rationalize a particular experienoe while others responded with
angry statements or fighting; still others refused to discua.
them as was shown in the statements in Categor.T 9.
Vicarious Experiences of Disorimination
and Prejudice
We haTe a180 ana17zed vicarious experience of d1scr1alnation

a8

a possible factor influencing attitudes.

Tests of

I

i
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'f.ABLE 16
OATEGORIES AND FR.BQUDOY 0' VIOARIOUSLY
UPDIDCED DISORtrmfAfIOB DESCRIBED
1){ QtTESTIOJ' 28(.) BY GROUPS

cat.sori.. of
Vlcul0U817

Bebftv

iAcadeJQ'

Jxp.ri.8l1ce4

J)1scr1a1nat;loll
1 . . . . .0&111.1
\
2. AIltl-Selllt10

remarks and

.ot;~

,. Pb7aloal

eaoouat.rs
4 •••port_ of nlt1p1e expenea.c ••,. .e11clov.e
aat8&on1. .
6. !auntiDs-'IJ1ftate
7. atc1..10. ho-

pub11c and pr1w..

plac._
8. Baropeu.

exper1.ace.

9. lU.ao.llu.oue

w•••
.tuale-Bo
exuple 01t.4
lfuaber

Percentale

8

nIh

You1;h Gnup.

School South v••,
81u 81"

(frou,
4

6

2

12

,,

11

10

1

2

12

1

••

••

,

4

1

6

1
10

9

18

,

14

9

14

7

,
2l

1,

,

1, ,
12

'1

._nll

,

8148

TO'lAL

2,

6
2

,
,
1

14

,

9

14
41

9

9

6
12
10 _ 20

'1

'12

82 47
72 367
~2.4 12.8 19.'1 100.0
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.ide 70\1th poup.
fable 15.

!he•• totals were oOllpaftble to tho•• to\Uld 1&

It i . 1••• like17 that th••e total8 oan be attribut...

to the aUla tne of identitiabillt7 .a .hat ot 1;he Acade.,.. an-

dent..

It 1. po.sible that their identifioation is ba.ed .a

"••• oolat1onal Yislbl11t7.·22 !h. . . . . . of identification ..at
be obT1oWl it we

00••i4er

'ihe atat.e.ts of hapo"enta who

experiapc. aatl-Jew1ah remaRS 1Ja the preseaoe of 1a41v14ual.s

who do D.ot reall•• that tU7 the••elvea are Jewtah.

_.t.

~e

north

alde 70uth peup raake4 th1M 1D. 'both ttable. w1th the Yioart...

total attaD4:J...Bc at 19.6 per

III view of the fact that nll-

gloua ldent1flabillt7 8usseS'. it.elt a. ooea810a for

~ctla1-

8.tloa" of J.oaclell7 8W4enta oae GoulA expeot thi8 to be retleete.
1n the tota18 reponed

'b7 the Hebrew bilh achool

thla was not the case.

!beT raak

to~h

pollp.

Howe.,er.

in vioarious experienoe

report. (16.9 per oen1;) 'but flfth bel'W14 the w••t a14e 70utth

croup in per.oaal accounts.
total waa 12.8 per ce.tt.

Ibe •••tt ai4e sroup·. vioarious

th••• vicarlous eleseriptlOBS are

8imilar to tho.. found in tthe per.onal aoeoumt. of

.,.r"

di.o~.l ••-

tion with the except10n of Bar.peaa &D4 World War II experi.ac.a •
.la

:ali.Sht b. expected. the7 an nott alwa78 .a ol.ar or .,ivid ..

the on•• r8sultlq tro. per.onal .xperienoe nor are thq a.

22ft"8ooiationa1 Yi.l~111t7· 1a A.tiaet 1R tootnot.

17. pas. 8.
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goesoR 1= If. .801111ns <lotH n>
AlthoUlh oDlr 2, re.pond.nts Cit8' iDold.nte ot Daa.callinS ia QU••tiOD 28(e), a more speoltlc question (31) asks the
t'•• poD4ent r

Bave

70U

e. .r heard trom &111' •••bers of 70ur faai17

or close trlends that the,. bave been oalled nam.. beoaus. th.,.
are Jewlsh?

the,. had.

!bre. hundred and

n1ne~-two

Of thls number 50 heard it

t1.e." and 71 heard of lt

QOD••• "

respondents sa14 that

n.a~

tta•• ", 271 a "I.w

. . .eoallial

g••erally appears

to be the moat frequently oit.4 1aci4ent--althoush not aece.aari17 in the totals of Question 28(.).
Yesterday at a basketball ...e a be7 trom another

t ... oa11.d ODe of our b078 "~7 J.w." So aDother
didn't 88.7 a word ~llat held up hi. . . . . . .ah. tor

"7
all to ••••

1fT father vas calle' a "Urt,. J.w" \),. a aan who
8tore.

vaa c!.ru:Dlt and o. .e into our
~

Jew."

rr1frien,t. b••t friend oalled her a "dirt7
believe there was no naeon for doiag such.

It7 triend, hi. lather and I "el'e walking dowa the
atr.et, and called "dub Jewa" b7 ,.888ra-'b7 in a cu.
If;r tather, may he re.t 1n peac., was oOlling ho.e
tro. the s7l1&Cope a IUlD. ooa.a up to hill and ataned
oallinS h1m name. aDd oura1ag all Jewa.
In a bas.ball .... a trienct of .ina was
"Ilke," "Father Abraham.- eto.

A 8irl I knew waa oalle4 a
she wore slas.e ••

"to~-e7.d

e~.lled

Jew" be.aua.

PI7 cousln waa ,.ttins on the 'bus and a P7 aai4 to

hill hurry up 70U "10U7 Jew."

But the un 1'8sre"84 1t.

I'tr parents owned a 'bU1141aS and 1IaD7 t ....t. (who
were .noted) oalled them name. tor belng Jews.
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When ~ srandmotber was talktas to her Polish .eilhbel' .he oallea ., sranAmother t • friend a "dirty Jew."

lort,r-Iour re.pondeat. had kaovlease of .nti-Semitic
re.arks and actions fro. othera.

The tollowiDS atat..ents vere

Dot dlrectly a4dres.ea to the individual. who heard thea.

At

ttae. they repeat the 8ituat10n. de.cribea in 80.e ot tbe per80nal aceo_t.

(Oa'e.o17 2. table 1') vhe" the reapod..t ex-

perience. acceptance ot hlaselt as an 1D4ivldual but

re~eotloa

of hi. p-oup.

n, alater vaa ••• istant 'eaohins i. the Peoria schools.
!be teacher who ahe was working with took her asi4. &ad
ooapla1r1" about th. maaa.l'l... of the Jew8 • .,.... ot Jew1.ah ohildren ••a ahe put It.
H7 mother was ODCe in a super marke' and a lady told
her that titler ahould. haft edeauatn all the Je"s
aDd that ahe was moY1nc out ot the neighborhood because
the Jews are monDS tn •

.A. aan diu tt now 8y lather ltd Jewlah aa4 oalle4
the Jewa ver, usly name.. Se waa .,.er.y embarra.sed Wh••
h. tOUDd out ~ tath.r vaa Jeviah.

When 'A7 lirllne..d waa datl1'1s a non-Jewiah 'boy. hi.
aother made some remark about the Jews.

When W8 were on a yaoation and wanted to rent a
cottage but the people made eoae remark cone.mins Jeva
(theT didn't kaowwe were) 80 v. decided alainst staTlas.
The following were a.sative actions in such torma as 4epri.,-atioa
and

humiliation, reported by indiT1duals clos8 to the

respo~.

DQrins World War II a 1&47 OBOe spit in m7 mother'.
taoe whil. ahe was downtown.

l~
~ uncle was dleerial••t.. alaiaat by a eergeant in
the Arm7 ao he blt him.

At work aometta.s -7 parents were put ln hard sltuationa because they were le"Uh.
~ lather was involved 1ft an aooident.
~he cop eaw
his m.aberahip card to the Teaple and from that point oa
he was sure it was his fault.
~ .other for m&n7 ,.ea.s was not eleoted president
ot the PrA because of her rel1S10"8 attlliation but wh••
the ma~orit7 bee... Jewish ahe was eleoted.

AD .apl07e. who plac.a people 1n d1tterent jobs at
a store in Detroit told., ooua1n, "It I knew 70u were
a Jew I wou14R" have pl..e470u in an .xecutive position."
Whel1 117 aWlt was I"UDDi:t tor Ul ottl.. in hilh sohool
sOlIe Don-J.wiah 81rla apna 1t aroW'l4 not to TOts tor
h.r beoauss ah. waa a Jew.

"' .oth.r was caahier at .. Oatholio high aohool, one
ot the bo,.8 said that he hated Jewa to her and that ahe
was cheap beoau.e ahe was Jewish.

MT aother was .elo... in an ottice until her cowork.rs tound out she va8 .. lew. !he,. 414n't talk to
her aft.r that.
~ 4a4 was 1n the A~ and this t.lla .ek.d h1m in
tront of e.er,yone it h. thoucht that Jewa •• re ·l1k••• •

M7 broth.r haa had Oathol1ee
to .xtort aon.7 tJ-Oa him.

00..

up to hi. anel t1'7

IV .1•••1" was rwm1q tor aD. oftic. at ••• biBh
dOWB the hall. she noticed that
ODe of her po.t.rs was torn to p1.ce. and the other
had "J.w" writt.n allover it_

.chool. While walkins

A. bo,. in our club was _4. to eat cigar.tte. becau••
h. was a Jew.

M7 COu.in who.. tather 1s a trustee ot • _ _ , waa
caapaisalna for hi. tath.r and had a 400r .1....4 in hl.
tace 8&71Dc "I 4on't WaDt a -lite" repre ••ntinl ••••

III
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-

oateso£l

1:

Eblsical Enoounter

(~otal ~)

Most ot the statements in this category indicate that

some member of th.e respondent's family or close friend reported
some torm ot ph1sical encounter, usuallyf'ightlng with non-Jews.
There is no indication what the "response sequence" was to
these instigations of f1ghting.
A tew boys trom a Oatholic school began to push
around one of my friends.
~

uncle was beat up b7 a Negro.

In ••• Park, a tew boys approached with clubs and
asked one ot my group it he was Jewish. He replied,
"No, I'm t1cklish." ane ot the alien party calmly
floored him with a blow to the back ot the head.
While attending an aoademy on the weat a1de Necro
boys threw rocks and sticks at my brothers and tried
to beat them up.
My brother was attacked by a

non~ew

One ot my best friends were beaten up
because or being Jewish.

and beaten up.
~r

ridiouled

Two girls were taken into alleys and were beaten up.
Some Jewish boys were walking down the street and
some other boys started fighting with them by saying
"Bey you Jew boys.ft

MT triend got beat uP. and got tobacco stuffed in

i

his mouth.

A rew children wearing , ..elka were attacked and a
teen-aser was stabbed.

At college my cousin lot into a tight because ot his
firm religious beliefs. He was dropped trom his school
tor a year.
~ aister was slapped in the tace because she was
tagging tor a religious group.

I

I I

ii
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On a bu. in Milwaukee a friend of mine was picked up

by his collar, called

the seat.

oatefi~41 ~eRorts

tJgi_

J

a "dirty Jew" and thrown against

of Mult1Rle

Experienc~8

Ve noted in the example. from personal accounts the
importance ot citing multiple experiences ot "viotimization" in
a separate category.

Eleven students trom the Aoademy and 10

students from the Hebrew bigh sohool groups aooounted tor 21 of
the 29 re.pon.es.

M7 grandfather practioally forced my mother to leaYe
his house because ahe was Jewish. MY siater and I are
likewise discriminated against b7 my relative ••
1) When ehecking into a motel. 2) MJ siater was
beaten up by two Oatholic girls who distinctly made
so.ething of the faot that they were Catholic and she
was Jewish.

ODce M1 sister had a knite pulled on her. Then we
got phone oalls at tunny timea. The people would ask
tor my sister and hang up.
My unole was in a Genu conoentration oamp. As a
boy . , father lived in a Poliah-German neighborhood and
was harasaed quite often.

'amily members perseouted in Russ1a. Discriminated
on the weat side by Begro policemen in the old 24th
ward regarding littering lawa.

MY aunt was denied a job at a Protestant col lese
because ehe was Jewish. The Hazle killed 80me ot my
distant relatives.
A) Friends of m1ne in Nazi Germany per.ecution, torture, robbe17, and murder.
D) I'Ian7 relatIves turned down jobs.
C) Many ot my friends have got into tights because
of being Jewish.
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When my mother lived in Poland she and her family
were discriminated against especially after such holidays as Easter and Good Friday. Situations have occasionally arisen with ~ lather and hi8 oocupation.

2' Religious Antagonism (Total !!)
-CatesoElInoidents
in this category arose because ot the individual's involvement in the pertormance of religiou8 observance.
'our ot the respondents wrote:
My brother wore his skull cap to school (public).
The teacher asked him to remove it because he was
causing a "situation" she couldntt handle (the other
kids in class were making tun ot him.)
In 8boW8 one ot the girls didn't want to sing Ohrist-

mas carols
school.

80

a girl told her to meet her outside atter

Vb.a my brother went to the Army he was ashamed to
wear his Jewish star for tear ot being beaten up.
Getting permission to abstain tro~ work OD the
Sabbath and holidays in the United States Army I

OateaoEl il Taunt ins ,

~!at$lota,!!)

There are striking similarities between the 1nstance. of

aggression in this oategor,r and those

experi.nc~

personal17 b7

the respondents.
On the south s1d. my aunt belongs to a new temple
one blook away trom a church. Their temple was broken
into--and notes were lett.

Swastikas were drawn on our back poroh with writing
"d1rty Jews."
~ mother had been working at an ottioe and was
tired and threatened shortly atter 80meone realized
that she was Jewish.
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Some kids from school were robbGd and threatened with
knives. They were also called name. which I cannot even
put in writing.
When my father worked at a tactory some at the other
workers made fun or him.

M7 grandtather was laughed at and oalled names.
2: Exclusion from Public and

~telo£l

ivat, pIaces (toia1 ....
~
.....

---

There were 12 oases ot exclusion cited in the descriptions at exclusion in the personal accounts ot "viotimization."
However. 41 examples ot such deprivations are inoluded in this
category.

Th.

Eleven respondents cited exclusion trom jobs.

tollowing statements are illustrative:

MY mother applied tor a Job and was accepted. When
they found out sbe was Jewish the7 said they would call.
they didn't.
A

friend' s father drove

200 m.1188

tor

an

interview

tor a Job and when the interviewer saw the manta name

he said I "We don't hire Jews here; go home."

A ohemist could not get a job because he was Jewish.
My mother believe. she lost a ~ob because ahe is
Jewish. Upon calliq the An'b1-DettlDlation League to inq~r. about the basis ot her suspicions she found that
there were previous complaints.

M1 brother was turned down trom a Job with • • •
on his application there was a red ~J."

t

Seven students reported exclusion trom hotels and restaurants.
Four example. are listed below.
Not allowed to 10 into a oertain hotel.
In a hotel there was a vacanc7 sign but tbe olerk
told mT father there were no vacancies.
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Went to • • • to eat. When they gAve their name
which was a Jewish one they were not .erv.d.
Wouldn't let triends into a certain restaurant.
Seven instanoes

or

exclusion from clubs were reported.

They

include the following.
~ parents were not allowed into a certain club.
This club is anti-Semitic.

Not allowed into highly Ohristian olubs.
I reme.ber JA7 sister and triends not being allowe4
in a club because they were Jewish.
Not allowed into a sports club.
!bre~

of the tour students who reported knowledge of exclusion

from eolleges wrote:
~ sister missed out on a summer olass at college
because the Jewish quota was t111ed.

~ 8iater-in-law'. sister almost didn't get into
• • • Univel--sl ty 'beeause of the Jewish quota.

My uncle had trouble Antering college because ot his
religion.

Three respondents noted exolusion from housing.
My
be~aus.

parents wanted to rent an apartment and could not
they wero Jewish.

When I was l1ttle our family tried to bUT a home in
• • •• TheT were persuad84 not to.
When F4'J' parents were blq1ng !l. hous., I believe the
owners didn't want to sell to them because theT were
Jewish.
Catefl:on' §.: European .Experience! (Total

.ii)

The total of 59 reapODses in this eategory 1s lower than
might be expected since it includes the experiences

or

Jewa in

the seoond Vorld

\o1tll'

in

Qf}:r'lUlll7.

This can be accounted tor 'by

the tact that , such examples were cited in Category 1 and that
a number ot respondents did not aasume this was the type ot experienoe

the~IR

bad inu.ded to be described.

!his was evi-

denoed b7 the tact that during the test 50m. students asked
"Do you mean 'things' 11ke cGDcentrat10n campa?"

In the re-

sponses whioh follo,", it 1s interesting to note the intens1t:r
conveyed in very ter•• statements.

!he tollowing are typioal,

The concentration camps in Germ&n1.
Germany I

During the war.

More detailed descriptions are oited belowl
My father was sent to

Au.chwit~

ooncentration camp

tor 2 years, and our fam117 then (I was not yet born)

was pera.outed as were all Jewish families b1' the Nazis.
One tlme M7 rather was beat up because he was a Jew

in Austria.

In Poland my grandparents had to bide tor tear of
the soldiers pulling or ripping ott the grandfather's
beard and often were called naae. a8 -dlrty Jew."
During Nazi Gel~1nany 18.&1'17 relatives were either mistreated or killed because ot their Jewish heritage.
An aunt-, uncle and tbeir children were k1l1.-,d in a
cremator,y oven because they were Jewish.
~

uncl. was 1n a concentration camp.

A triend·. whole t&ally was wiped out by the Nazia,
Almo$t allot my relatives t)xcept for approximately
10 were destroyed durins 'World War II in Germa.ny.

In World Wa.r II. Hltler put lI1Y' parents 1n concentration camps because they were Jewish.

i
ii

13?
~'hGn my mother lived in Russia ehe 11.ad to move to
America beeaus", threats were made on. their lives because of her religion.

Some olose relatives ot ..,. father were killed at
Auschwitz. They were trom tbe Warsaw ghetto.
My parenta were in concentration campa during World

War II.

My father was in Europe during the Nazi regime and.
was p.rsecuted m&n7 ti... by being sent to concentration camps and wearing s. "Judeu t ' tag.

I\Y p8.r&nts and some of the rest of m.y faml11' were
in Hitlerts concentration oamps beoause they were Jewish.
My parents were in a ghetto and concentration oamps
in Europe being transported from camp to camp. Also much
ot my family died this way.

Some distant relatives ot mine during World War II
in Germany. ~hey were sent to concentration oamps because of their religion.
!Oateaory ,2: l';1tecellaneou8 (Totu ll)
1'h18 category includes statements which did not give

specific descriptions or were Dot sufficiently clear to record.
i'he tormer included 4 reports ot incidents in the

Por

A.rm.y.

example:
One time when M7 father was in the Army he had a
lot ot trouble beoause he was Jewish.
,1ve respondents stated simply they he." knowledge ot dlsor1.aina~lon
~

in their parent-s or relative-s neighborhood.

general reference was oited 'times.

Two reports

Busine•• aa

or

a more

specific nature are listed below.
My aunt was once (discriminated againat) when sh•
• ent to defend her children trom a very mean woman who
despised the word Jewish. This lady 1s a loyal German!
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previously these descriptions were not as numerous or detailed
which may help to explain the results tound in the attempt to
relate vicarious experience with intolerance.

We are able to

conclude that personal experience combined with frequency ls

ot prime importance in relating "Yictimiaation" to expressioDs
of actual intolerance.

Vicarious experience does Dot tend to

intluence these expressions.

On the other hand vicarious exper-

ience tends to inrluence expressions ot implied intolerance in
the case where respondents report incidence of personal -victimization" a "limited number ot times."

It does not tend to

reintorce the frequency ot expreSSions ot implied intoleraace
in cells where "vict1mization- was reported "many times" or
"never."

!Iii
I'
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Since it is assumed that the strongest instigat10n is
to acts ot aggression directed against the agent perceived to be the source of the trustration, such perceptions, whether correot or not, will play an important role in determining the direction ot the aggres8ion.2
The group perceived most trequently as least tolerant toward
Jews was Catholics.

The direction ot aggressive responses

should then be indicated by the frequency with which negative
opinions are expressed toward Catholics.
occurred.

This was in tact what

We are not concerned here with the ultimate truth or

falsity of the beliets contained in these opinions.
is with their implications for behavior.

Rather it

It the respondent be-

lieves his ideas to be true, whether they contora to reality or
not, the consequences ot the ideas are real indeed.'
Some of the descriptioJl.• of frustrating experiences included an indication ot the immed1ate response to these experiences.

A small number of respondents minimized or rationalized

the incidents; others reported more aggressive verbal and ph7aical responses.

Olinical evidence shows that there is some indi-

cation that aggression can rem.ain in a "non-overt" form for long
periods of time without any appreCiable expression. 4

EYi4euce

ot the present study suggests that the instigation to aggression
is not necessarily terminated by the immediate response ot the
2 Ibid.

t

:5Moberg,

156.

!!!i., 11.
4
Dollard, ~. !U-, 156.
~.

I
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"victim" in the partioular situation.

It is reasonable to

8.S-

sume that experience of If'riotimization" ma7 result in a type of

frustration which is remembered over a period of time and, it
repeated, can culminate in aggressive response. such as negative
opinion or intolerance.
This chapter is 41 v14ed lnto two parts.

!he first part

deals with an analysis of expressions ot actual intolerance.
It is concerned with the valuations written in Que.tion 38
attributed to the various groups checked in Questions 37(a)
through (e).

The second part deals with expressions of iap11ed

intolerance.

The valuations of Oatholics and Protestante are

analyzed here in a d1tterent context.'
Actual intolerance was measured by the number at t18e.
respondents checked one or more ot the groups 11sted below.
Their comparative totals are as tollowsl
a) loys and girls trom publIc schools
b) B07s and girls trom Catholic schools

46

(16.3 per cent)

167

'59.0 per cent)

c) J07S and girls from the Jewish Academy

,0

(10.6 per cent)

d) Boy8 and girls attending Hebrew

11

( 3.9 per cent)

High School (part-time instruction)

e) Protestant boys and girls

•
~ ( f88.s

per oents
per cent

OVer halt (59 per cent) of the response. were registered

tor the boys and girls attending Catholic parochial schools.
~oy. and

girls attending public schools were checked 16.3 per
'Questions }4(a) and (b) and 35.

cent ot the times; 10.6 per cent of the total was assigned to
bo,"" and girla attending the Jewish parochial high school

while

10.2 per cent were assigned to Protestant boys and girls.

Only

,.9 per cent

ot the total number ot ahecks (283) were reSistered

tor boys and girls attending Hebrew high schools on a part-time
In view ot the disproportionate number ot checks as-

basis.

signed to Oatholics the valuations ascribed to them in Question

38 will be analyzed first; atat••ents attributed to Protestante
will tollow.

Statements attributed to boys and girls troll pub-

lic h1gh sahools included trequent reterences to Jews in public
schools. and as a result, this group, as well as students attending the Jewish Aeadem,. and those attending part-time instruction in Hebrew high schools will be analyzed in sequence.
Question 38 sought to discover the respondent's reason
for not liking the particular group or groups he had ehecked.o
The reasons ottered by the respondent are viewed here as valuations ot the particular group under consideration.

Tbe concept

ot valuation is used to signify the meaning one person or group
has tor another.

"Insotar as the.e valuations have been given

verbal manltestations, they
tUdes. n?

.~

be taken as

expression~

ot atti-

Dur1ng the cod1fication ot thea. respon.es we notlce'

that the statements contained el ••ents of

pre~udgment.

var,ying

6Question 38. If you have checked a group or groups
above. what 1s ~our reason tor not liking the group or groups
as much as others?
1S1ster Jeanine Gn••• er • .2Ia.

!!!., 90.
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degrees of qualification and intensity (by use of adjective.),
as well as the oharacteristics of stereotypy described by Robin
Williams.

A atereotype. he maintains,

••• attribute. a cluster of traits to individuals as representatIve of a group; it is thus in one aspect a cluster
of cognitive judgmenta, implying a set of behavioral expectations. In &nether aspect it involves a ••t oteraluations. That is, the prejudice is not simp17 a set ot
expectations; it is also a set ot evaluations ot good and
bad, superior and interior. Thus a prejudiced individual
brings to the iIlmediat. sitution certain beliet. as to
the traIts ot others coupled with a positive or negative
predisposition toward these traits.8

The statements whioh tollow illustrate the expected behavior patterns as well as the negative predispositions toward
these patterns.

They are arranged in such a manner that those

who qualified their remarks with adjectives like "so.e," "not
all," "usually," "in my experienoe" and those who did not quality them demonstrate a range ot tntensity.
Expressions ot Actual Intoleranoe
traits most frequently asoribed to Oathol1c parochial
school boys and girls by Jewish high school students are listed
in the torm of stereotypes in Table 17.

The group which ex-

pressed negative valuations most trequently were students trom
the south side youth group (40.1 per cent) compared to 18.5 per
cent ot the students trom the north aide youth group.

Students

trom the Hebrew high school group accounted for more ot the

statements (16.8 per cent) than did those from the AoadeM7
8

Williams.

~.

iit., 36.
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group (15 per cent).
TABLE 17
STEREOTYPY IN TRAITS MOST FR£I«.UENTLY APPLIED TO
BOYS AND GIRLS A'!'TENDING CA THOLIC PAROCHIAL
SCHOOLS BY 167 JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

stereotype
1. Anti-Semitic
2. Relisious
indoctrination
;. Air of superiority
4. Interior
5. Xesative patterns
of behavior
6. Re1isiou8 and
cultural ditterence
7. Per80nal dislike
8. No contact-Exclusive
9. Hi.cellaneouaNo reason cited
Nwaber
Percent

AcadeJQ'
7

Youth Groups
Hebrew &<11
Group
South Vest lJorth

2

4

14
10

2
2

4

1;

• •

7

7

5

6

:5
4

6
:5
I

3
• •

13

:5
• •
1

3

2

1

2

2

!

1
1

• •

:5

1

4

I

4

2

• •

• •

:5

2
4

• •

8

25

28

15.0

16.8

I

5
I

67
40.1

16

9.6

;1
18.5

We should p6int out here that the frequencies reported ill
these totals (in Table 17) do not correspond to the frequencies
ot "victimization" reported by these groups in Tables 15 and 16.

For example. students from the Academy reported incidents ot
"Victimization" moat frequently.

An analysis of these traits

based on the breakdown ot frequency ot personally experienced
d1scrimination shows 112 statements made by those who experienced
"v1ct1aization" a "limited number of times."

Twenty-eisht

il
'il,
.'I
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south side youth group made these ascriptions most frequent17.
It depends on the person-but kids trom Oatholic schools
seem to me to most frequently be the moat hostile to
Jews. (L)
Oertain minority hate Jews. (L)
Man7 girls and b078 I know trom the Catholic schools
are extreme17 anti-Semitic. Of course they all aren't. (L)
They are seemingly prejudiced toward Jews. (M)

The Catholics seem to dislike the Jewish people. (N)

Children trom Oatholic schools do not like Jews. (L)
Because they tend to become the bitter ene.ie. ot
JewG. (L)
Because they're the ones who hate Jews. (L)
They can't stand Jews and are openly against them. (L)

fhey haTe prejudice. alainst Jews as a rule and orten
carry it out in words or aetions. (L)
Beoause they are prejudioed against the Jews. Many
Jewish triends have oome in oontact with them.
The~ spit on the Jews.
they are taught only to love themselves and their religion. They despise Jews. (L)

ot

my

The tollowing remarks are illustrative ot those who report a ttlack of respect ft on the part ot Catholio parochial
school stUdents.
Because most ot them that I have .een are bums.
have no respect tor .e and I have none tor them. (L)

The~

I do not like the children from a Catholic school because they do not respect us, but cause trouble tor U8
m.any times. (tt)
I teel that they have no discipline whatsoever. Arter
all they come trom a religious scbool and should be taught
to respect. I teel the~ do not. (L)

Religious indoctrination was designated as a distinct

l~

stereotype because those who stated that Catholics were in eo••
degree anti-Semitic included statements which explicitly atated
that it was taught.

One student mentioned the "Ohrist-killer"

accusation on the part ot Oatho11os. 9 Other expressions noted
religious bias not only on the part of Catholio parochial school
students but students attending the Jewish parochial high school
full-time a8 vell as those attending Hebrev high schools on a
part-time baais.
Many Catholic schools teach b078 and girls to dislike
Jevs. Some ot the boys and girls tend to speak openly
about disliking Jews. But even though I t •• l that,
many Oatholics do not ahare this belief and make tine
citizens. (L)
I think they are taught to dislike Jews. (L)
!hey are more prejudiced than most people because
they are taught to be. (L)

They seem to be trained in anti-Jewish views. (M)
In a number or Oatholic schools, students are taught
that Jews killed Christ and moreover that they should
and will be punished. (ft)
I t.el that they are taught to discriminate against

my race more than others ot their religion attending

public schools. (N)

They are not exposed to other religIons and theretore
become intolerant. Alao, the disoipline exacted by the
nuns and priests 1s too harsh and hardens the students. (L)
!hey do not seem as tolerant toward others. being
immersed as they are in dosma and church doctrine. (N)

90ther statements of this nature are tound in the

analysis ot

~e.tion

34(a) in this Chapter.

Ii

"i
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!he following statements are not limited to Catholic
parochial school stUdents.

They reter to those who attend Jew-

ish religious instruction at the parochial high school or the
Hebrew high scbool extension classes.
I do notre.l one should go to a school that is only
ot his religion. (L)
,I

I,

They are nice, but taught the wrons things. '!'he,.
teel suspicious. This is true ot most parochial schools
regardless ot religion. (L)

~

I
,I

Because I think that children that go to religious
schools no matter what religion are one-sided, and thel
DeTer learn the truth about other peoples religion. (L)
They tend to belieTe tbat all Jews are Communists
and aD7 parochial achool does not allow students to .ee
the various sldes ot an issue. Possibly this can also
include Hebrew High Schools. (.)
Another characteristic applied to Catholics (a total ot
23 ttmes) was that of assumed self-superiority.

Expressions ot

it ",ere round in such phrase. aa "they think they are pertect,lt
Itbetter than others" or "snobbish. 1t

Over halt (13) of the re-

marks in this total (23) are resistered by students troll the
south s1de youth group.
!bey usually think they are better than Jews. (L)

, '

II

Because when they are among other kids their own age.
they become rough and think they're "the greatest on
earth." (I')
Bo1'8 and girls trom. Catholic schools seem to think
they are better than other people going to public
schools. (5)

they act snobbish and real big (smoke and drink) most
ot them. (L)

I,

II
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Usually all affiliations with them haven't been too
nice cause they didn't think I was good enough tor them
because I am a Jew. (L)
Rome (not all) boys and girls trom Catholic schools
because ot their high-class superiority attitude. They
think they're perfect, etc., etc. (L)
They have an attitude that they are the only people
that count. fh,.y think that they are the best. (L)

Man7 of them walk around as if they were there to be
honored. (N)
Seven ot the 9 comments in the fourth stereot7P., interior, were also made by students trom the south side youth group.
Two wer& made by students trom the Academy.

Inferiority ot in-

telligence, class, morals was attributed to Catholics.
They are low and interior. (N)

They lack retinement and most often use offensive

and obscene language. (L)

otten the Oatholic schools have quite a rew rough
kids attending. They .eem very low olassed. Many .e.m
rather dumb and vull8~.
!hey are extre.el7 prejudiced and oonceited and their
lower morals and drinking habits disgust me sometime.. (L)

Stereot;ype 5 include. descriptions ot negative verbal
~d

physioal behavioral patterns on the part ot the group in

~ue8tion.

~he

Hamecalling was assigned to this designation because

Damecalling incidents usually included other overt behavioral

~atterns.

There were 10 reports ot

nL~ecalling

incidents.

! find trom previous exper1ence that the people I
have been called names by are tb"e ones who go to Catholic
school. I want to explain that I am not against the
Catholic religion in general, just some of the people
in the religion. (L)
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Beoause these boys and girls seem to discriminate
against (8110) Jews and call dlrty names more than any
other group. (L)
They oa11 you names and destroy public property. (L)
This sroup is my constant enemy, name caller and
pounder. (to beat up). (L)
,
They seem to taunt ~ou and call you nues--not individually but as a grou~". They seem to think theY're
better than 'we are. (L)
Such behavioral descriptions as pugnacity, troublemaker,
hoodlum. ruffian were ascribed to Oatholics by 21 ot the respondents in this stereotype.

Nine statements illustrate the range

of these comments.
This is a biased statement. But there are oas•• where
kids from the parochial sohool in our neighborhood have
caused trouble. This has given me and others a bad impression or Catholio schools. .1 do not in practioe hold
the faot that a person goes to a Oatholic sehool against
him. (L)

M)" dislike does not stem trom their religious affiliation, rather, they are wild and otten get into trouble.
They are generally disliked even by fellow Catholics attending publio school. (L)
Usually they are rough. mean, and have a special
dislike for Jews. (L)
Because the people who go to the privateeatholle
school near mJ house are mostly delinquents. (b078
especially) (L)
They seem to be rough hoodlums without any manners
whatsoever. (L)
Because they go around looking for us. (L)
Because I know of a girl who was beat up by a boy
attending a parochial school. (N)

l~

Becaus. these kids are terribly against Jewish kids
and men and women. And I have seen them beat up many a
kid because he was Jewish. (M)
Because I alwals had tights with them on
grammar school. (M)

~

way

to

live ot the 10 atat••ents in the sixth stereotype, religious and cultural ditterences, stated simply that they had
nothing in common with Catholics.

The following are typical of

one of the most elementary .torms ot prejudice, "dislike for the
unlike."
Because I teel I don't have anything in common with
this group. Also I really don't bave much chance to
learn to like tbem. 'K}
Because they have different ways ot doing things and
different standards of living. (B)
I do not particularly 11ke them because they seem to
be completely difterent than I and most of my friends. (N)
Tbey do not understand the position ot Jews. (M)
Oantt talk treely about holidafa or other customs
because they think we're crazy. (N)
Three students trom the Jewish parochial school described their
reason tor not liking this group as tollows:
I think that Catholio boys and girls are very religious as we are and since we have different ideas on
religion we would Dot mix well. (M)

I teel that our beliefs differ too greatly for us to
be very friendly. (L)
!hey seem to think that we are queer and don't know
G-d and do things according to our relition. (M)

whT we pray to

There were 9 admissions of personal dislike tor Catho-

,

,

~ics, in

Stereotype 7.

Som. were the result ot unpleasant

~I
"
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personal experiences.
I don't like Catholics. (L)
Some of the people I know in the Catholic schools
were very nasty to me. Some of them are bad hippocrites. (N)
They bother me in the public park near my home. because ot my religion. (L)

Itts not all of them. just a few. I'm very friendly
with a girl who went to a Catholic parochial school.
Some ot them just get on my nerves. (L)
Because they do not like me. (M)
Because they are mean to me. (L)
Because I don't like them. (M)
The 10 respondents who wrote statements in Stereotype 8
indicated a lack

ot~portunity

tor contact with Catholics as

well as the complaint that Oatholics tend to exclude others,
particularly Jews.
Either because I rarely see them, or because I never
come in contact or share any of my common interest. (L)
I have not associated with them trequentll. so I
wouldn't know if I would like them or not. (N)

The Catholio students are never very friendly with
Jews and they never meet the Jews because all or them
attend their own schools and therefore thS'y have all
Catholic friends. (N)
th.e

Stick close to each other. (8)
They are clannish and seem to dislike other

religions.(L>~

They don't seem to care tor Jewish people or anyone
who isn't Catholic. (L)
Some ot the Catholics I have seen wouldn't ever think
ot associating with anyone except Catholics. (L)

.1

I'

i
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Thirteen. reSIjondents did not cite

Ii

reason in

~iuestlon

Two other statements relegated to "miscellaneous I, wrote

;8.

nfruits and luffiea"; another indicated that the group checked
was "not Jewish."
stereot!Ea in Valuations 2! Protestant
!:!L ins

JOYS

In contrast to the 167 statements aSSigned to boys and

girls a.ttending Catholic parochial schools, only 29 were assigned to Protestant boys and girls.

Five of these checked both

Catholic parochial students and. Protestant boys and girls and
~ave

the same reason for not particularly liking them.

These

~irst 5 statements are valuations ascribed to both groups in

lQuestion 38.
They don't like us. (L)
They are all prejud.iced. (L)
Because most of them that I have seen are bums. They
have no respect for me and I have none tor them. (L)
I don't like Catholics or Protestants because they
hate Jews. (M)

There is a certain minority among Catholics and frotestants who hate Jews. I must say that I teel resentment
and hatred to this minority. (L)
Three additional respondents in Stereotype 1, Anti-Semi~ic,

described Protestants as prejudiced.

There were a total of

1 statements ot this nature which referred to Protestant~ in
)ontrast to the 36 for Catholics.
They are leas tolerant. eM)
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Might be prejudiced against Jews. (N)
Because they hate "kik.s."
the feeling is mutual. eM)

They can't stand Jews so

There were no statements which could. be assigned to the
stereotype 2. Religious indoctrination. for Protest&nt boys and
girls compared to the 23 assigned tor Catholics.
Three respondents reported having experiences ot fighting and namecalling in Stereotype 3. Negative patterns of behavThe contrasting number ot reports of this type

ior.

or

experi-

ence with Catholics is 31.
Because they have called us names. (L)
Because if you walk by a bunch ot them, they either
eall you names, or start trouble. TIlls has hs.ppened to

me. (L)

Because they always have reason to start a fight it

you are Jewish. (L)

Disllke for Protestant b07S and girls because of rell~ious

and moral differences were cited by two respondents in

~tereotype 4.

I feel that thel are just different from Jews or
other religions. (L)
Boys and girls in public schools and f~otestant bOl.
and girls do not always act like good children should. (M)
Jive respo.ndents reported simply that they did not like
~otestant
~aa

9).

beys and girls.

(The comparable total tor Catholics

The following remarks are typical:

BeQ8.use they do not 11ke me. (L) (Catholics and. Protestants.)
Because I don' t like them. (L) (Os. tholia s and Protestants.)
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I do not partieularly like Protestants. (M)
Other evaluations of Protestant boys and g1.rls included
1 student who reported they had an air of superiority (this

trait was assigned to Catholics 25 times); 2 students cited lack
of contact (as opposed to 9 tor Catholics); and 2 additional
respondents reported "non-Jewish" as reason for not liking this
particular group.
Earlier in Chapter I I we noted the significantly lower
ratings of Jews on the Remmers· Scale by the north side youth
group trom the other respondent groups and later in Ohapter IV
the possible relationship between personally experienced uYic_
timizat.1.on" and the relatively lower rating of Jews on the
Remmers' Scale by the total sample population.

These findings

were intel"preted in the light ot Lewin's anal,.sis of' similar
phenomena as Jewish 'tselt-hatred. I'f

He maintains that the Jew

takes on the same attitude toward himself' that be thinks the
anti-Semite bas.

These refleotions concur with Dollard's find-

ings in the frustration-aggression context we have been using.
If the amount of inhibitIon of various acts of aggression
is helt! relativel;, constant, the te.ndeney to selt-aggression is stronger both when the individual believes himself, ratber than an external agent, to be responsible
tor the original frustration and when direct aggression
is restrained by the self rather than by an external
agent. 10

r.t'hese reflections, wrItten over twenty years ago, have been ex~ended

in the studies on the authoritarian personality.

Joseph
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Adelson, for one t has examined the ideology and identi.fication

processes of members of the Jewish minority.

He notes an au-

thoritarian "mode" of defining others which inc)udes intolerance

of smbiguity and
tinctions.

So

propensity for sharp

d.nd

dichotomous dis-

The terms of dichotomy differ trom person to person.

The individual employing it tends to emphasize particular traits
as chara.cterizing a Jewish in-group and a Jewish out-group. 11
The dynamism of this ttmode lt of detin.ition can be seen in the re-

sFonses of the different Jewish student groups in. their responses

to

.~uestion

37(a), (d), :lnd (e).

The students at the Academy

see JEndsh public higt:l school students as "irreligious, 1/ IIhaving

no morals.!J "extremely spoiled" and .tgoing against tr,eir own

people"; public high school students in general a.I's seen a.s
lacl~ing

in "refinement,

II

"discipline," and "moral standards";

"delinquentll and "rowdy.lf

In contrast, respox:dents attending

public high sch.ools full-time see those who attend. the Jewish
parochial school (full-ti:ne) as "too religious," "stuffy and too
serious," "religious tools," "fanatics,lI IIholier than thou."
Perh::lf13 this statement typifies the authoritarian-self-hatred
definition most strikingly:
On the \ihole the,Y are fruits and finks that most
non-Jews consider all Jews to be.

Adelson characterizes the authoritarian

8.S

a person fearful of

conspicuous behavior by Jewish individuals and as one who would
11 Adelson, .QE.

ill-,

475-476.
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flatten Jewish diversity to a somewhat featureless Babbittry.12
Stereot:vpy in ths ValuatIons of JJoyq and
IGirls from PUbIIC Schools
----

-

-

The group checked most frequently after boys and girls
attending Catholic schools were boys and girls attending public
schools.

Forty of the 46 respondents who cheeked boys and girls

fro::! public schools

0.13

a group they did not particulsrly like

were students from. the Academy.
as

~ell

The general tone of the remarks,

as the specific references,

have other Jews in mind.

that the respondents

sug~est

There is no instance of anyone describ-

ing boys and girls from this group as anti-Semitic.
sis is rather on differences in religious,

mor~l

The empha-

and oocial val-

ues.
Four distinct oategorical valuations

these responses.

v:e1"'C

discernible in

The first, religious and mornl differences,

included 14 statements, most of them listed below.
Many of their viewpoints toward religion are different thun mine. (L)
Because when Jewish boys and girls attend public
school they tend to forget about their own religion and
will sometimes go ::iva-iost their ot·m people. (N)
Beoause when I attended a public sumEleT sOliool I
found that most of the~ do not really care about religion (especially the ~rewish ones) a.nd are usually only
looking for a good time. (L)
12 Ibid ., 478.

-
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I do not teel that public school children have as
much faith as private school children since they are not
taught religion 4aily. I enJoy be1~ with ohildren who
understand the aspeots ot religion. (L)
They are constantly being swayed from one religion
to another. In this they are losing their real own
religion. (L)
Many Jewish boys and girls trom public school are extremely spoiled and irreligious and self-centered eN)
(Written by a public school student.)
Moral ditterence. were expressed as tollowsl
Boys and gIrls in public sohools and Protestants do
not always act like good children should. (M)

A few ot them don't have high moral standards. (N)
Soa. of the people in publio schools aot ver,y loud
and 40n-t seem to have respeot tor an7thl~. Some ot
them oarry on as if they bad no morals. (L)
Lack ot disoipline, religious or moral basis in lit.
and no purpose to their actions or behaviors. (L)
Many ot the kids in publio sohools don't oare muoh
about their religion or they wouldn't be there, They
only think ot superfioial things and their moral standards are quite low. (L)
ane

Acade~

student who did not check a specific group wrote:

I have a latent dislike tor irreligious Jewish people.
Theretore, I don't 11ke Retorm or Conservative Jews as
a group. However, I could like and do like an individual
Retorm or Conservative group. (L)
Seven ot the respondents noted 41tterenoe. in sooial
behavior in the seoond group ot oategorioal statements.

J'our ot

these were directed toward girls in the public school and were
written by g1r1s trom the private school.
Moat ot the girls I met in summer school were not
very girl minded. Make-up and tints mattered more. Their
conduct espec1ally with boys 1s amazing. (L)

All they seem to be is boy-crazy_ (L)
It iantt so much the boys as the girls. Tbe girls
are so take. and made up. This though has nothing to do
with re111ion and nationality. (L)
More general estimates read .s tollows:
!bey are very talse kids. they neYer act normal.
They try bard to be sophisticated. (L)
I do not agree with their ideals. (N)

As a general rule, it ••ems as though students from
public schools resent those who seem to take a deeper
interest in studies as Jews otten do. (L)
An

air of superiority was ascribed to public school stu-

dents by 12 respondents who found the. "showy." "snobbish," and
~wellhea4ed."

!he following comments are tJpical:

Just so.e of them because I bave gone to public sohool
and have seen quite a tew of these kids act snobbish and
bummy and high and m1gh~ and I hate that. (N)

So.. publl0 school klds seem very showy and sv_llheaded. (L)
They tend to be snobbish toward tho.. that are dlfterent. (L)
They walk around with their noses in the air and do
very foolish things. (L)
Beoause they are all snobs and I know some of them
~he boys are tresh and I don't
trust thea. (B)

and I hate each one.

OVert behavior patterns of public high school students
were viewed negatively in the tourth group ot categorical valuations by 9 respondents.

Here are 5 examples:

They seem very rowdy sometimes. (N)
they lack refine.ent and most otten use ottensive and
obscene language. (L)

.11
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I believe they are too wild tor their ages. (L)
I dislike boys and girls trom public schools because

they are too dirty and act like hoodlums. (M)

Because I teel they are spoiled, selfish and unfriendly to me they appear to be like delinquents. (L)
Pour
by

appra1~~ls

ot public high school students were made

respondents who were themselves public sohool students.

Two

maintained that they were -too young"; the other two wrote:

I'. a loner and they bug me. (M)
I don't at all like them. (L)
Stereo{l'y i).V !! the Valuat&on! S!!

~ Girls .from

.i1i!.

Ica!eg

!2Z!

Thirty students reported that they did not like boys and
girls attending the Jewish parochial high school.

Pour distinct

oatesorie. ot statements were derived trom the response. to
Question 3?(0).
The tirst group 01 catesorioal valuation., religious
indoctrination and bias, included the , statements cited earlier
which referred to both Catholio and Jewish students attendins
religious schools.

One additional statement may be inoluded:

All parochial sohools including tbe Academy are not
open-minded on many subject ••
Ditterenoe in religious emphasis was noted by 8 ot the
respondents.

The first 4 statements were written by students who

attend Hebrew high schools on a part-time basis.
Their religious and political beliet. otten ditter
trom mine and they are otten not tolerant ot other groups.(L)

li'"'II'Ir;
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I don't particula.rly dislike them, but their iaterests are Dot the same a8 mine, tor they tend to be too
religious. and while this is tine I haYe found m.any ot
them have no other intereats. (B)
In their presence I teel (and am) interior to them-this idea 1s purely aelt-put tor I know how irreligious
I am compared to traditional Orthodox <my father being
Orthodox). (I')

Because they are religious tools. (L)
~h8

tollowinS were written b7 students who were not at-

tending any form ot religious instruotion at the time the inve.tigation was made.

fte,. •••• very stuJ'f7 and too serious. They do not
seem to enjoy anything tbat is not connected with re11tlion. (L)
They seem to be too deeply involved with their religion. (If)
At tiae. they strike me as being fanatics or it you
are not as religious a8 they are they think you're a horrible person. (X)
Unfavorable personal qualitie8 were attributed to the
students attending the AcadeZ7

Are weaklings.

b.7

4 respondents.

(M)

On the whole the, are fruits and tinks that most nonJews consider all Jews to be. (ft)

Fruits, luffies. (L)

ine

Many ot them are thrown in there without really wantto be. and so dontt have the guts to say so. (L)
E1ght students

00. ._nte4

that the students trom the Jew-

ish parochial school exhibited an air ot superiority.
The1 •• e. to think they are better in some respects
than the average Jews. (L)

16~

They aot as it they are better than anyone else. (I)
They keep their noses high and are very stuok up.
They will agree and a.lways believe tne,. are right.A.nd
they will not tight it pushed. (L)
Holler than thou attitude. (L)
They teel as it they are superior to other Jewish
boys and girls not attending • • •• They feel they are
learning more and are !!£l snobbish. (L)
Other evaluations

or

these students included comments

that these students stiok too close to each other, that they are
unfriendly. have ditterent ways ot dOing things.

One

Acad~

student described his peers 1n the following manner,
Studente are sloppily dressed, seem like they've had
no upbringing and act like babies. (L)
Stereo~

litend I

in thearaluatioDS

i! B§is and Girls

BiSr;;-~ acnool~ t~

-time)

Of the 10 valuations which were ascribed to

b:.,~"s

and

girls attend.1ng Hebrew high schools on a part-time basis 6 were
cited previously (in Stereot1P8 2 tor Catholic parochial school
students as well as Jewish Academy students) with reterence to
students who attend schools ot religious instruction.
~ents

applied to this group alone.

Pour

Difference in religious em-

phasis was noted by two students trom the Academy.
This doesn't mean all of these boys and girls, but I
find that religious kids look down at you, when you're
not as religiOUS as they are. (L)

,0

008-

Because they usually
to aebrew schools only because their parents make them go. They haye no respect
for the religion or other people and take everything
they have tor granted. (L)

I"
11.1
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Two public sohool students commented:
Because they should have better waye to spend time. (L)
Are weaklings and aBsholea. (M)
Observations ot Res:ondents Who Did Not
ttheci ~ Gro~E~ §i!s\ion 32--- --- --Since Question

'7 vas

8.

voluntary rather than torced-

choice question. not all students checked a particular group.
Twenty-two who did not check anT group nonetheless volunteered

statementa.

!hese could be grouped into three catesoriess Oate-

gory 1, 7 stated the,. had no reason to dislike

a.tq'

ot the groups

listed, Category 2, , mentioned that it was the person him.elf
not his group that they would

~llqe;

and Oategory 3. the larseat

group (9). felt that they could not j\ldge others on the basia of
religion.

Ten ot this total (22) were students trom the paro-

chial high school.

the tollowing examples are illustratlve ot

Oategory 1.
Nothing against

an:r

of them. (M)

Like the. all. (L)
C~t'50a

i
I 11ke people in ever.y one ot the above groups in
80me in each group I 40n t t like. (L)

37 but

I have not checked a%l7 becauae I don't think it's
where the person comes trom but the person himselt. (N)

No checking but I find m&n7 individuals in all groups
whom I 40 not like because ot their prejudices. (M)
'!'wo students from the Hebrew High school group in this
category registered a protest at this point of the teat:

16,

This test is ridiouloD. People oannot be grouped
into olas •• s. This test assumes that people judge groups
aDd not people whicb 1s unfair and invalid. (L)
This test is not valid becau.. it is impossible to
make such generalizations. Tbe test tmme4iate1T .ssumes
that we do not think of people on the basia ot individuals. (If)
oatesou

l

I have checked no particular group. The reli~on
does not matter to me but the persons themselves. (L)
I bave nothing against &n1 religion, matter ot faot
I am friends with kids ot other religions. (L)
I cannot saT that I dontt like any ot the above sinoe

S'3 close contacts are only in S'3 school, • .. • • and I

don't know many others, I am sorry to say. (L)

I have not checked aD7 group because I have no reason
to dislik. a person becaus. ot what school he goes to or
because ot their religion. (B)

ane should not que.tion the right ot aDTone to believe
tirmly in their faith aa they should expect not to be
questioned. In ~ opinion racial hatred is the downfall
of the world. (L)
I teel aQ70ne has the ri8ht to choose their own religion. It they soundly belieTe in G-d and their religion-they are a credit to the United State.. (L)
Expres.ions of Implied Intoleruce
Implied intolerancel ' toward Catholics and Protestants
me.sured by the frequency with which respondenta rated them
on • comparatiTe basis. l4 the respondents were asked wb7 they

~as

l3Iaplied intolerance as detined previously is the ex~ressed anticipat10n ot dTictimisat1on" retlect1ng (or so operating as to predispose the respondent to make) an unfaTorable categorical judgment of an out-group.

14Question~.

Place a cbeck in the column which beat
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thOught Catholics and Prote.tants were "le.s tolerant than
others toward Jews.-15 !heir respons •• provided an opportunit7
to test an opinion direoted toward a group perceived as an
"assres SOl'. "

Tabl.s 5 and 6 in Chapter III report response. to

Question 34(a) and (b) aooor41lls to tbe frequenoy ot personally

experienced discr1ainat1on.

We gain a ditterent perspective on

these response. by el1m1Dat1ng the "neutral" rating "about the
same as others," and analy_iDs the patterns ot response ot tho.e

who bave detinite positlve (rating a group as

~ore

tolerant")

or nesat1ve (rating a group as "less tolerant") opuiou.

Oatho-

110s were rated "more tolerant than others toward Jews" b7 11,
students while 144 rated Protestants this way.

Oatholios were

rated "l.s. tolerant than othera toward Jews" by 180 r.spondenta
whl1e 68 rate' Prote.tants in tbe same manner.

A breakdown of

these totals shows Oetholioa rated positivel7 15 (30.6 per cent)
t1ll•• and negativel,. 34 (69.40 per cent) t1ll8. "'7 tbose who exper--

ienced "viotimization"

-.&n7 tiRe •• "

Thos. who experienced "vic-

timization" a "limited number of tim•• " rated them po.ltiTe17 78

(38.1 per cent) times and nesatITe17 127 (61.9 per cent) tta•••
desoribe. how

70U

a) Mo.t Oatholies

would rate the following group.:
More Tolerant Les. Tolerant About the
s ...
than other.
than others
toward Jews
toward Jews
others

b) Most Protestants

is

a.

~~.---

~S---

1535 • With regard to the groups 70u have checked aa
les8 tolerant tcward Jews, why do you think they are 1•••
tolerant?
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B7 contrast. those who reported "never" having experienoed discrimination rated Oatholics positively 20 (51.3 per cent) ttaes
and negat1vely 19 (48.7 per cent) ti.es.

Tho.e wbo experienced

"vict1m1zat1on,· then, registered over 60 per cent negative ratings tor Oatholics.

fhe percentage registered b7 these 8ue

groups tor Protestants is ....17 near17 revers.d with 60 per oent
lavoring a poaitive rating.

To apeak ot the latter in more de-

tail. we tind that 20 (5O.6 per cent) respondents rate4 Protestants "more tolerant than others toward Jews" while 13 (39.4 per
cent) rated them "les8 tolerant than others toward Jews- in the
"man7 times"

Oateso~.

fho.e who experienoed "victimization" a

"limited nuaber oftime8 1f rated them positively 99 (68.7 per
cent) times while 45 (31.3 per cent) rated them negatively.

Re-

spondents in the "never" Categor" rated Protestants positively
~5

(71.4 per cent) times and negatively 10 (28.6 per cent) ttaes.

~n

the cases ot actual intoleranoe ana17zed earlier and 1Ilplied

~ntoleranoe
~erceived

now under consideration Catholics are most trequent17

to be the source of frustration by the respondent••

Analysis of the responses to Question 35 indicatea aome
dittioul t7 in understanding the term "tolerant" in Que.tiou 34
{a) and (b).

This was evident trom the 16 reversals whioh oc-

curred in the question whioh tollowed.

Five students who

phecked Catholios as "more tolerant," then wrote comments which
~nd1oated

that they regarded them as less tolerant:

Kot many Protestants bave oalled me names or openly
discriminated against me.

I

III
IIIII
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/1'1
I

I really can't answer, I Just t ••l that they are liable to dislike the Jew than others.
They laok respect tor others beliets.
Because they piok on Jews Just tor tun.
So.. of my friends are more friendly and nicer than
some of the Catholic fr1ends I have.
Six others made reversals but it waa difficult to decide whioh
group tbe cOJUlentary was attributed to.

!rhea. questio:maire.

were assigned to a oat.cor" labeled "no re.son oited, contused."
Reversals were eVident also in another tora.

Here 5

students checked Catholics aa "lesa tolerant" yet the comment
in Question 35 demonstrated that they meant "more tolerant."
Bave maD7 friends who are Catholic and they treat me
as &n1 other person mentioning nothing of religion. (L)
Oatholics have respect for their religion and tor
others. (L)
It seems as some Oatholics are tolerant but some Protestants act very mean toward Jews. (L)
Because thel understand better the true meaning ot
brotherhood. (L)
Both Catholics and Protestants were checked in this reversal.

Because they are God t.ari~ people and are preached
upon to love their neighbor. (M)
!'hese were assigned to the "more tolerant tt ratings.

In-

cluded with the favorable ratings toward Oatholics whioh were
deSignated as reversals, S additional Acade&1 students checked
Catholic8 .s "more tolerant than others toward Jews" and volun-

teered the following statements:
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I think Catholics are more tolerant because they have
been perseouted themselves. (L)
Because the Catholics are also a type ot minority
group. (L)
None were any les8 tolerant because both have triends
ot Jews. (L)
A catholic has to be religious and respecta someone
who i8 also very religious. (L)
The Oatholios reapect us for our religion while
Protestants look down on us. (L)

~

There were three reversals among the respondents who
cheeked Protestants as less tolerant.

The comments in Question

35 suggested that they meant more tolerant.

These were rele-

gated to the categor,T naore tolerant than others toward Jews."
Jeoause they are not taught or rai.ed to hate Jews. (N)
!h.~ too are also a minority and 1n many instances
have been oppressed as Je.. were. (L)

Pour students did not check aD7 group in Question 34.
Nevertheless, they ottered the following comments:
I tbink an ind! vidual not a group is intolerant. It
is wrong to generali.e and put all persons ot a religion
into one eatecory. (L)
I think it i8 on a pure17 personal basis. (L)
Depends entirely on person and upbringing. (N)
I t.el I cannot judie them because I really have

never asso01ated with aD70ne beside. Jews. (L)

ane

Jewish parochial school student added:
I teel that non-observant Jews are less tolerant to
their observant tellow-Jews than any other religious
sroup. (L)

theme. contained in the respODses to Question ,a(a) are
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shown in Table 13.

Here the respondent was asked to indicate

vlhy he thoutT,ht Catholics "",lere "less tolero,n't than others toward
Je\,,;s. J'

~?:tude.Dts

from the south sirle yout"h group accounted for

74 (38.1 per cent) of the
\"rritten by AcadeTY

8tatemf'nt:~.

~tudents was 44

The number of statements

(22.7 per cent) fo11ovJed by

32 (16.5 per cerlt) from tbe nort'h side youth group.
high school ;::rouCJ

re&~istered

The Eebrew

a total of 30 (15.5 per cent) state-

ments while ;stuaents from the -'tle''3t side youth group recorded 14

(7.2 per cent).
TABIE 18
THEMES J; ;~~.E8 E:·~·T IN 'llHIC

194 SUBJECTS TO
vJhy do you think
C:1.tho1ics are less
tolerant than others?

Academy

1. Don't know-6
they just are
4
2. Religious differenceE
10
3. Religious
indoctrination
4. Negative overt
7
behavior
1
5. Air of superiority
6. Jealous of Je);<Js
1
7. Eistorical ressons
• •
8. r-Uscellaneous
3
12
9. No reason cited

liumber
Percentage

44
,??

__ t .....

7

OF

RE3:F'()r~·SES

<ljU!~STION

Hebrew HS
Group

38(a)
Youth Grou)s
;30uth
North
West
Side
Side
Side

2

15

1

8

8
11

8

2

4

20

6

2

2

11

2

9

• •

4

2

1
2

3
3

• •

2

• •
• •
• •
2

• •
1

4

8

1

5

30

74

14

32

15.5

38.1

7.2

1

16.5

I

11'

II

:1'.'
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Theae !s Don't boy--TheZ i!!!!. Are

(~otal

E)

lbat this question (38) presented a challenge to the respondent 1s eVident trom the type ot respon.e. which occurred.
Eleven students simply stated "don't know· with varying degree.

ot conviction.

I'.

Five typical statement. are listed belows

not sure. (N)

Don't know. (L)
I have no idea. (N)
I dontt know.

It just seems that way. (L)

I don't really know this anawer. (L)
Nineteen respondents replied in a manner ot notknowing
wb7 except to add "they ju.t are."
I don't really know why. But in the society I live
in today that t • the way they are. (L)
I have no ide. why they are less tolerant. It could
be they teel Jews have invaded their privacy in what was
a Christian world. (L)
I dontt know wh1. since it i. unreasonable. but it
s.e.. that Catholics are more trequent incite.ent toward
discrimination against Jews. (L)
They are in a s.nse prejudiced against us. (L)
They Just are.

I cantt really say why. (M)

They do not like Jews. (L)
They just hate Jews. (L)
They are prejudiced against us tor no a.pparent reason.(M)
No special reason. (N)
fhe.e

~I

Rells10us Difterenoe. (Total iI)
Religious ditterence. are expressed in terss ot the
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nature ot religious beliet, lack ot UDderstanding, intensity ot
commitment on the part of Catholics, and their assumption ot the
superiority and exclusiveness ot Catholicism.
Because the Jews believe in a ditferent torm of
religion. (If)
I have always felt that Catholics in some instances
are ver7 much against Jews because our religion is so much
different than theirs. (L)
The Catholic beliets are just about the opposite of
ours. (L)
Oatholic and Jewish ideas of religion have been opposing aince the makeup ot the Oatholic religion. (L)
The religious beliefs are 80 completely opposite,
that it is difficult tor compromise. (M)
I think they don't understand our customs and teel
we are not making sense in our religion. (L)
They don't understand our religion. (If)
I think theJ are le.a tolerant because they 40n f t
understand our religion and refuse to try. (L)
!hey don't understand our religion. (X)

I think tbey are les8 tolerant because they don't
understand our religion and refuse to try. (L)
They bave no idea at Judaism make

run

of it. (L)

The reterences to commitment on the part of Catholics read as
tollowsr
The~

are very religious themselvee. (L)

Because of their strong religious beliete. (L)
Because their religion i8 very strong and
lie"'8 in it. (L)

the~

be-

Because the~ are so engrossed in their own religion,
the7 don't like aura. (L)
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Man7 times Jewish people are not able to make friends
with Catholics because of their faith. (L)
Because ot a more strict beliet in things which are
against those of m7 faith. (M)
In their religious a.al tor their own beliefs they
refuse to accept the beliets of others and are prejudiced
against them. Also their prQ7ers barbor hatred to "nonbelievers. q (L)

Because CatholiCism is a more Orthodox torm ot Christianity and theretore they are turther apart trom the
Jewish beliets. (N)

I'

EiSht ot the respondents commented on the air ot superiorit7 on the

p!,rt

of Catholics with regard to religious beliet.

!hey otten believe that their religion is the on17
true one. That other religions are wrong. They otten
are surprised wben I tell them that their religion and
ours are difterent ways ot reaching tbe same goal. (L)
!hey only think that their way ot religion is correct

and will not even hear of oura. (N)

They believe Catholic!.. 1. the only religion. (L)
Tbey think their religion i8 the only one whereas
Protestants at least recognize the Jewish religion. (L)
Becaus. they think theirs 1s the only religion and
don't respect others. (L)
Because they seem to teel that their religion i8 aupreme and that all other religions are interior. (L)
1

,I

They feel their religion is superior. (5)

I
", ,

rheme

1:

ReliS10U8 Indoctrination (Total

!2)

This the.e include. three subdivisions.

The first 2

30mments listed below are illustrative of a more general opinion
what Oatholics are taught anti-Semitism.
~ome

Those which tollow be-

more specitic and explicit in designating the sources of
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indoctrination such as the home, school, and church.

The tinal

state•• nts refer to dogma.
they are brought up to be that way. (L)
Because I know tor a tact that more Oatholics than
Protestants are taught to hate Jews. (L)
ftey may have been brought up to haYe specific discrimination taught to them by their parents. (L)
Probably their education at home. (L)
They are brought up th.a.t way, beca.use religion is
taught more. Their parents breed these ideas of prejudice. (I)
Because of parents. (L)
Four statements referred to the home, 9 to the achoola.
The tollowing are impressions they bave expressed:
!hey usually have strong prejudice. trom their parents,
friends and schools (parochial). (L)
I feel that they are brought up that way in the hoae
and are taught that way in the Oatholic schools as a
matter of tact, I know itt (M)
I think they are l •• s tolerant because, trom .,. knowledge, they are taught to hate Jews in th.ir re11s1on
classes. (L)

Anti-Semitism is taught in their religious schools. (L)
This is otten included as part ot their religious
education. (K)
At a certain Oatholic scho:)l in 117 neighborhood, 1;he
nuns taught the kids Jews were bad to associate w1th. (N)

Fourteen ot the respon... referred to the teachings of
the Catholic Ohurch in general, 16 referred to some aspect of the
Orucifixion and Ohrist.

i I
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Maybe it has nothing to do with their religious background or maybe their religion teaches that onl~ Oatholics are good people. (L)
!he Ohurch tells them to be. (M)
Beoause ot their striot upbringing and the intolerance
preached by their parents and ministers. (L)
Because the Ohurch teachea them to hate Jews (indirectl,.). (M)
I have talked with thea and I now know that in the
Church they are taught to bate Jews. (L)
!ecause the Ohurch has aore control over their
people. (L)
!heir rituals aDd ordeals are usually very strict
and they are 8omettae. not tolerant with people who
don't agree with them and aren't as strict. eL)
Becaua. of certain untavorable reterences to Jewa
in the Oatholic rite. (N)
They are taught certain religious idea. that directly ri4icule Judaism. (M)
Because they are taught that they are so much better,
they are even forbidden to visit other churcbes or temples. (L)
The following comments attribute the lack of tolerance on
the part of Catholics to specific aspects of the Church's teaching with regard to Christ.

I believe they (mostly because I do know some nice

ODes) learn that the Jews killed Jesu.s and they therefore

have that against us but now I think it i8 les.ening because ot the new Pope. (L)l6

A number ot Catholic priest. still teach their followers that the Jew. killed Christ. (H)
Some seem to think the Jews killed their Saviour. (L)
16fbis is a reterence to Pope John IXIII.
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Catholics teel we made a mistake in not believing

in Jesus, feeling we are ignorant. (M)

They are taught that Jews killed their God. (M)
Halt of them just don't like us.
Christ, but I had no part in it. (L)

They say we killed.

Because there seems to be a tar greater barrier or
distance between Oatholio. and Jews. The~ are very devout and teel (some do) that the Jews killed Jesus. (L)

Because they tee1 we, Jews, killed Jesus Ohrist. (L)
From my information most went to parochial school or
Catechism and were taught to "hate" (?) Jews tor they
were said to kill Jesus_ (L)

Man7 of the Catholics go to Catholic day schools

where they are taught that the Jews killed Jesus and
are responsible tor evil things. (L)

Because in so.. of their most important Oburch earthere exist "hate Jew .ermona" as the killers ot

~1ces

God I (ft)

ft. adverse aspect ot the role ot religion in group rela-

ot

tions is pointed out by Sister Jeanine Gruesser in ber

stud~

attitudes ot Oatholic parochial students toward Jews.

She wrote:

Thus, while their religious teaching provides them
with a most impelling reason tor recognizing all peoples
as their brothers, man,. ot these catholic children have
permitted their religion to act as a dividing toroe between themselves and Jews. 11
However, some ot the statementa attr1buted to Jews

b~

catholic

students indicate a mutual lack ot respect tor each others' religion.

The following statements were selected at random.
The Jews mock our religion.

l7Sister Jeanine Gne••er,

u-

oit., 101.
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Jews are always critic1zing Catholics. They say we
are stupid to believe in the woman called the Blessed
Mother.
Do not respect our religion.
Jewish sarcasm tor religion.
~ 4: N!«ative OVert Bsb.vior Toward
1iW!<!ota -31)

In an attempt to acoount tor the reason why Oatholics
were thought to be "les8 tolerant toward Jews,"

~l

asserted that

they could account for this tttact" in terms of the way Oatholics
treated Jews.

Seventeen ot these cite personal experience. and

vicar10us knowledge, 2 referred back to their responses to Que.t10D' 27-(e).

The following atate.ents are 1llustrative.

Because ot people and incidences I know ot. (L)
aertain actioDs and instances I have knowledge ot. (M)
encounters with this group bave led me to belieye
they teel this way.
My

From my own personal experiences I have found this
80.

(L)

Because what I know ot them. they don't want your
compan,.. (L)
Because of several instances in which I have been
disoriminated against. (M)
I have seen instanoes wbere many Oatholics have erupted against Jews particularly at sporting events. (L)
I grew up in a neighborhood with a great many Catholics (Ieireea. etc.) and sometimes certain remarks were

made. (L)

!be ones that I haTe been acquainted with critioized

me. (L)
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It seems that the Oatholic children I know who went
to Catholic schools are the ones who discriminate asainst
Jews. I dontt know why. (L)
They have insulted me. (L)
I've been chased by both groups. (L) (Protestants

and Oatholics.)

Twelve ot the comments in Theme 4 vere ot a more general
nature.
!hey just s.em to act that way. (L)
Because ot the vay they act toward us. (M)
I

!hey lack respect tor anothers beliefs. (M)

They pick on Jews just tor tun. (L)
Catholics .ee. to be the tirst to tind something wro~
with you and the minute the,. do they-ll csll you names. (L)
They bave done some discriminating against the Jewish
people. Most Catholics think the Jews are against them. (L)
Because in general they seem to shun Jews. (L)
!he,. are always trying to convert you. eL)

'!'b.e.e ,2= A!£ .2!

~u;eeriori1;l

('otal;

2)

Seven statementa mentioned that Catholics were le.8 tolerant toward Jewa because they thought Jewa were interior.

!his

vas stated exp11citl;y or implicitl,. by reterence to the Oatholic'. air ot superiority.
Because they think Jews are interior. (L)
!hey think Jews are interior. (M)

The,. teel it we don't go along thinking their ways
at lite that we are interior. (L)

They think the,. are better. (L)
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Miscellaneous (.To.t_a_l

~)

fbis division include.

~

similar responses which exp11-

cit17 refer to the fact that the respondents personally derived
this impression.

Two were told or taught it.

The last 3 quoted

are also unique reapODse••
It's ~ust a personal feeling which I have derived
throughout the years. (L)
I suppose it is my prejudice though I t~ not to
hold tbem. I have only heard 80me children of parochial
schools react this way. (L)

As a result of a certain ide. which has been introduced to me in re11sious discussion with qualified leadership. (L)
When people are uneducated and wish to be intolerant-they will be. (L) (Catholics and Protestants.)
Because ot their publications about Jews and ideas
and attitudes. (L)

Jews become Scapegoats. (M) (Catholics and Protestants.)
Because the1 know the Jewish people better than the
Protestants. (N) (Oatholics and Protestants.)

!2.

ReasoD Oited (Total Jg)
!h1rty respondents did not cite a reason in Question 38

to justify the1r hav1ng checked Oatholics as "less tolerant than
others toward Jews."
!he analysis ot respons.. to the query "why do you thiDk
~otestants

are less tolerant than others toward Jews?" 414 not

11eld the same div1s10n ot tbe.e. as those assigned to Oatholics.
'or one thiDI. the ascriptioDS ot "religious d1ffereno •• " and
"jealous of Jews" did not occur as frequently.

The the•••
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derived troll these re.sponse. to Question 3,(b) are illustrated
in Table 19.

The highest total ot statements. 21 (28 per cent)

were accounted for by students from the north side youth group.
Academy students followed with 20 (26.7 per

~ent)

statement••

Seventeen (22.7 per cent) were written by students from the
south side youth group. 9 (12.0 pel' cent) by the Hebrew high

sehool group and B (10.6 per cent) by the students from the west
side youth group.
fABLE 19
THEMES PRESENT IIi THE RESPONSES OF
75 SUBJEOTS TO Q.UESTION 38(b)

Why do you thiDlt
Protestants are less
tolerant than others?
1. Don't know-they ~uat are
2. Their attitude
toward Jews
Religious
indoctrination
~. Begat1ve overt
behavior
5. Air of superiority
6. Personal experience
7. Majority group
prejudice
B. Misoellaneous
9. No reason cited
I'Umber
Percentage

,.

Aca4~

Hebrew HS
Group

Youth Gl"OU)S
south Wes'C Bonn
Side Slde
Side

,

I

••

6

••

2

••

1

2

••

••

2

••

1

••

6

1

2

••

2

••

·.

••

••

1

1

1

2
3

1

••

••

1

1

2
6

I
4-

1
6

1
2

20

9
12.0

17
22.1

8
10.6

••
5
21
28.0

26.1

,
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Theme !.: Don • t !a2:!--The:

l!!! !£!. (Total ll)

these responses are similar to those ascribed to
lies.

Oatho~

!hey are, however, lewer in number.
Don't know. (N)

(~ls

was repeated in 4 questionnaire •• )

Because they just have a dislike against Jews. (L)
Because they are very prejudiced aga.inst Jews and
would do &nJthing against them. (N)

TheT are less tolerant. (L)
Anti-Semitic. (M)
I don't really know, because ot tbeir attitude. (N)

I think that it 18 eJuat their nature. (L)
!1'l1~lle ~:

Att1tud,.,

!.ow~

,ew8 qPqtal

2)

In an attempt to account tor the Protestants' "intolerance" toward Jews, 4 students suggested certain other attitude.
on the part ot Protestants.
fbey seem to sneer at Jews. (X)
They are ignorant. (L)
They dontt understand our religion. (N)

Because they may be

~.aloU8

ot Jews. (L)

Because they hate us because we are better. (L)
Th••• 2,: Indoctrination (total

1)

The tirst two statements below were written by respondents who checked both Oatholics and Protestants and cited 1
!reason.
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I have talked with them and I now know that in the
church they are taught to hat. Jews. (L)
Because the Church teaches them to hate Jews 1.ndirectly. (L)
They have been brought up this way. (L)
The.e 4: Nesative OVert Behavier

!"oward-i-;," tf§ial

3'

I

The charge of Uvictimization U was oi ted most frequently

ot all the traits ascribed to Protestants.

The first 4 responses

listed below were attributed to both Protestant. and Catholics.
They pick on Jews just tor tun. (M)
Because they treat us the same. (M) (Both groupe.)
I've been chased b1 both groups.
Because they Jlal17 tim.. open17 discriminate against
Jews. (M)
The following remarks are directed only toward Protestants.
They Seem to be that way in the way they act. (L)
Beoause I'Te read in other states they don't allow
Jews in their restaurants, etc. I really don't know tor
sure. (L)
Because ot the way tbey talk and the va1 they write. (L)
Becaus. they have been the ones involved with discriminating against Jews in our school. (L)
Because many Protestants are anti-Semitic and like

to cause trouble tor the Jtws. (L)

Because many Protestante won't let a Jew

~aT.

a

So•• Protestants act .er,r mean toward Jews. (L)

~o).

(M)
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Theme 21

~

s:.!. SUier10ritl (Total !!)

The content of the statements in Theme 5 are similar to
those ascribed to Catholics in Theme 5, Table 18.
They think they are better. (L) (Reters to both groups.)
MaUl Protestants look down on

us. (L)

Protestants seem less tolerant toward Jews because I
think they teel their beliet is superior to ours. (L)
Because they think Jews are inferior. (L) (Both .roup•• )
They think Jews are interior. (M)

Theme §: Personal !!perience (Total

i)

Six respondents indicated that they were able to v.rifT

their rating ot Protestants trom a negative personal experience.
Because I have been called names by this group and
have been given dirty looka. (L)
Because I have lived among them. (M)
I think they are less tolerant because I have aasociated with people ot the Protestant religion and they have
made me teel this way. (N)

Because of . , experience with them. (M)
(Because ot personal contact with people accusing
Jews of practically- ~hing). Itm not sure. (If)
,
From personal experience with relatives and their
friend.. Experience has also taught me they are intolerant ot most other religions. (M)
!heae

2'

~joritl

Group

Pre~u4ic.

(Total

1)

The tact that Protestant. were members ot a majority was
~iewe4

negatively by 3 respondents.
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Because they are the majority they teel they can push
around the minority. (N)
Th.~

are the largest majority group. (L)

For the tact of the PArt they played in the past.
always been a minority group. (L)

~e've

Hi.cellan.ouf" (fotal !.)
ODe respondent revealed that he derived his opiniOA of
Protestants from others.

Lack of education and ethical code on

the part ot Protestants was cited by two other respondents.
Prom hearing other people-s opinions I agree. (N)
Protestants have a le.ser code ot ethics than Oatholics. (If)
Jews became scapegoats. (ft)
Protestants.)

(Oited tor Oatholics and

When people are uneducated and wish to be intolerant-they will be. (N)
o Beason 9ited (Total

~)

Twenty-three respondents did not cite a reason tor ratDg

Protestants as "less tolerant than others" toward Jews.

This response. if checked, was expected to elicit a deof neutrality.

For example, one student who checked it
Protestants in general are tolerant, except-

S misinformed members."
don't know."
ive comments.

!'wo others checked it and added

However, a number

or

the students included nega-

Seven ot the negative oomments reterred to b
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sroupa and one was specifically directed toward Oatholics.

o.e

student atter checking both groups wrote in the margin atter the
expression "about the s8Jle a8 others "__ "Low"
"Jews becom. acape.oats. tt

and

commented

fht..'He remarks were assigned to the

negative ratings describing Oatholics and Protestants in
tion

'5.

same in
OU8~,

Qu••-

Bowever, their rating "same as others" remained the

34.

The negative evaluations cited were

~.al

interiority, superiority, anti-Semitic, 1ntolerant.

they

~e.tion

have been quoted above in the1r respective categories.

Swean
!he trustration-aggression bypothesis predicts that the
strongest 1nstigation to acta of aggression will be directed
asainat the agent perceived to be the source ot trustration.
Analysis ot the re.poll8e. designated as actual and implied 1I1tolerance indicate that Oatholics are most trequently perceived as
a source ot trustration.

!be contrast. in terms ot trequeue7 of

nesative ratings between Oathol1cs and Protestants is atriking.
!he data pres.nted 1llustrate. that trequ.ncy of "victimization"
is related to fr.quency ot .xpr••••d intol.ranc ••
Religious ditterences expressed in terms ot lack ot
derstanding. opposition ot beli.ts. strong commitment on the
art ot Oatho11os were cited moat trequentl7 as rea.ons
iewed Oatholics negat1ve17.

wh7 Jews

W. stated earlier that it was not

ot the investisator to determine the truth or falsity
ot these attitudes.

However, charses ot religious indoctr1Dation

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Restatement of the Proble. and Procedure
!he existence of a social prejudice, the authors ot
Frustration

!!!

Aggression note, .eans that those who are preju-

diced have been frustrated and that they are expressing their
aggression in a fair11 uniform aanner. l Anti-Sa.itiam, one such
prejudice, is distinguishea both b1 its uniformity ot expression

and also b1 the faot that its occurrence has transcended the
particularities ot tise and place.

!be possible counter-ettects

of anti-Semiti.m have not received the same amount of attention
as tbe prejudice it.elt.

In the preceding chapters we have at-

tempted to take a microscopic view ot the elteets of anti-Seaitism b1 focusing on a particular group of Jews at a particular
time and in a particular 80e1et71 during Nove.ber and Dec ••ber

of 1962. 762 Jewish high school students living in a larse .etropolitan area were tested.

!he evaluation of their respons •• was

guided by a hypoth.sis whioh assumed that aD7 individual •••ber

ot American 8ociet1 oan expeot to pursue and realize the rilhts
and privileges normally associated with American citizenship.
Any attempt to inhibit this

lDo11ard. !l !!., ~.

puru~it

and realization in a aociet7

SU., 151.
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which holds the official value of encouraging equality
tun1ty is to be cODsidered a. deprlvo.t1on.

ot~por

How are tbe oau••••

"real" or "imagined," of the •• frustrations to be discovered?
One ;';.Vttnue of exploration vas

p.

study of the po•• ible uplica-

tions of the religious group .embership ot the anti-Semite.

Religious group identifioation has been known to act both aa a
unit71nS and divisive torce.

The results ot this inv.stigation

have shown that religious group •••bership haa d.tiDite iMplica-

tions in the 1dent11'1cation ot the an.ti-Semite D7 the respondent
as well as the respondent's 8e11'-1dent1f1cation.

It al80 p1&78

a part in the anti-Semite's identifioation of the respondents.

Our task is not to determine the validity ot the.e ;iudpe.ts D7
the "vict1ms" but to not. that they exist and tbat tbe7 will
intluenoe the conduct of the respondents in 80.e wa7.

Cipal hypothesis tested waa.

Ul.t

cat.lor1ca~

fresuenol 2! '!pre.,ed lit_TOr-

!! !!. out-soup. ,.01u41. Ibe

,!3-

anticiR!t1on !It. ftliS!!1alzatl0." oris1natlns from ••abers

Il)~.a ••d

$!

judpent8

~

!he prin-

that out-sroui!t

!! d1rect1l relatect 12 .!!'!! tr'9uencl !! RE-

!!4 vicarioual: ,xperl.ng!4 discrimination ~ preJudic.
the subjects anA perceived il thea !! beini a~tributab1! 12

8onal17
~

that OBj-srsup !a R!!l ••,021&t129'!he 762

.ub~.ct.

of this inve.tisation were clrawn trom

3 ditferent 't7pes ot institutions.

The f1rst group was coa-

~ri ••4

of 209 students attending a Jewish parochial academy tull-

ttae.

ODe hundred and twent7 students attending Hebrew hiBh
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school extension clasf:u;s
group.

(l!l

a part-time 'basis made up the .eool14

The third component of the saaple consisted ot 433 pub-

lic high school students 'Nho were members of Jewish youth

01'18.11-

1zat:1011s troll the i'lo,xth, west. 6.lld. north aide. ot the city_

The initial step in the investigation was to t8.t the
general lev"l of attitude toward Ca:thelic., Protestants, Jewa,

and non-ohurch m.embers among the participating group..

~

RelDllers' Scale 1:2£ I-Ieasur!M A'*itu4! Toward A!Z ))e:!l!e4 G19Up.
Form A, was used for this purpose.

Scores on this Seale a180

.e"ed as a .easure o.t actual intolerance in the tes't& of "1&tionsb.1p.
Intormation obtained b7 ."autR ot the

9Meat12IUla1~

..

19te!S£2up Relatione was uaed to asoertain the frequenoy with
whioh individuals reported personally and vioariously experienced
di.oraination and prejudioe.

!he main hypothe.is was te.ted b7

.eana of two separate breakdowns.

On

the baais of repli•• to

specific questions the sample population was first divided into
three catesories representing those who reported RtrsoDal experience ot overt and covert

"v1eti.i~atioD"

_umber of times," and "neyer."

"many time.," fta l1mited

The relationship ot these cate-

gories with the dependent variables .ex, actual and iapl1e4 intolerance was tested b7 means ot the ohi-square technique.
!here were two it... used to meaaure actual intolerance, the reapon.e. to Question ,'(a)-(e) in which the re.pondent 184icated

one or more groups that he "41d not partlcular17 l1ke;" and the
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negative ratiDbs on the Remmers' Scale.

X.plie4 intolerance

was indicated by the frequency with which a religious or national group was listed as prejudioed toward 3ews;2 and the comparative rating. ot Catholics and Protestants with regard to their
relationa toward Jews.'

In order to discern the influence ot

vicarious experience on attitudes the three major oategorie. of
personal

~v1ct1ai.at1on·

were extended to include s1ailar cate-

gorie. of diminishlng frequency ot vicarlous "vlctlmizatlon."
fbis extension yie14ed a total ot nine catesories (Chapter III.
s.e page 67 tor the model).

Test. ot relationship between the••

categories and actual and implied intolerance were also ma4e.
In addition to the tests relating "victim1zation" and

intolerance t the relatlonshlp ot such variables as sex,

r.lilio~

observanoe t and contact with catholios and Proteatants with intol.rance was also observed.

Religious observance was measured

b1 frequency of attendance at religious services_

R.spondeat.

were categorized b7 their reports ot daily and weekly attendance
at services, occasional Sabbath and holiday attendance; and attendance on High BolidaT8 and special occasions only_
AD attempt was aade to e11c1t qualitative aspects ot
aSSOCiation in order to meaaure further the relation ot trequeDC7
of contact with O.tholiaa and Prote.tants and intolerance.

fo

this end reports of intimate "best-friend" relationships vere

2~estion ,2.
'Question 34(a) and (b).
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included in

th~

Category "close" contact.

The

two re.ain1as

categories "limite4" and "minimal" contact. were based on diminishing frequency of a8sociation.
Ftnal17, the respondents' descriptions of ptrsonalAI and
vicariousl~

experienced incidents ot discrimination were ana-

17zed in 80me detail.

The expres8ions ot the intolerance expec-

ted to tallow as a result ot experienced "victimization" were
also

8Ub~ected

to ana178i..

The •• were viewed as "valuationa n

containing ele•• nts of stereot7P7 and prejudice

pro~ected

toward

a group or groups perceived to be the "csusenot these frustratlns
acidents experienced b7 the respondents.
The following conclusions bave been drawn trom the data
obtained in this research.
1.

!Daly-sis ot the ar1taetic means and standard devia-

tions ot the group scores

OR

the Remmers'

~ale

used to test the

general level of attitude toward Oatholics, Protestants, Jews
and nOD-Church •••b.rs indioated that all group. ot Jewish student. t ••ted rated non-church ...bers le.s favorably than ...bers of the three relig10us group..

Jews were rated moat tavor-

ably ot all although the north side youth group r,te4 the• •11n1f1oantly- le •• tavorably than 41d the others.

While Catholics

were not rated as untavorably .e non-church •••bera, they- were
rated les8 favorably than Prot.stant. and Jews.

Students from

the south s1de were more negat1ve in the1r rating. of Catholics
than any other group tested.

There was no consistent a1snitican1
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d1fterentiation among the three religious groups but there was a
signiticant ditterentiation of non-Ohurch members trom re11S1oua

groups.
the abaence ot ditterentiation among religioua groupe
and the notable ditterentiation between non-church memb.re and
re11gious groups _ay •••• uarelated.

!he same 1. the caa. with

the apparent contradiotion in the relatively favorable rating ot
Oatholics on the Remmers· SCal. and their untavorable ratiag
f01111d later in the 'lIR.

There i8, hoveftr, a theoretical refer-

ent which can serTe to explain both ot these occurrence..

W11l

Herberg sees Prote.tantism, Oatholicism and Judaiam aymbo11zin8
three great branoh.. of
Clet7.

ft

Amerlcan religion ft in conte.p0r&r7 so-

Being an American virtual17 demands placing one.elf in

one ot these three "great branCh••• "4 Onc. this location 1.
aade, identification of •• If a. well aa othera is made from
within the context ot a specific branch or trom the broader context of religious membership va. non-membership.

The conaiatent

differentiation ot non-church .ember. trom religious group. a.
well aa their negative rating are made from within the larger
context of religion E!£

~

VB.

non-religion.

The relative17

favorable rating. of Oatholics on the Scale i. also ma4e fro.
!Within the latter context.
~irect.4

!he tre,uent nepti.e expre.aions

toward Catholics in the QIR are made in the narrower

194comparativ. conte%t among sp.cific religious groups.
2.

The te.ts ot significance b:r means ot tbe ohi-square

techn1que tend to support the first corollary ot the principal
hypo'he.is that the frequency of personally experienced diacrlllination. particularly if it haa been experienced amany t1m.a t

U

is related to actual and implied intolerance aa .xpr••••d in
the responaeu on

the~.

!hia aasociat1on did not obtain in

all of the tests ot relationship with actual intolerance on the
part of the respondents as ind1cate4 by the Remmers- Scale.

!he chance bJpothe.ia waa reJected 1n the toll owing te.ts of
relationShip between "v1ctU1a..tion" and intolerance: actual
intolerance indicated b7 the re.pondent's checking on. or aore
croups tbat tbe,. 4id not partioularly like, frequenc,. of check-

ing boys and girla attending Oatholic

parochial school. as a

GUp the respondents did not like; and the negative ratings

atholics on the Remmers- Sgale.

ot

Rating of Jews and non-ohuroh

emb.rs made a bort.rltne ditferenoe.

The chance h7poth.a1. was

_taine! in the '.at rela'bil'ls negative rating. ot Prote.'...' .
"vict1a1zatlon."

the ohaace explanation was rejeoted 1n the

ot relationship )etw••n "victimIzation" and implied
ntolerance ot other group..

!b. trequenc7 with which respoD-

ent. rated Catholics and Prot••ta"+:8 negat!v.l" aa well ..a the
isting ot religious and national &roupa as prejudiced toward
was greater than would be expeoted b1 chance.
th. overall oonclusions which can b. deriYed from th•••
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teata indicate that intolerance toward Jews was most frequeat17
expected trom Catholics by the respondents.

These expeotat1ona

are influenced b.1 the frequency with whioh the respondent reports personal experiences ot

"victimiza~1on."

Respondents who

report neYer having experienced "Yiotimization" expressed

a.sa-

t1ve verbal opinions of out-group meabers 1••• frequently than
would be expected ot their proportion in the population.
Analysis of tbe sooial characteristics of the r8Spoa-

dent. reporting incidenta of 2eraonally experlenoed d1scr1ainatien indicates that "victimization" tenda to be a function of

sex; the amount ot contact with non-Jews (l.e., the more fr8que.t tbe contact the greater the likelihood ot untortunate experiences); and the level of identifiability.

!he second coroll&r7 ot the principal hypoth.ais 18 that
vicarious experience is also related to actual and implied 1atolerance.

A ohi-squar. teat relating the extended categori••

ot

and vicarious experience of "victimization" with the

R!r8o~l

expre.8ion$ ot actual intolerance toward other groups indioated
DO signlficant relationship.
~.

In the case of implied 1ntoler-

toward out-groups re.ul ts nat be qualified.

~.r.on8.11:r

experienced "victimization" "many t1••s," v10ui9U

~xperiene. do~s

~Grsonally

~1ae.,"

If olle haa

not reinforce nesat::t.ve opin1on.

I~

on.e hu

experienoed "victimization" a "limited number of

vicariou, experience tends to reinforce nesative op1a1oa.

this was ob.erved 1n the frequency ot negative rating. of
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Catholics and

~n

the frequency ot listing a religious or natio

group as prejudiced toward J.ws.

It one has "never" ieraonalll

experienced "victimization," vicarious experience docs not reintorce negative opinion.

nt.ae conolusions "how that it i8 the

faotors of immediate concern to the individual, such as persoaal
experience ot "victimization" and the frequency ot its occurrenoe that influence the frequency with which negative op1nion
of out-group ••:ibeX's is 8Qress8d.

!he conclusions cited above indicate that the first
coro118r1 of the principal hypoth•• is, that personally experienced Uvictlm1zation" 18 related to the frequency ot expressed
actual and implied intolerance, i8 supported by the evidence at
band.

The .eoond cor0118.%7, that vicariously experienced "vic-

timization" is related to f'requenc7 ot expressed actual and
implied intolerance is supported only in part by the evidenoe.

3.

~he

chi-square

anal~.e.

relating sex with actual aDd

implied 1ntolerance reinforce the principal hypothesis.
found initially that respondents who have experienced

It was

80••

torm

ot "victimization" "many times" tended to express nesative verbal opinions more frequently than those who report this experienoe

Q.

tflimited number of tim.s."

Those who report "never" hay-

ins experienced "viotimization" do not express negative opinion
as trequently as might be expected by chance.

The teat relat1ng

the aex dlt.teHntial and intolerance demonstrates that m.ore
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than g1rls experienced discrimination and prejudice and

In
that they in turn check one or more groups as tbo.e they "do
not particularly like" among Oatholics, Jews, and Protestante
more frequently than would be expected by chance; more boys thaa
girls Checked "boys and airla trom Catholic schools" as a sroup
they did not particularly like.

Similarly. b018 expressed aore

negative opinions in the case of implied intolerance, indicated
b7 the frequency with which they checked a group as most

pre~u

diced toward Jews and rated Oatholics as "lea. tolerant thaD
others toward Jews."

There was no significant difterence

between bOy8 and girls in their rating ot Prote.tants.
Several things contribute to make boys more frequent
subjects of experiences ot "Yictimization" than girls.

Tradi-

tional emphases within Judaism require a more active participation in religious observance on the part ot male

sub~ects.

ane

obvious example is wearing the traditional head covering. the
yamelxa.

This praotice was cited m08t frequently .s a source of

instigation to aggression b1 the respondents.

In addition to

dilterential religious obligations there is the greater likelihood ot out-group contacts tor
4.

bo~a

than girls.

The conclusion with regard to the influence ot reli-

_lous observance is that frequeno7 of attendance at religious
service. doe. not influence the frequenoy of expressed negative
opinion.
~ing

The chance explanation was retained in the tests rela-

attendance at relisioue services with actual intolerance

indicated by the frequenc7 of cheoking one or more group. in
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Question

'7.

It was also retained in tbe cases of implied in-

tolerance centering upon the 1dentification ot a speoifio reliSious or national group and in those rating Catho11cs and Prot••
tanta aa "1 ••• tolerant than others toward Jewa."
,.

!he analY8i8 ot the influence of contact on pre3u-

d1ce revealed the chance explanation aa tenable in two test. of
actual intolerance of Catholic. and Protestant., the trequen07
w1th whioh students checked boys and g1rls trom Oatholic sobool.
and Protestant boys and girl. .s groups they "d14 not part1oularly like" was not related to frequency of contact with th•••
groups.

The sase held true tor negative ratings of Catho11cs

and Protestants on the Remmers' Soal,_
In contrast. the chance explanation was reJected in the

analysis of the relation of the implied intolerance toward
Catho11cs and Protestant. with delr•• ot contact.
were rated on a comparative basia.

Both group.

The rat1ng ot Oatholics and

Protestants as "more tolerant than others toward Jewa" 1a pos1t1vel,. related to "olose" best-tri.nd associat1ons.

How-eyer. in

ap1te ot the fact that both ot the.e groups were rated "more
tolerant" more frequently b7 respondents having "010•• " contact,
Protestants were rated "more tolerant" more frequent17 than
Catholica, b7 contrast. Oatho11cs were rated "1••• tolerant"
aore frequently than Protestant••
6.

Begative valuations were not 11m1ted to non-Jewa.

A mutual 1ntolerance was ob.erved 1n tbe valuations of students
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atteD41ng the Jewish parochial high school and students attending public schools.

nelil10us and moral indifference was attri-

buted to public school bOla and girls b7 respondents attend1ns
the Acade., whereas those attending public high schools Tiewad
the relil10us emphasia of the parochial school students negatively.

Religious ldentiflab1llty. tben t 1s a tactor in the

intolerance ot the Jew .a well as the anti-Semite.

Allport and

othera have susg.ated tbat thi. t7Pe ot aggression is built up
as a result of being tbe

ob~ect

ot discrimination and tbat it

is direoted toward on.-. own group p.rhaps becau.e ot tear ot
reprisal.'

7. The exaapl.s ot personal and vicarious experienc•• 01
discriminat10n are viewed as trustrations induoed by the lna.l11t7 ot the respondent to reali •• thoae expectations noraalll
asaociated with lit. in a democratic SOCiety be.ause ot hi. Jew1sh id.nt1'7.

the 10g10al r ••ponse to such d.privation, the

frustration-aggression ayndro.e predicts, is a variety ot aggressive r.spon....

!he eTidence pre.ented 1n this investigatiOD

supports this assumption.

!he sources of the trustrations ex-

perienoed by respondents were them.elves &,gre •• ive aot. indicating trustration on the part ot the anti-Semit..

the eTidence

that Oatholics (more frequent17 8iDgled out b7 the responde.te
as less tolerant than others toward Jew.) actually are the
"ob~.cts"

causing the frustrations is inconclusive.

!bat the

I

, I

5Allport and Kramer, "Some Roots ot Prejudice,· 24.
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respondents "perceive" them to b. the source is quite evide.t
trom their "valuations" of Catholic. in the answers to the
que.tions teating aotual and implied intolerance.

One faotor

which might influence this "peroeption" 1. the greater "visibility" or Oatholics as opposed to Protestants.
"Victimization" aa reported b7 the Jewish respondents.
it has been shown. 18 a function ot ••x, out-group contact, and
level ot identlEiab1lity.

Identitiab111t7 is not based exolu-

.iV8l7 on relisious behavior.

!be taot that studenta trom the

south side 70uth group acoount tor the .eoond highest total of
reports ot "vict1m1zatioD u6 susse.t. a difterent type of identifiability ba.ed perhaps on "a•• ociational v18ibilit7" .a well
a. other behavior traits.

!he aggre.sive response is dependent

upon the immediaoy of the perlonal, rather than vioarious, experience ot "viotimization" and the frequency of it. oocurrenoe.
Will Herberg's oontention that religion i8 the "difterentiating element in the context of selt-identitioation and social looation,"? 1s support.4 by a number of instance. presented
in this investigation. the faot that anti-Semitic act., aa reported here. are most frequently directed toward the reli8iousl7
observant and henoe more Yi81ble Jewl that the respondents
6Aoademy students accounted tor ,0.2 per cent ot the
total, the south side youth group 25.? per cent, the north aide
youth group 17.9 per cent, west side youth group 1,.4 per cent,
and the Hebrew bigh Bchool group 12.8 per cent.
7Herberlt ~. s!1 •• 1~.
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identify Catholics as moat frequently anti-Semitic; that the
Jewish respondents identity eaoh other on the basis ot re1181ou8
observance, and finally that non-churoh .embers are negatively
distinguished from the three religious groups.

It i8 possible

that this .mphasis on religious identifioation stem. trom the
tocus ot the test itself--tnterreligiou8 group relations--where
the trame ot reterence is narrowed tor the respondent.

Question

,2 attempted to establish a broader context to elicit implied
intolerance when it asked the respondent to list a "religious
or nationality group which .eems most often to be prejudiced
against Jew•• ~

The religious group. mentioned most trequently

were: Oatholics, l75 t1a•• ; Protestants and Ohristians, '9 fUld
10 times respectively.

10 times.

Non-church members were oited a total ot

the national groups ci ted

w~re:

German-Nasis, "

times; Arab-Moslem-E!1ptians, 21; Negroe., 12 time..

!here were

additional listings ot Poles, Russians, Serbs, Mexicans, Italians, etc., with totals ot leas than 5.
Interfaith tension i8 seldom limited to religious ditterences alone.

It arise. largely trom the traditional atti-

tudes of each faith toward the other, attitudes formed in historical situations considerably di,terent trom current clrou.-

stances.

Today tensions are compllcated by such factors as

.embers' relative soclo-economio positions, length ot residence
in America, and minority and majority status. S Still, the
8 Mobers. SR. clt., 328.

I
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valuations ot Catholics in the preceding expressions ot implied
intolerance reveal a larse number of respondents charging religious indoctrination as the reason why they rate Catholics as
"less tolerant than others toward Jews."

Whether they are

titled or not, these views will be a matter of conoern for
1Dterested .embers

or

both taith$.

~U8-

A SCALE FOR MEASURING A TTITUDE TOWARD ANY DEFINED GROUP
Edited by H. H. Remmers

Form A

Date ____________________
Name (optional)

Sex (circle one)

Age

M

F

Grade __________________________________

What occupation would you like best to follow? _______________________
Your race

Your nationality ______________

Directions: Following is a list of statements about any group. Place a plus sign (+)
before each statement with which you agree with reference to the group listed at the
left of the statements. The person in charge will tell you the group to wri~ein ~t
the head of the columns to the left of the statements. Your score will in no way
affect your grade in any cour se.

.t"

10

!

k

H

I

I

I

I

I

I

Can be depended upon as being honest.
Are far above my own group.
Some of our best citizens are descendents from this group.
Deserve much cqnsideration from the rest of the world.
Command the respect of any group.
Are quick to apprehend.

(catoh oa).

Are a God-fearing people.
Have an air of dignity about them.
Are highly emotional.

(.xelta'bl.)

Take an exceptional pride in themselves.
Are superstitious.
Are self indulgent.

(usualll' th1nk ~7 of th....ly•• )

Do not impress me favorably.
I am not in sympathy with these people.
Would likely prove disloyal to our government.
Belong to a low social level.
Are mentally defective

(ot 1Dt.l"lor 1Dtelllg.DOe).

Copyright, Purdue Research Foundation, 1960

A SCALE FOR MEASURING A TTITUDE TOWARD ANY DEFINED GROUP
Form A

Edited by H. H. Remmers
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Scsle Values tor ! Sf!ie !2£ ~88ur~ ~ttlty4!
TOI8;d ~ De __-,"i4,~. 'orm A
ticale Value

It. .

Ite.

Scale Value

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
17.
16.

Sooring Procedure
The median scale value ot the atatementa eadorsed 1s the
attitude soore.

It an 04d nuaber of .tat••ents 1s endorsed,

the soale value of the middle 1t. . ot tho.e endorsed give. the
score.

It...
No. "

lor example, 1t three ite.. are endorsed, apecltlcal17
B08.

2, ,. and ,. the aoora is the scale value ot ite.

1 ••• 9.2, a hl@h17 favorable

att1tu4~_

If an even number ot it... is endoraed, for example items

Noa. 9. 10. 11. and 12, the soore will be

h81twa~

between the

scale value. tor 1te.s Nos. 10 and 11 1, ••• 5.1, an unfavorable
attitude.

The indltterence pOint is 6.0.

Soores above 6.0

indicate a favorable attitude, scor•• below 6.0, an unfavorable
attitude.
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Questionnaire on Intergroup Relations I

---

Number

a)

~'jale

----

b) Female

1.

(Oheck One; use X).

2.

Name ot school you attend full time_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

Grade in school: (Check one; use X)
a) Freshman
b) 30phomore____ c) Junior
d) Senior
e) Age at liitbirthda~
- -

4.

Do 10u attend Hebrew High School? a) Ye.
b} No
c) It yes t how many hours per week'?
-:--

_.---

Rave you ever attended Hebrew School? a) Yes
b)No
c) It yes, list the number or months or yearS----6.

Religious affiliation: (Check one)
a~ Orthodox
b) Traditional
c) Conservative
d Reform ---.) No atflliatioD:::- r) Don't knov__" __
g Other_ _
How often do 70U attend religious services?
a) D8il~
b) Sabbath ever, week and High Holidays
c) Sabba~ccasionally and High Holidays
d) Sabbath
occasionally
e) High Holidays only
. r5 Special
occasions oniy____ g) Other
•

8.

What is your
a) Jewish

religion?
Specify, 1) Orthodox--._
2) Traditional
3) Conservativ-e____
-4) Reform
5) No arrItIitlon____
§) Don't know____

fath~r'e

b~~ Catholio
Protestant
__

Other

e ) No et'~rr"i""'lat10n~_
t ) Don't know

What 1s your mother's religion?
a) Jewlsh____ Specify: 1 Orthodox
2

b) Protestant__

;
4
5
6

Tr~ditionai____

Oonservative
Reform
---No afrIIIition____
Dontt know
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,

o~ Catbolic____
d Other

1.·1·'

ill.1

e

No ar1I!fation____
f) Don't know...........

~

"

10. What 1s your father's occupation?

(State exaotly what 7 0 ur
father doea, e.g •• High School teacher. shoe salesman, eto.)

11. It your mother works outside the home. what 1s her oocupation? (State exactly what your mother does, e.g., elementa~ school teacher, saleslady in a depart.ent stor., etc.)
b) Does she work full t1me____ or part time
12.

?

Oircle the last year or school completed by your father.
s) Grade school 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
b) High school 1 2 , 4
0) Colle,e
1 2 3 4
d) Beyond oollege or BaChelor's negree___________
Circle the last year of sohool completed by your mother.
2 3 4 56? e

a) Grade scbool 1
b) High school 1
c) Oollege
1

2

,

4

2 3 4
d) Beyond oollege or Baoh.lorte Degree,___________

14. To whiob ot the following groups do YQU£ two X!£l best
triends belong?
a) Protestants
b) Catholics
c) Jews
d) Greek
Orthodox____ e,-:ihovah's Witneiiii____
----

In which ot the following groups do you D21 AI!! any
triends?
a) Protestants
b) Catbolics
c) Jew8____ d) Greek
Orthodox____ ., J.hovah's witneiiii____
16. Cbeck the frequenoy with which you oome into oontact with
the following grouPS~gS.~ii'
Otten
~ne!iii
Never
a) Protes,ants
b) Catholics
c) People who 40
not belong to any
religious groups

"

~I'

II'·'
I'
'II;

~7

17. Place a check (X) in tront ot each ot tbe following religious groups whioh live in ~our neighborhood.
s)
Protestants
d ____Greek Orthodox
b)
Oatholics
e ____Jehovah's Witnesses
c)
Jews
17.f. OSICh ot these is the largest group in your neighborhood?
18. How .aD1 ot lOur friends attend the sohool that you attand
full time?
a) Allot them
c) Few ot the.
d) None of the~m---T
b) Most of the-m:::_
19. It you belons to a T.m~le. how many of your friends attend
your Temple (Synagogue)?
.) All of the.
c) Few ot them____
b) Most of them--d) None of them

----

20. How many of 70ur friends attend other Te.ple. (Synagogue.)?
a) All of them____
c) Few ot them____
b) Most of them
d) None of them.____

!!!

21. If you ~
answer ~ ~ ~ in que.tion 20 how many
of your riea s attend t e churc 8S listed below?
All
Most
Few None
a) Protestant Church
...........
Catholio Church
Other
:~
d) Dontt know

......... ..........
.........

........

22. Do you belong to a~ of the olubs sponsored by the school
b) No ____
that you attend lul time? a) Yes

23.

there any clubs at your school that you do not wish to
join? a) Yes
b) No____
23c. It ye., wb7 &on't you eare to join these olubs?
Are

24. Are you a .e.ber ot a~ ot the following group. not connect.
with your achool? (Oheck(X) the ones you are 8 member ot or
plan to join.)
a) fratern1ty
c) club ,
b) sorority
d) group____

~
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It you 'talong to any ot the above groups in question 24, are
the .e.bers
a) All Jewish
d) None ot them are J.wish
b) Most ot th'-e-m-.-re
e) Don't know b.
Jewish
c) A Few o....
l....,t....fi.m are
Jewish,__
26. It you belong to a group (not connected with your school)
are there 80me bOY8 or girls who are not weloome to join it?
a) Yes
b) No
260. It th~re not weloome, what do you think i . the reason?

..

27. Have you ever been openly disoriminated against because
you are Jewish? (Check one).
a) Many time.
0) Once
b) A tew timeS--d) Never--27e. It you have, 6rIet17 desoribe a situatIon you oaD rememberl
J

•

•

JI.

t

28. Have you ever heard of .~ speoifio instanoe in which any
members ot lour taaf17 or close friends were openly discriminat.. against because the~ were Jewish? (Oheck one.)

.) Man: times

c Onoe__._
d Never"
28e. It you have, SrIefly desoribe a situ-a~t~!o-n you oaD remember.
b) A few time.
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29. Have you ever telt that other individuals disliked you because you were Jewish although nothing was openly said or
done? (Check one)
a) Many times
c) Once____
b) A tew times____
d) Never_____
~o.

Have you ever been called names because you are Jewish?
(Cheek one)
a) Many times
c) Once~__
b) A few tlme~
d) Never____

31. Have you ever heard trom any members ot your tamily or close
triends that they have been called names because they were
Jewish? (Check one)
a) Many times
c) Once____
b) A tew times____
d) Never____
32. Is there any particular religious or-nationality sroup whic
seems most often to be pre~udioed against Jews? (Oheck one)
a) Ye.
b) No
32c. It yes, tist the -na--m-. of that group
.
33. It you have listed a group. do you think that some ot the
members ot your tamily feel the same wal as you do about
this group? (Check: one) a) Yes_ b) No__
Place a check (X) in the oolumn which best describes how
you would rate the tollowing groups:
Hore Tolerant Less Tolerant About the
Than Others
Than Others
Same as
Toward Jews
Toward Jews
Others
a) l'lost Catholics
1)
2) _ _ _ __
b) Most Protestants 1 ) £ 0 .2~_ _ _ _ _.•

55--

35. With regard to the groups that you may have checked as lesa
tolerant than~hers toward Jews, why do you think they are
less tolerant?

36. Have you ever been told not to mix with girls or boys of a
particular nationality or religious group?
a) Yes
b) No

-

-

(Check one)

20..0

360. It
yes, write
the name of the particular
group in the apsc
tollowlng.
______________________
__

37. Place a cheek (X) atter each of the following groups that
you do not particularly like.

a) Boys and girls tram public schools

b)
e)

d)
e)

(It you check this
one, atato why in question ~8.)
Boys and girls from Oatholic schools
(If you cheok
this on., state why below In question 38.)
Boys and girls tram the Jewish Academ:____(If 70U check
this on., state wby below in question 38.)
Boys and girls attending Hebrew High Schools____(If you
check this one, state why below in question 3B.
Prote.tant boys and girls
(It you check this on.,
state why below-rn-questlon 38.)

38. If you have checked a group or groups abov., what is your
reason tor not liking the group or groups

88

much

a8

others

It.

Appea41x II
Table A
DU'PERENOES BI:."TwUN THE MEAN RATINGS GIVEN 1'0
NOli-OBlmOB MEMBERS BY THE VARIOUS GROUPS
OF SUBJECTS EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF THE
ST~~DARD

ERROR 01 tHE

ET'JEEN

A.oa4eJQ'
Bebrew Hig

Sohool
South Slde
Youth Group
W••' 814.
Youth Group
North S14.
Youth Group

ZANS

DIF1EBENC~

II

1.00

2.30a

1.10

2.'2-

1.36

1 •. 40

0.37

0.44

·Signifloant at .05 level.

fabl. B
DIFfERENOES BftWEEN THE

MEAt~

RATINGS GIVEN TO

CATHOLICS BY THE VARIOUS GROUPS OF SUBJECTS
EXPRESSED IN UIfITS OF TIlE STANDARD EBROB

9F 'Hi DiFFERENCE BEfVIRMM!S (,l

South S14.
Youth Group
W•• t S14e
Youth Group
North Slde
Youth Group
Aoa48l17

:aebrew High
Sohool

,.15s
2.0ab

0.88

,.24a
2.,6b

0.56

0.50

1.04

0.04

·Signifloant at .01 level.
bSlgnltlcant at .05 level.
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1.40
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Tabl& C
DIFFER&~CES

BF2wEEN THE MEAN RATINGS GIVEli TO

;;aOTE.JTANTS BY (.rUE VAlUOUG GROIL?!l OF SUBJr':.CT3
Exr"ims.;..,ED IN UNIT:: C? 'In:: ST..~ml11W Elli\OR
OF THE DIFFEiiENOE BE'l'iJEE1'~ MEANS ( .)
",1.ea 9il13

Aoademy
Hebrew High
3chool
South Side
Youth Group
~est Slde
Youth Group
North Side
Youth Group

"

0.93
0.42

1.43

0.,56

·,).28

0.38

0.8,

1.69

0.44

1.2?

1'able D
DIFFERENCES BE'J:'JJ:EN THE MUN RATIN'S GIVEN TO J"EWS
BY THE VA.RIOUS GROUPS OF SUBJECTS ElJi}RESSED IN
UNITS OF THE STANDA.aD EllROR O.F TaE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN l'1EANS (.,.)
ltsl

1 e
Youth Grou
South S1de
Youth Grou
V.at S14.
Youth Grou
Hebrew Hig
School

Acadell1

2.022.00 8

0.50

2.S9b

0.7'

0.04

2.67b

0.;;

0.17

·Signifioant at

.0;

level.

bSlgniticant at .01 level.

0.23

21~

Table E
DIFFERENOES BE11lJUN THE MEAN RATINGS GIVEN BY
NORTH SIDE S UBJEOTS TO VARIOUS BBLIGIOUS

GROUPS EXPRESSED IN UNI~S OF THE
STANDARD ERROR OP THE DIFFERINOI
BETwEEN MEANS (z)

Non-ohuroh Members

Oa1:hollC8

CathollC8
Jews

6.6,a

??,.

1.07

Protestants

6.6"-

0.0;

Jews

0.99

·Slgnificant at .01 lev.i.
Table F
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS GIVEN BY
SOUTH SIDE SUBJECTS TO VARIOUS RELIGIOUS
GROUPS EXPBESSED IN UNITS OF THE
STANDARD ERROR or THE DIlFERDCI
BE'lWED "BAlfS (.)

Non-Churoh Hembers
Catholics
JeWS
Protestants

'.50·s
a.50

7.;0-

·Significant at .01 level.

Catholiea

Jews

9.00·
2.86a

1.92
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Table G
DIFii'ERENCE.s BE'r~'EEN:rHE MEAN RA.TIHaS GIVEN BY
wF..ST SIDE SUBJECTS TO VARIOUS RELIGIOUS

GROUPS :iXPRES;;;ED II UlfITS OJ THB

STANDARD ERROR OF THE DIFFE;,DOE
B~~WEEN

MEANS (a)

0

Non-Ohurch Kembers

Catholics

Catholics

4.6"-

Jna

6.e~

1.47

Protestants

5.778

0.;7
i','

Jewa

1.70

~z

·Significant at .01 level.

table H
DIFFERENCES BETVEEN THE MEAN RATINGS GIVEN BY
REDRAw' HIGH SCHOOL StJBJEOTS TO VARIOUS RELIGIOUS

GROUPS EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF TaE STANDARD
ERROR OF THE DIFFERENCE B~~mi MEANS (.)

!

Non-Ghurcb Meabers
O.tho1le.

7.?~a

Jews

9.55-

Protestants

9.00·

·Significant at .01 level.
bSlgnltlcant at .05 level.

Oatholios

4.00·
2.00b

Jew.

1.20
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Table I
DIFFE:-{ENC~ BETwEEN irHE I':EAN RlLTIlfG3 GIVEN BY
ACADEE'1Y StJBJSCTSr"0 VARIOUG RELIGIOUtJ GROUPS

EIPRES~ED

IN

tniIT~

OF THE STANDARD EB1iOR

OF T.aS DIl"F ERENCE BET iEEti r1AANS (z)

.
•ion-Churoh Members

Catholio •

Catholios

14.64a

Jevs

le.1'·

,.10·

Protestants

15.14-

1.84-

Jews

7.068

·Significant at the .01 level.

'fable J
DIFFERENCES B:ftWEEN THE MEAN RATING3 BY ALL
SUBJECTS COMBINED GIVEN TO VARIOUS RELIGIOUS
GROUPS EXPRESSED II UNIT~:; e,I THE STANDA.RD
EImOR OF THE DIFFERENCE BET\lEEN MEANS (z)

Non-Ohuroh Me.bers

Cathol1cs

Catholics

16.00·

Jews

66.67-

20.00·

Protestants

IS.oo·

a.5O"

·Significant at .01 level.

Jews

11.768
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